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Carter

welcomes
cabinet

approval
By WOLF BUTZES

Jerusalem Post Correspondent
WASHINGTON. — President Jimmy
Carter yesterday welcomed the
Israel cabinet's approval of all the
remaining unresolved issues stan-
ding In the way of a peace treaty with
Egypt. But he and other key ad
ministration officials braced for
sharp reaction from much of the
Arab world. They began focusing on
efforts to try to meet this challenge
Even before arriving back in

Washington early yesterday mor-
ning. the president sent messages to
several Arab leaders while still

aboard Air Force One.
The president congratulated

Prime Minister Menahem Begin and
President Anwar Sadat, declaring:
“The peace which their peoples so
clearly need and want Is close to
reality."

Across the political spectrum.
Carter's venture Into shuttle
diplomacy was hailed. "I am pleased
and relieved," said Republican
Senate leader Howard Baker
(Republlean-Tenessee). "I think the
president took a risk worth taking.
Overnight, the president’s stan-

ding among the American public has
dramatically Improved, according to
experts here. Yet Carter and his
chief aides, still tired from the ex-
hausting shuttle, were not
languishing in the victory.

The Americans sense that dif-

Acuities in implementing the treaty
and moving forward on the West
Bank/Gaza autonomy scheme are
bound to cause further headaches
here in Washington. Tbey also
believe that their success could very
easily have ended in failure.

"You are looking at a tired but
grateful man." Carter told a crowd
of some 1,000 cheering people, led by
Vice-President Walter Mondale and
the House and Senate leadership, at

a tumultuous arrival ceremony at
nearby Andrews Air Force Base.
The president noted that * *we have

now defined all the major com-
ponents of a peace treaty between
the largest Arab country, Egypt, and
her neighbour and former enemy.
Israel. There may be sharp internal

debates before this process is com-
plete. But the treaty that emerges
can be the cornerstone of a com-
prehensive settlement, one that can
bless with peace all the peoples who
have suffered from the conflicts in

the Middle East."
He noted that “through private

messages and public statements, I

am urging other world leaders to
support what Egypt and Israel have
done, for It offers hope to all who love
peace everywhere in the world."
(Fall text — back page)
Last night.the presldent'invited the

congressional leadership to the
White House for a full briefing on the
trip to Egypt and Israel, including
the extent of accompanying U.S.
bilateral economic and military
commitments to both countries.
During the past few weeks, begin-

ning with Defence Secretary Harold
Brown's February swing through the
Middle East, the Americans have
been spending a considerable
amount of time reviewing the Israeli

and Egyptian military aid requests.
_This process was Intensified dur-
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Two Red Cross officials standing
at the rear door of the Israeli air-
craft checked the terrorists’ names
against a listas they emerged one by
one through a curtain.
The terrorists — 30 of whom had

been serving life sentences — then
walked down a gangway to an air-

port bus marked with a Red Cross
sign which stood about 60 metres
away. Three more Red Cross
vehicles and two police cars stood
-by, while police ringed the plane.

After about half the Arabs had
been handed over to the Red Cross,
the Palestinians allowed Amram to
leave the Bulgarian aircraft and
enter a Red Cross minibus, which
drove to a point midwaybetween the
two planes.

.

When all the Palestinians were
aboard their bus the two vehicles
drove past each other to the respec-
tive aircraft. Amram went straight
aboard the Israeli plane.
But the Arabs had to wait another

40 minutes, filing up the gangway to
have their Identities cheeked again
by Palestinian officials before being
allowed aboard 'the Bulgarian plane.

Amram was flown straight to
Israel where he landed at an air
force base. Looking fit, he clung to
Ids family .and faced a barrage of
reporters .and photographers.
He said he had been tortured dur-

ing, the early stages of his.captivity

in the hands of the PFLP. But once
he was removed to his tiny
Damascus cell, his treatment im-
proved considerably,

. Amram, 35. a Hadera sub-
contractor of heavy earth-moving
equipment, said he did not believe he
would face a court martial because

(Continued on p&ge 2, col. 1)

feared dead as plane
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?EKING. — A Chinese Trident air-
iher crashed Into a factory yester-
lay after taking off from a military
jnd training:,airfield .Jh Peking’s

! ^restern suburbs, sources quoted an
gchenif ^’yewitness as saying. _
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The witness said he had been told
soMlere

: at. the scene that about
people-had been killed. Most of
^reiwmdtors at the factory

prefabricated materials.
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The British-built airliner ploughed
through three workshops, exploding
among the debris of the third, the
sources said.

The Trident, one of 35 bought from
Britain by the Chinese government,
was believed to have been carrying
about 13 people. It was not known if it

was on an official or a training flight.

All on board were believed Wiled.
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Anti-limitations

draft gains

ground in Bonn
BONN (Reuter). — A total of 215
deputies of West Germany’s ruling
left-liberal coalition yesterday tabl-

ed a draft law which would allow the
continued prosecution of Nazi
murderers.
The amendment calls for the

statute of limitations on murder to
be abolished -altogether. It is due to
be debated in Parliament before the
end of June. The statute, which
prevents new prosecutions for
murder after the lapse of 30 years,
comes Into effect on December 31
this year.
About 30 members of the opposi-

tion Christian Democratic Union
(CDU) have said they will support
the amendment. This makes a total
of 345 votes. The law will require a
majority of 250. But the draft Is ex-
pected to win the approval of further
deputies from the ruling parties and
the CDU as Internal party dis-
cussions on the subject continue.

Massive cabinet approval
clears way for treaty
Letter now ‘eases stingl Final cabinet vote on
of autonomy deadline

I
treaty set for Sunday

By DAVID LANDAU
Post Diplomatic Correspondent
In a last-minute change — for the

better, from Israel's viewpoint — the
"linkage aide-letter" attached to the
peace treaty will now provide that
Arab autonomy In the territories be
set up “as expeditiously as possible
after the parties reach agreement.”
This additional phrase, accepted

by Egypt's President Anwar Sadat
on Tuesday, "removes the sting" —
in the words of a key policymaker —
from the one-year "target date" con-
tained in the side-letter.

The letter stipulates that the
negotiations on the modalities of the
autonomy must begin one month
after the treaty signing and can con-
tinue for one year, "with the goal of"
implementing the autonomy "as ex-
peditiously as possible." This was
the text that Premier Menahem
Begin accepted in Washington last

week.
Subsequently, however, at the In-

sistence of a number of ministers,
the additional phrase "after the par-
ties reach agreement" was proposed
by Israel — and accepted by Egypt.
Its significance is that the obligation
to implement the autonomy will now
be conditional on the parties
reaching agreement.

The requirement of "expedition"
will begin from the moment that
agreement is reached — not from the
expiry of the one-year "target-date."

Israeli policymakers expressed
deep gratification with this and other
provisions hammered out during
these past hectic days. Here are
some of the other provisions:

Gaza: There is now no reference
whatever in any of the treaty
documents to the idea of implemen-
ting the autonomy in Gaza first, and
only later in Judea and Samaria.
Israel's position In practice remains,
nevertheless, that it would be
prepared to accept this concept —
provided there were no Egyptian

"liaison office" in Gaza, as Cairo baa
demanded.

Israel has remained adamantly op-
posed to the "liaison office." for
political and strategic reasons. Sadat
told U.S. President Jimmy Carter
that he would prefer in that case to
omit all reference to the Gaza-first
idea in the treaty documents, and
leave the entire issue to be worked
out in the subsequent negotiations on
the modalities of the autonomy.
• Oil: There is to be an explicit
"agreed memorandum." attached to
Annex m of the treaty, in which
Egypt will refer to Its commitment
to engage in normal trade and com-
merce with Israel — and undertake
to sell oil directly to Israel, under
regular market conditions. What
Egypt refused to do — and Israel
reconciled itself to this in the end —
was to earmark a specific quantity of
Sinai oil for Israel each year. Israel
will rely on a 13-year U.S. pledge to
make up any shortfall.
Policymakers arc pleased that the

principle of direct oil sale to Israel,
with its significant political and psy-
chological import, is expressed in the
treaty package.

Article Six The U.S. proposal
accepted by Begin last week has not
been substantially altered. It takes
the form of an "agreed minute" in
two sections, one referring to Article
Sixivi and one to Article Six(ii).
On Six(v). the “priority of

(Continued on page 2 , coL 2)

Sadat may go to

U.S. next Thursday
CAIRO (Reuter). — President
Anwar Sadat will fiy to Washington
on March S3 or 23 to sign the propos-
ed Egyptlan-Israeli peace treaty If

things go smoothly in the meantime.
Prime Minister Mustapba Khalil
said yesterday. Dr. Khalil said the
Egyptian cabinet would meet today
to study the draft treaty.

Weizman to U.S. today
for bilateral talks

Jerusalem Post Staff

Defence Minister Ezer Weizman
and senior Foreign Ministry and
Treasury officials are flying to
Washington today to negotiate with
the U.S. government on aspects of a
new memorandum of understanding
between the U.S. and Israel that will

accompany the peace treaty with
Egypt.

Israel's proposals in this connec-
tion were worked out over the past
three days by a committee com-
prising Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan. Justice Minister Shmuel
Tamir, Attorney-General Yitzhak
Zamir, Foreign Ministry Director-
General Yosef Ciechonover and the
ministry's legal aide Meir Rosenne.
At first the cabinet decided that

Dayan, too, should attend the talks Ln

Washington. But subsequently it was
resolved that Dayan would not go to

Washington at this stage. His
spokesman explained that there
would be legal discussions at first, at
which his presence was not required.

He would fly over later if the dis-

cussions became more politically

oriented.

Another Foreign Ministry official

explained, however, that the
political discussions on the proposed
memorandum of understanding

would be held here In Israel, with
Ambassador Samuel Lewis
representing the U.S.
Weizman expects to conclude

arrangements for long-term arms
supplies to Israel and financial aid
for redeploying the IDF in the Negev
after the pullback from Sinai.
- WcLzmah discussed these matters
with U.S. Defence Secretary Harold
Brown in Jerusalem earlier this
week and told The Jerusalem Post
last night the situation is "very
good." He would not elaborate.
The minister is also expected to

discuss details of financial aid for
the redeployment In the Negev.
Israel has told Brown it will need
S3.2b. to $3-*b. for the projects,
which include building two new air-

fields In the Negev to replace Eitam
and Etzion in Sinai.

According to a report in
"Ma’ariv." the U.S. may also help
finance building a third airfield in

the Negev.
Weizman will be accompanied by

the director-general of his ministry.
Yosef Mayan: the head of the
ministry’s planning branch. Aluf
Avraham Tamir; the head of the
IDF's planning branch, Aluf Natan
Sharoni; and his aide de camp. Aluf-
Mishne Ilan Tehlla.

Egypt looks to Saudis as

treaty evokes Arab fury
Post Mideast Affairs Editor

As a torrential anti-Egyptian cam-
paign swept through the Arab world
in the wake of the breakthrough in

the Israel-Egypt pe'ace talks,
Egypt's Vice-President Hosni
Mubarak flew to Saudi Arabia last

night in an attempt to win that coun-
try’s influential support for the draft
peace treaty.

Mubarak went to the oil-rich
kingdom from Sudan, where he took

a message from Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat explaining the peace
proposals worked out with U.S.
President Jimmy Carter during
Carter's six-day visit to Egypt and
IsraeL
There was no word on the reaction

of either Sudan or Saudi Arabia by
late last night. Sadat was seen as
eager to rally the two conservative
countries to his side, to mitigate
whatever Isolation his Arab op-

ponents may Impose on Cairo. If

they succeed, this could trigger un-
rest among pan-Arab elements
within Egypt.
Cairo officials yesterday took

pains to assure Egyptians and Arabs
that Egypt had not abandoned its

pledge to link its treaty with Israel to
an overall settlement guaranteeing
the creation of an autonomous ad-
ministration in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip.

The Egyptians stressed that they
had made no concessions on basic
principles, and that they had com-
promised only on modalities. They
defined the basic principles as the
linkage between the draft peace
treaty and the creation of autonomy,
the priority of Egypt’s Arab com-
mitments over the treaty, and the
emphasis on a comprehensive settle-

ment.
(ConUnuvd oa page 2. col. 1)

West Bank pupils protest
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Jerusalem Post Staff
Hundreds of pupils in most major

West Bank towns and in East
Jerusalem took to the streets again
in attempts to demonstrate. Most of
the attempts were blocked by securi-
ty forces.

In East Jerusalem, school pupils
gathered near the Kal&ndiy& refugee
camp and at the Old City’s
Damascus Gate and tried to
organize demonstrations and
roadblocks. They were dispersed by
border policemen who fired shots
over their heads.

In the morning .
youths tried to per-

suade shopkeepers in the Old City's

David Street — one of the main en-

tanccs to the Old City— to close shop
In protest against the latest peace
developments and the military
government's behaviour towards
demonstrators. Several shopkeepers
did lock up, but they were persuaded
by Israeli authorities to reopen in the

afternoon.
In Ramallah all shops remained

closed. Tires were burnt by
demonstrators In several streets and
stones were thrown at Israeli
patrols. North of the city, youths

threw stones at passing vehicles and
smashed the window of a tourist bus.
The Ramallah military govern-

ment has told principals of high
schools in the town that pupils from
villages in the area may no longer
come to town for school but will have
to study in their villages. Out-of-town
pupils were at the centre of many of
the more violent demonstrations in

Ramallah at the beginning of the

week. The Ramallah military
government has meanwhile told the

town's teachers that it is not accep-

ting their mass resignation and that
they must each resign personally.

No teacher has submitted a personal

letter of resignation yet.

In Hebron and Bethlehem there

were also attempts to organize
demonstrations and strikes by
shopkeepers, but these were aborted

by security forces.

Nablus Mayor Bassam Shftka
yesterday sent a strong letter of

prulcal to Defence Minister Esor
Weizman and to the commander of

Judcu and Samaria. He said the ac-

tion token by security forces against

demonstrating pupils was "bar-
baric."

Ofra men refuse

to give up arms
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Members of the Gush Emunim
settlement of Ofra in the West Bank
yesterday refused to surrender their

arms to the IDF. The army demand-
ed that the settlers surrender their

arms after Ofra militants fired over
the heads of demonstrating Arabs in

Ramallah-EI-Bira on Tuesday.

The army action against the Ofra

settlers came as hundreds of pupils

in most major West Bank towns and
in East Jerusalem took to the streets

again in attempts to demonstrate.
Most of the attempts were blocked
by security forces.

The army unit which came to Ofra
yesterday morning also wanted to

question those settlers who had been
involved in Tuesday's attack on El-

Birn Arabs.
But the Ofra settlers refused to

reveal the names of those who were
involved in the incident and Also
refused to surrender their arms.
IjAler in the day. they met with the
commander of Judea and Samaria.
Tat-Aluf litnyamln Bcn-EUczcr. to

discuss the Imposse.

By ASESER WALLFISH, Jerusalem Post Reporter

Prime Minister Menahem Begin did not have to work hard to get a
walkover victory in the cabinet yesterday in favour of the com-
promise package with Egypt which will make the signing of a peace
treaty possible. Fifteen ministers voted in favour.
Of tiie two remaining cabinet members, Transport Minister Haim

Landau would have voted against the package but had to leave to at-

tend the funeral of a close relative. Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer did not take part in the vote, because he will not make up
his mind until the cabinet discusses autonomy in Judea and
Samaria.
This issue will come up during Sunday’s cabinet session, which is

also due to give formal approval to the whole of the treaty once
again. Several ministers, including Hammer, Landau and
Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon, yesterday stressed the gravity of
the discussion on autonomy, which the cabinet bad decided some
weeks„ago to hold before final approval of any treaty.
The discussion on autonomy does —

not mean that decisions will be
taken, since this could hold up the
treaty.

Begin had no need to exert
any pressure on the cabinet to
give him such massive support, ac-
cording to one man present.
Ministers who had all along shown
eagerness to reach a quick decision
were pleased with the compromise
package. Ministers who previously
opposed Begin or abstained accepted,
the finale of Tuesday’s King David
breakfast package between Begin
and U.S. President Jimmy Carter as

accompli.
After the 6 t£-hour cabinet meeting

ended, Begin phoned Carter for 15
minutes to tell him what had
transpired. "The president was very
pleased to hear the news," Begin told
journalists later.

(Begin will report to President
Yitzhak Navon and to the Likud
Knesset faction today; to the Knesset
Foreign Affairs and Defence Com-
mittee tomorrow; and to the
Knesset, probably on Monday)

.

The compromise package ap-
proved yesterday included the issue
of Israel's request to buy Sim&i oil

from Egypt after the withdrawal;
the Issue of the stages of the
withdrawal, and the exchange of am-
bassadors.
Although the text of the treaty will

only be made known officially next
week to the Knesset, the compromise
apparently depended on the follow-

ing provisions:

OIL:
— Israel will get & 15-year
guarantee from the U.S. to assure
its oil supplies if it cannot get
enough from Sinai and other
sources. Israel will have an un-
derstanding from Egypt to supply
it with an undefined quantity of
Sinai oil. Israel will have the
same status as any other
purchaser and will poy the sas>.
price. There will be no long-term
Egyptian commitment.

WITHDRAWAL:
— Israel will supply Egypt with a
breakdown of the phases of the in-

terim withdrawal in Sinai which
would leave the IDF manning the
El Arish-Ras Muhammad line

nine months after the treaty is

signed. Israel will hand El-Arish
over to Egypt within two months
of the signing as a special gesture
of goodwill.

AMBASSADORS:
— Egypt has agreed to exchange
ambassadors one month after the
first withdrawal in the Sinai —
I.e.. io months after the signing of
the treaty.

GAZA:
— Israel will give no commit-
ment, before negotiations on
autonomy begin, about im-
plementing autonomy in the Gaza
Strip before the West Bank. It will

not agree to the establishment of
an Egyptian liaison bureau in

Gaza staffed by Egyptiafa army
officers straight after the treaty
is signed.

Ministers emerging from the ses-

sion either dodged reporters
doorstepping outside the Prime
Minister's Office or spoke in
generalities about the outcome.
Energy and Communications

Minister Yitzhak Moda'i said that the
cabinet had amended some of its

earlier decisions but the outcome'
satisfied him as far as oil supplies
were concerned. (Later last night he
said Israel would continue to diver-
sify its oil sources abroad and would
invest more money In the Alma field

in the period ahead provided the in-

vestment would pay off before
withdrawal.)
Minister without Portfolio Moshe

Nissim said he would not have back-
ed Begin’s package had he not con-
sidered it satisfactory. Both coun-
tries made concessions to each other,

he said. The cabinet did well to digin
its heels during the negotiations, he
believed, because this helped secure
the agreement in its present form.
Construction and Absorption

Minister David Levy said the talks
had been a matter of give and take.
Israel got what it wanted on the sub-
stantive issues, he believed.
Firmness paid off.

Commerce Minister Gideon Patt
said the way was free to proceed
towards Knesset approval of the
draft. Technical matters connected
with the signing ceremony had to be
settled with Egypt. Important
bilateral questions would now be dis-

The Prime Minister's bat is not
mysteriously hovering at bis
right shoulder: Menahem Begin
is getting help with his hat and
coat after yesterday’s cabinet
meeting. iRahamim Israeli:

Begin catches cold

Jerusalem Post Reporter
Prime Minister Menahem Begin

has got a cold in the nose.
He got the chill standing outside

the King David Hotel in a sharp wind
and without an overcoat during
President Jimmy Carter's -visit, ac-
cording to cabinet secretary Arye
Naor. The weather at Ben-Gurion
Airport during Carter's departure
ceremony did not Improve things, he
added.
Naor said last night: "The doctor

told Begin to take Acamol."

cussed -ith the U.S.
Interior Minister Yosef Burg said

the cabinet approval capped the
process which began with Camp
David One.
Education Minister Zevulun

Hammer said the two issues of oil

and Sinai withdrawal on yesterday's
agenda could not be isolated from the
broader context of the treaty or from
the question of autonomy.

Earlier plans called for a cabinet
meeting this morning at 8 a.m. to
start discussing the autonomy issue.

However Begin cancelled this
because of his cold and because the
Knesset meets at 10 a.m. to complete
the debate on the budget. He has no
time this afternoon either, because of
the Likud faction meeting.
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But least support in Begin’s own Herat party

Decisive majority expected in Knesset for treaty
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By SARAH HONIG
Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The peace treaty with
Egypt is expected to win at least as
comfortable and decisive a Knesset
majority as did the Camp David ac-
cords last autumn; and if all
proceeds smoothly, the vote may be
held on Monday.
But prior to the vote nearly all

political parties have fixed a crowd-
ed schedule of meetings to adopt of-

ficial positions.

Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda St.

(03)243355.

Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

. (02)228363/233192.
Haifa, 2 Sea Road. (04)84655

SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Under the patronage of Mrs. Alisa
Begin, wife of the prime minister, an
evening .of chamber music will be
held in aid of the Anti-Tuberculosis
League at the Jerusalem Theatre on
March 15, 1979. Participating artists

are Raphael Sommer, cello;
Yonathan Zak, piano; Adi Etrian,
soprano.

Most parties, especially the small
ernes, will merely be going through
the motions, as their support for the
treaty is a foregone conclusion. The
majority in the larger parties Is.also
expected to back the peace pact, but
the debate in those parties is ex-
pected to be heated and Is sure to
accentuate internal divisions — and
possibly even trigger defections.
The stormiest confrontations are

expected In Prime .Minister
Menahem Begin’s own party. Herat.
This is seen as one explanation why
Herat has not yet set a date for its

Central Committee meeting.
A political debate was averted at

last week's Herat Central Com-
mittee meeting when Ezer Weizman
read out a message In which Begin
promised to convene the committee a
week later, after his return from the
U.S.
Now, however, party spokesmen

say the date of the meeting will de-
pend on when Begin has a free even-
ing. They note that he tries not to
miss a single session.
While many of the 700 Herat com-

mittee members are clamouring for

a meeting prior to the Knesset vote,

others say Begin is deliberately try-

ing to avoid it, as it will no doubt
mean a very bitter confrontation not
only with such outspoken adver-
saries as Geula Cohen but also with
others in the party who opposed the

Camp David accords. •

Should Begin find a free day for

the meeting, he Is expected to turn

the session Into a personal test of

confidence in himself — and will

probably receive an overwhelming
vote of support. This was haw Begin
handled the committee meeting
following the Camp David accords.
Herat Knesset faction chairman

Haim Kaufman said yesterday that

a major issue will be the desire of

many in Herat to be assured of the
nature of the projected autonomy for

the Arabs In Gaza. Judea and
Samaria. He himself "would like to

see such a definition, but can accept
the idea of deferring a decision until

after the treaty signing, and taking it

quietly."
Kaufman said that if there are

more than three defections in the
Likud following the Knesset vote on
the treaty, the bloc may seek new
elections — to capitalize on the
agreement but also to counteract the
parliamentary loss. (MKs Geuia
Cohen, Moshe Shamir and Ylgal
Hurvitz are likely to bolt the Likud.)
But the National Religious Party is

unlikely to approve early elections,

and it is not certain that a Knesset
majority would be found for the
move.
Meanwhile, the 45-member Herat

Peace treaty will increase

taxes, pressure on economy
Prof. Amiela Gloherzon of the Welz-
mann Institute will speak on immuni-
ty in development and aging as part
of the Israel and the Sciences series,

tonight at 8.80 at the ZOA House, Tel
Aviv.

The Turkish charge d'affaires, Metin
Sirman, will speak to the press club
at Beit Sokolow at 11 a.m. on Friday,
March 23, and not as erroneously
reported yesterday.

DEPARTURES

Arye Dulxln. chairman of the World
Zionist Organization and Jewish Agency
Executive, for Paris, to open the Inter-
national Conference on Soviet anti-

Semitism, in his capacity ax' president of
the “Brussels Presidium," accompanied
by Annette Dulxln.

Zvi Laron dies, 83
TEL AVIV (Itim) . — Zvi Lavon, one
of Tel Aviv’s founders and a former,
city official,, died yesterday at the
age of 83. • ,rni|«c

-

Lavon (Lubtanlkerj came toTsrael.

in 1918, after^erving in tjie Jewish
Battalions, fie"was a high official In
Poalel Zion, was later active in

Mapai. and for many years was a
member of the Tel Aviv City Council.

Lavon is survived by two sons and
five grandchildren. Two brothers

died before him: Ftnhas, former
minister of defence; and Zelig, one-

time head of the Shikun Ovdim hous-

ing company.

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

The signing of the peace treaty
with Egypt will add considerably to
the burdens of the Israeli taxpayer.
That is the general opinion in
government ministries dealing with
the economy.
Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich

will be In the Knesset.this morning to

reply to critics of the budget he has
worked out for the next fiscal year
(the unusual Thursday session was
scheduled because of Purlm) . But it

Is already clear that this budget,
which goes into effect in two weeks,
is already out of date due to the trea-

ty.

Some IL8b. was set aside .in the
1979/80 budget for costs connected
with a possible peace treaty. But it is

now clear that IL20b. will have to be
budgeted for costs next year con-

nected with the military withdrawal
from Sinai.

Even though part of the cost of

Israel's pullback will be covered by
the U.S., there wffl- be.a -need to
vzj. rrr.ra i n - ovwxb it;

the Negev airbases that will replace
Israel’s old SinaJ ones — including
having them bring In workers from
abroad — in order to keep down in-

flation.

The Treasury is also thinking of

asking the government to declare
that all further state activities, such
as the expenses that withdrawal will

entail in the Negev, requires a cut-

back in other outlays. However, as it

is clear that major cutbacks are not

possible, the stress is likely to be laid

. on keeping government demand in
the local market at its present level,

with government buying balanced
by a considerable increase In im-
ports. These will entail a further
worsening of Israel's balance of

payments.
Treasury Director-General

Amiram Sivan and Defence Minister
Ezer Weizman are leaving for the

U.S. this morning to present the

American government with a detail-

ed account of Israel's military and
economic aid needs for the next few
years. (It was not clear yesterday

* whether Ehrlich- would beheading

AMRAM

* power! 4-stn order as Bhrltch said

i

two weeks ago, ‘•'to , preventva
i speedup of inflation.—'.. . ...

The Joint committee of the
Defence Ministry's Mordechai
Ziporl and the Treasury’s Yebezke]
Flomin meets today to discuss the
coordination of government
operations in the Negev, to which the

IDF will withdraw after handing
Sinai over to the Egyptians. One
topic they are sure to consider is the

need to reduce all building in Israel

outside the Negev during the
reconstruction of Israel's defence

(Continued from page 1)

he had only obeyed the orders of his

sergeant, Rav-S&raal Rishon David
(“Mariah") Dror who had been kill-

ed when their command car was hit

by terrorists fire during ^n illegal

trip across Israeli lines into southern
Lebanon towards the end of the

Lit&nl campaign. Besides Dror and
Amram. there were five other people
in the command car. Three of them,
privates in the reserves like Amrarn,
were killed by terrorist fire. The two
other occupants of the Ill-fated army
vehicle. Sergeant Yosef Weisl, and a
civilian from Nahariya, Yehuda
Gelbi. returned to Israeli lines. Weisl

has been court-martiailed and Gelbi

was brought before a Haifa court. .

iThe commander of their unit, a
lieutenant colonel, has been formally

,

censured for the lack of discipline in

his unit.)

Amram accused Weisl and Gelbi

of having abandoned the others to

their fate. He accused Gelbi of hav-

ing persuaded the reservists to help I

him look for two tractors which had I

disappeared across the lines. Gelbi,

he said, had guided them deep into

enemy territory to pick fruit when
they met the terrorist unit. They
pretended to be from the Red Cross,

but the terrorists responded by
shooting, immobilizing their vehicle.

They made a run for it, but three of
his comrades were shot down.
Amram was injured in his hand and
took shelter in a culvert.

Later he tried to make it to Israeli

lines, but was picked up by a
terrorist unit.

After a few days in Beirut, he was
taken to Damascus, where he was at
first kept in a cell with four
Palestinians but later moved to

solitary. At first he was told that
Israel did not want him back, and
then they urged him to write to

Premier Menahem Begin. As time
went on he established a friendlier

relationship with his captors, he
said.

Greeting him at the air base were
his wife and their two children,
Yoram, 9, and Tali. 7; hia widowed
mother. Mantina Amram; and other

members of Ws family.

Industry and Trade Minister Gi-

deon Patt has meanwhile appointed

a committee within his ministry to

look into the possibility of getting

U.8. industry to make purchases in

Israel, as part of the agreement on
helping defray the costs of the
pullback. The committee will also

explore the idea of making massive
purchases of equipment under the

aid pact with the U.S.

On the other hand, the idea Is cir-

culating In the Treasury of getting

the Americans themselves to build

;
After the' Si|riihg of the i£eaty.YJ

'

, ‘> *

| The U.-S.-firael aid agreement WSH
1 be anAdjunct to :the -'ptaU&HMUP
Israel Is to sign with Egypt. In con-

trast with what happened at the

Camp David "framework for peace"
talks (when Prime Minister
Menahem Begin agreed to withdraw
from all of Sinai without getting any
commitment on covering the costs),

Jerusalem is now interested in hav-

ing the economic aspects of the
withdrawal recognized when Israel,

Egypt and the U.S. sign the peace
treaty.

Israel Is asking the U.S. for 84b.

over the next few years, over and
above the $l.8b. yearly in military

and economic aid it has been receiv-

ing. The size and scope of the U.S.
military aid will be determined by
the U.S.-Israel treaty that will ac-

company the peace agreement, and
this will be Welzman's province.

Justice Minister Shmuel Tamir and
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan will

draw up the other terms Israel seeks
from the U.S. — which will include a
U.S. undertaking to assure Israel of

a supply of fuel.

Bases autonomy sting
(Contilined from page 1)

obligations clause," the "minute"
declares that the Israel-Egypt treaty
does not have priority over any other
treaty obligation to which the parties
are committed, nor does any other
treaty obligation have priority over
this treaty. Then it continues:
Nothing in the above should be inter-

preted as "contravening" the text of
Article Six(v) itself (which, accor-
ding to the Israeli reading of it. gives
the peace treaty priority over
Egypt's other treaties in cose of a
conflict between Israel and other
Arab states).

Similarly on Article Six(ii), the

"linkage clause," the "agreed
minute" declares that the provisions

of the Article do not contradict the

fact that the treaty Is entered into in

the context of the Camp David
frameworks... (wording similar to

the original Egyptian “interpretive

note” of last December) . But it goes
on to say that this, too, should not be
interpreted as contravening the text

of Six(li) itself (which, again accor-

ding to the Israeli reading, severs

the treaty from any operative legal

linkage to the Camp David

framework, by use of the phrase
"any instrument external lo this

treaty.’’

)

Egypt last weekend balked at the

term "does not derogate from." but
was finally prepared to accept the
suggested Israeli alternative,
"not. ..contravening." Israeli
policymakers believe the distinction

is not prejudicial to the basic Israeli

position.

They feel. too. that in the "agreed
minute" both sides are given
satisfaction: Egypt by the first part
of each section, which offers a
declarative buttress to the Egyptian-
position, and Israel by the second
part of each section, which gives

operative backing to the Israeli case.

Some policymakers concede^
nevertheless, that the section of Six'

(ii) does, nevertheless, represent a
real concession by Israel, because
the reference to the Camp David
framework, to which Israel con-

sistently objected, remains In.

Israel did. however, successfully
resist U.S. and Egyptian pressure
for the inclusion of the phrase “a
first step" to a comprehensive settle-

ment — In the section of the
"minute” on Six (11).

Beduin protest removal of sheep
Jerusalem Post Reporter February 21. near Kibbt

HAIFA DISTRICT COURT
Dxaclet and Administrations Flies

J538/79 and 1039/79

In the matter of the late ANNIE
SPECTOR, deceased on March M, 1938

In Nrw York. U.S.A. and In the matter of

the late LOUIS SPECTOR* deceased on
January 5, 1904 In U0A.
Petitioner: ROSA WKBWASSER

Citation; lie Jt known that an application

iwm been rilcu in this Court for a Succes-
sion Order for the above deceased per-
ninim itini fur the appointment of an ox-.

<•<•iu.nr Inr the estate. 1 hereby cite all

)«•!** ill* opposing such applications ' to
submit their objections within 13 days
from the date of publication of this
N«U«-e. us otherwise the court will make
"‘•eh order ns Ji may deem fit.

H. Plxam
Judge Registrar

TELAVTV.—The Committee for the

Rights of Beduin charged in a press

conference here yesterday that
soldiers and members of the Israel

Lands Administration's Green
Patrol had beaten Beduin while
removing their sheep from a plot in

the Negev. Demanding a Knesset in-

vestigation. they said this was part
of a government plan to "terrorize"

Beduin.
The Agriculture Ministry, which is

responsible for the Lands Ad-
ministration, said yesterday that the
Beduin had been grazing on a
military training field which they
had repeatedly been warned to
leave, and had threatened
truckdrivcrs with knives when the
sheep were loaded for removal. He
said the army had called in the
Green Patrol to help clear the train-
ing ground.
The incident took place on

February 21. near Kibbutz Tze'elim.
According to Nuri el-Ukbi of the Be-
duin rights committee. Green Patrol

supervisors working with the Nature
Reserves Authority impounded 350

sheep belonging to 10 families of the

Asam tribe and loaded them on
trucks, handcuffing the shepherds.

El-Ukbi charged that four.of the

herd’s owners who arrived at the site

were beaten by soldiers, and that the

Beduin were then taken to the
Ofakim police station and beaten
again by soldiers. He also accused
soldiers of stealing some of the 15

lambs he said were missing when the

Beduin reclaimed their herd from
the Bcer.vhcba quarantine station.

Commenting on the Bcduins'
charges. Agrlcullurc Ministry-
spokesman Naftali Yaniv said the
Green Patrol safeguards
agricultural land with fairness to all.

and without violence.

Executive Is to meet this afternoon-
While it may address Itself to the

subject of peace, it will most likely

be preoccupied with how to dis-

cipline Geula Cohen for her recent
outbursts against the prime
minister.

Herat's major Likud partner, the

Liberal Party, has also not yet
scheduled a meeting of any of its

major decision-making bodies. But
here the reason Is quite different: all

24 Liberal MKs are expected to vote
for the treaty and few within the par-

ty see any point in debating the
issue.

Only last week the Liberals’ large

party council met and came out
overwhelmingly In favour of a peace
agreement.
Liberal Knesset faction chief

Avraham Sharir told The Jerusalem
Post yesterday that "there is very
little time before the vote, and so far

the idea of calling party meetings
has not been raised."
Sharir opposes any early discus-

sion of autonomy as it "would put
spokes In the wheels of peace. It’s

well known that our ideas on the sub-
ject don’t mesh with.. those of the
Egyptians or Americans, and It

would be foolish to bring those
differences into the open now."
The Liberal Knesset faction will

however meet at midday today in the
Knesset.
The entire Likud Knesset faction

will gather at the prime minister's
house this evening, and that meeting
may prove explosive. Another
meeting scheduled for today Is that

of the NRR Executive, where a
show-down with treaty opponents
and Gush Emunim members is ex-

pected. The Executive will have to

find a way to reconcile the party's In-

sistence on a decision regarding the

nature of autonomy before the
Knesset vote, in which most NRP
MKs will support the treaty.

The party’s position paper on
autonomy Is very explicit in deman-
ding that the autonomy apply only to

people and not to territory, and that

Jewish settlement in the territories

be enabled to continue. At yester-

day's NRP Knesset faction meeting
the party's leaders made it clear

that a cabinet decision close in spirit

to the NRP's position on autonomy
would reassure the party and enable
the majority of its MKs to back the
treaty.

Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer however cautioned that the

cabinet's stand on autonomy might
not be publicized, as this could harm
the chances of signing the treaty.

Interior ' Minister Yosef Burg
praised the ''tough stand by the
prime minister" and characterized
the peace treaty, as "a prize for that

stand.’’ Vehement treaty 'opponent
Haim Druckznan, however, said he
hoped for a miracle that would "do
away with the present agreement.”
The Labour Party Bureau meets

tonight to draw up guidelines for the
debate expected on Sunday, when
the 400-member party Central Com-
mittee will decide how the party’s
MKs are to vote. The party is ex-
pected to draft a proposal of its own

expressing support for the treaty but

rejecting the government's
autonomy plan. If that proposal does

not pass in the Knesset, Labour MKs
are expected to be allowed to vote as

each wishes.

Nevertheless a confrontation

between hawks and doves Is ex-

pected at the Labour meeting too,

with the hawks trying to have the

party make support lor the treaty

contingent on the government's
accepting Labour's objection to

autonomy as opposed -to territorial

compromise. Mthout Labour sup-

port the treaty has no chance, they
stress.

Nevertheless, most Labourites are

sure to support the treaty* as will

most of the NRP MKs. In Herat, es-

timates differ and some predict

greater opposition to the treaty than

to the Camp David accords — when
nine of the 19 Herat MKs opposed or
abstained.
One Herat MK, Moshe Kataav,

,

yesterday called for a referendum
on the treaty, though his Idea stands

little chance.
Mapam and Shai decided yester-

day to support the treaty, and the

Democratic Movement Council -

meets tomorrow to do likewise.

LabourMK Eliahu Speiser yester-

day sent an official complaint to the

education minister over a report bn
Israel Radio which counted him
among the treaty’s opponents.
Speiser says he was never inter-

viewed. and that as he supported the

Camp David accords there Is no
reason for him to oppose the treaty.

<k

mi-

l’ll is school bus sustained severe damage yesterday morningwhen a bomb planted inside

;•— went off while itwas parkpdin Jerusalem's Mora&faa. quarter. No one was injured,as the
••
7
- -bus was idle during yesterday's Sbushan Purlm ^school holiday*- No other explosive.

— devices were found ih-a subsequent search'’ of the -area, :
i-.:

<RabunImUraeU)

Arab states call for boycott f

“

on
;

D“fein d

of Egypt because of treaty
help for Soviet Jews

Jerusalem Post Staff

and Agencies

Several Arab states yesterday
demanded that last November’s
Baghdad summit resolutions
providing for sanctions against
Egypt be Implemented immediately
now that President Anwar Sadat had
approved a draft peace treaty with
Israel.

Though most of the demands for

imposing sanctions on Egypt came
from radical Arab states, conser-

vative Jordan and "Kuwait joined
the caJ!.

Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh
Sabah al-Ahmed said yesterday that

the sanctions would be imposed if

Sadat went ahead with his plan to

sign the treaty. He said there is no
other way to react to what he called

Egypt's decision to sign a treaty
"undermining Arab and Palestinian
rights."

The Baghdad resolution, which
was endorsed by almost all Arab
states, calls for an economic boycott
of Egypt, breaking off diplomatic
relations with Cairo, expelling it

from the Arab League, and remov-
ing the league headquarters from
the Egyptian capital.

Kuwait's "AI-Rai ai-Aam"
newspaper said that if these sanc-
tions affect the "fraternal Egyptian
people, they should endure it in order
to understand how they were pushed

Into the gamble..."
Jordan’s crown Prince Hassan

said in an article published in yester-

day's London "Guardian" that
Egyptian-Israell peace efforts are
Inadequate and fragile because they
have excluded Israel's other Arab
neighbours.
The Prince also attacked Israeli

practices in the administered
territories which "show clearlv that
her peace efforts are yet another

exercise In roolpoUtik."
Amman's "A-Dostour" dally said:

"It is now necessary for the Arabs to
reorganize their ranks on the basis
that Egypt's weight should no longer
be taken into account. Egypt's
choice to leave the ring of Arab
struggle, though temporary. Is an
Arab disaster.”

In Syria, the state-controlled
Damascus Radio said: "The traitor

President Sadat has given also con-
cessions demanded by Israel and the
U.S. and has officially and publicly
agreed to enter an alliance hostile to
his nation and the Egyptian people
as well."
The dolly newspaper "AI-Ba'ath,"

organ of the ruling Arab Ba’ath
Socialist Party, called on the Arabs
to put into effect the Baghdad sum-
mit resolutions.
Iraq's ruling Ba’ath Party

newspaper ”AI-Thawia" called for
implementing the Baghdad summit
resolutions.

"This may be the last chance to

save Soviet Jewry." said Ylgal Alien,

speaking at the 12th international

convention of the World Council of

Synagogues In Jerusalem yesterday.
Arye Dulzln, chairman of the

World Zionist Organization and the
Jewish Agency Executive, also spoke
at the convention, urging renewed ef-

forts to secure Jewish emigration
from the Soviet Union. “After the
security of Israel, our main respon-
sibility is saving Russian Jews,” he
said.

In an Implied warning to American
Jewry to refrain from luring Soviet
Jews to their shores, Dulzin stressed
that exit visas are only issued to
Jews on the understanding that they
are travelling to Israel. Diversion
from the place of destination could
dissuade Soviet authorities from
granting visas, he warned. .

Of 450,000 Jews who applied to
leave Russia over the past nine
years, only 185,000 received permis-
sion. Dulzin said.

Vienna dropouts

hit record 76%

Carter
(Continued from jwfce I)

ing the president's mission. Brown,
who travelled with the president, dis-

cussed military requests separately
with his Israeli and Egyptian
counterparts.
Defence Minister Ezer Weizman is

expected here this week with a team
of military officials to continue those
talks. Israel has been assured by
Carter of strong U.S. support in
relocating the Sinai defence line to
the Negev following the withdrawal.
Specifically, Israel is asking
Washington to provide S3b. in extra
military aid to pay for two new
Negev airbases (which will replace
those in Sinai ) and the transfer of the

dofcncc line.

The Egyptians will also receive ad-

ditional military and economic
assistance, although probably not os

much as they have sought.

White House press secretary Jody
Powell, during a briefing Tuesday in

Cairo, signalled the administration's

intention to move ahead In these

areas. He told reporters that
America's economic and military

relations with both countries are like-

ly to be more "productive" In peace
than in war,

llepuhlican leader Howard Baker
said: "Whatever the cost, the cost of

peace must be weighed against the

oust of war." Senate Majority leader

Hubert Byrti (Democrat-W.
Virginia) said: "War, international

terrorism, economic disruption,

assassinations, civil unrest, social

turmoil, oil embargoes and chronic
anxiety have been a few of the costa

of that conflict."

Sen. Richard Stone tDemocrat-
Florida). chairman of the foreign
relations subcommittee on the Mid-
dle East, said the U.S. should provide
increased economic assistance to

Egypt if other Arab nations reduce
aid to Sadat. "This assistance would
be less costly than another round of

major war." he said, reflecting a
common theme heard yesterday.
The chairman of the Foreign

Relations Committee, Sen. Frank
Church (D-Idahoi, was pleased by
the latest developments. It’s wonder-
ful news." he said of the Israel
cabinet's action yesterday. "I think
it foreshadows a vote of approval by
the Knesset after a strong and
passionate debate. The government
of Israel, after reflecting, has seen it

is the strong sentiment of the Israelis
themselves, and is now prepared to
support the peace negotiations."

But Church expressed strong op-'
position to the administration’s pen-
ding SQOm. economic aid request for

•Syria, which has condemned the
pence treaty. "I have reached the
point where I can no longer accept
this doling out of money,” he said.

' Jerusalem Post Reporter
The dropout' rate among Soviet

Jewish emigrants arriving at the
Vienna transit camp reached a peak
of 76 per cent In the first week of this

,

month.
Nearly 600 of the 800 emigrants

who arrived in Vienna .-during the
week decided to forgo Israel and set- .

tie elsewhere, even though they left

the Soviet Union on visas for Israel. 1

Most of them come from Odessa and
other cities where Jewish Identity ia

,

marginal.
Jewish Agency Executive chair-

man Arye Dulzin has sent aiiya
deportment head Raphael Kotlowitz
to the U.S. to confer with Jewish
leaders over the crisis in the dropout
situation.

Einstein meet

Jerusalem Post Reporter. •

The Jerusalem Einstein Center

niai Symposium.opened last night a
the Jerusalem Van Leer Foundation
in the presence of President Yltzhaj

Navon. The main address was give
' by Oxford scholar Sir Isaiah Berlin

In the opening. address Prof. Aryi
Dvoretsky, president of the Iarae
Academy of - Sciences' am
Humanities, said, “These very dayi
we may be witnessLng the. beginning]
of a movement towards peace one
sanity: let us hope that they wU
blossom into a real, just and barmonions peace, a cause which vm
most dear to Einatein’a heart"
-The Hebrew ’ University professm

quoted Einstein's - own words: •*]

believe that the two great Semitic
peoples have a great common future
and that, instead of facing each othet
with barren hostilltv.and mutual
trust, they ought to support :oiri

another in their national and cultural
aspirations and to seek new ways of

cooperation la mutual understan-
ding." '

; : j
Working sessions will begin today'

with lectures on Einstein's physics/.

Capucci to meet pope

ROME (Reuter). — Greek Cstt

Archbishop HUarioxx Capucci, js

by Israel in 1974 (or 12yearssail

runner for Arab terrorists

released three years later 9

Vatican Intervention, will soon n

Pope John Paul, officials said ya

day. -
.

- -

Monslgnor Capucci, fori

patriarchal vicar of the Gr

Catholic Melchites In Jerusw
was freed alter the Vatican pro®

Israel he would not return to lb*

)

die East. But Capucci went to s

in' January at the invitation.» j

chief Yasser Arafat. -

An official of the W
Patriarchate of Jerusalem, J
signor Ibrahim Ayad. told re

in Rome that Capucci would
*

with the pope his opes
Palestinian, cause." :

. .

In deep sorrow we Announce the passing: ofour beloved.

JENNY ZIMMER
formerly of Fuerth and London

The funeral will be held today 1b.Jerusalem*. tV

leaving the Sanhedrlya funeral parlour ;

at 2.00 p.m. for the Mt of Olives*. .

In the name of the

Edith and Yehuda Gold - ->

Our dear

CENTURY . — As part of Rosh Pina's
100th-anniversary celebrations, the
Upper Galilee village will be the site
next Tuesday of the national Bible
quiz, on "The Blessing of the Earth."
Rush Pina Local Council chairman
Zvi Riissky said that the anniversary
Is also to be marked by an outlay of
11,20m. on restoring some of the
original buildings put up by Rosh
Pina's founders, who came from
nearby Safad.

Eng. ZEEV WEITSCH
has left -us. .

4
•

t

He bequeathed his body to science; -

In the mubc of thc taCDuy.
’ -V
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Ship on Fatah mission

naval patrol
: 4 A BRILLIANT •

.

.• r^:J*rtwa3em PpstRcportar

vwwe|* recently
jtopp<^«oiu^shlptmamijwtonfor
the FaUh terwrlrt oipoiizAtjt^ the

• uiny spo&nnULannounced yester-

d»y« ...v '
...

The spokesman Mid that the 10*

suit crew of die sltipGtoan had been
detained,to tavwtlgatioh. Be woujd

- oot toywhenthe Incident tookplace.

A Ufft of:the area# on the chip
suggests that 'at least six terrorists

were' on board, but the spokesman
wooid-ncftT comment on this point.

Asked whether the terrorists had
been killed/ the spokesman said:

“No" :
-

The atoouheement said that the

i S.iiiJ'’ GtoanV ' registered' in Cyprus, left

**,"*%* Tripobto early February forIsrael's
,

\coi«t-‘iritht!ie aim oftrai^^
terrorist squadL^to an attack." The^ ablp eartied a rubber dinghy which

- "- '

IS?*

might have been used by terrorists
to reach the coast.
The ship also carried an RPD

machlnegun. two Russian-made
Kalashnikov assault rifles, three
American-made M-203 assault
rifles/grenade launchers, two
American anti-vehicle Law rocket
launchers, pistols* explosives.
handgrenades and camouflage un-
iforms, the statement said.

But it encountered difficulties
“and was forced to change its course
and sail away from the country's
shores," the spokesman said. He
reported that Israeli naval vessels,
on a routine patrol, stopped It, took it

to Haifa and discovered the arsenal.
An IDF spokesman denied a UPI

report from Tel Aviv that the
terrorists had intended to send the
rubber dinghy loaded with ex*
plosives into Haifa Port and blow It

up by remote control.
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^ Xwth shot dead resisting burglars
^in'a -• _
th*

t £ ;

’
’ Jenrtalent Post Reporter

a ' is-year-old resident of Bast
Jerusalem, Suleiman Ghosh! , was

'QBUtiu/ts'. shot to death early yesterday mor-
oiighlfti rii#. apparently during a struggle
?ir nau^ *V wftb two robber* Who had broken
ndtog^hj.. into Us be*00*11-

m police yesterday discovered an
431

55. Abandoned brown Cortina sedan
saw.

•

which they suspect- may have been

on r % connected to the murder. Inside the

car they discovered spent cartridges

which are : being examined by
ballistics experts .to see If they
match the bullets that killed Gboshi.

As far as could ' be established.

’Gboshi awoke to find two masked
men in his room. They had apparent-

hpt

•

Uan^in
*^

Iy sawed through the bars on the win
dow and were searching the house
for money and valuables. The
Ghosh! family own a large grocery
store In Sheikh Jarrah and are con-
sidered well-to-do.

On hearing Suleiman cry out,
other members *»f the family
reportedly ran into his room and
struggled with the burglars, who,
they said, were armed with an Uzi
sub-machinegun and a pistol. In the
ensuing fight Suleiman was shot and
badly wounded. He was pronounced
dead on arrival at the local Makasa-
ed Hospital.
The burglar* reportedly made off

with some IL20.000 In cash.

Women protest IDF exemptions
ri** ..

.. . ,

AVIV ' (Itbn). — About 1,000

iuUoutfnjmis women demonstrated outside
Sum HWadrut headquarters here yester-

: iBiasi against easy exemptions from
iSh.^^:acmy service for girls who declare

they are religloua.

•te n-ir^ -The demonstrators, members of

innmi'Sz* to Hlstadrut women's organisation

G *11 Na’amaL.heard Labour Party chair-

, aMmon Peres saythat Israel's

„
®!i strength depends on the* internal

^ health of Its society. All sections

most -bear their full ' share in the
iing hrrit, defence of the state, he said, without
a ®lnian^,

regard to narrow party interests.

MKa from almost all parties sal on
of ue* the platform. They- Included Hfllel

ypi
~r

-

wtlSte^
of this Tea.temple commits suicide-.
masadnu-jfODESTO. California :

(Heutor). ~
aid ihu cM spokesman forthe People's Tem-.
? treaty n'^ple religious cultcalleda news con-

ir, the inference ancL then walked. Into .a.

i be spelld*bathroom and killed himself,
the truij*fleporters who bad been invited to a :

Israel ash' motel room and heard Michael
sacSersahProkea read & statement aJ^jihe
14 gsn j

he then yenj. fttofre

n wlrftfgjtaaihroom. <3oaed4he door
Î L

shaf

ms 1^:
"
‘.flUiunavj

llaaMsiftS

eatr.

Seidel (Llkud-Ahdut). Zalman
Shoval (Likud-La'am). Sarah Doron
(Likud-Llberals), Uri Avnery
(Shell), Akiva Nof (Democratic
Movement) and Chaika Grossman
(Alignment-Mapam). Moshe Kol of
the YI.P was also there.

Jewish militants face
NY bombing charges
NEW YORK (AP). — The trial got
under way on Tuesday of two alleged
Jewish militants accused of attemp-
ting to bomb the Egyptian tourist of-
fice to Manhattan, and two prior
flrebomblnga at homes of UN per-
sonnel.

The defendants, facing various
federal charges at a jury trial to U.S.
District Court, Manhattan, are Vic-
tor Vancier, 21, and Bruce Berger,
30. Both were described as members
Of.the New Jewish Defence League.
- The prosecutor said his key
witness . would be Michael Fitz-
patrick, 18, a former JDL member,
who acted as an undercover infor-

mant after beingconvicted of a bom:

blng conspiracy lastyear,and receiv-
ing a.probationary sentence ...

Settlement budget hiked

day before Carter visit

The Glnan, a cargo ship chartered by the Fatah to carry out a terrorist operation against
Israel. The ship was stopped by a routine IDF naval patrol. iiDFphaio)

Iranian Jews reported planning exodus
LONDON (JTA). — Many of Iran's
75,000 Jews fear for their future and
are considering following the 18,000
who left the country before the
February revolution, according to

yesterday’s "Dally Telegraph."
The report said the exodus is ex-

pected to be renewed when the ban
on foreign travel Is lifted. It quoted a
Jewish source as saying: "Better to

leave without one's assets than stay
In danger."
Such fears are expressed despite

assurances by Iran's chief rabbi.
Yedidya Shofet, that the Ayatollah
Khomeini would respect Jewish
rights. David Shofet, the chief rab-
bi's son, told the "Telegraph" that
the vast majority of Iranians had
nothing against the Jews.

Arab students rap pro-PLO activists

Many of the Arab participants to a
Jewiah-Arab student meeting
organized by Mapam recently ex-

pressed concern about the message
of support sent by six Israeli Arab
students to the Palestine Liberation
Organization, a Mapam com-
munique said yesterday.
Mapam organized four meetings

between Arab and Jewish students to

which 800 students — a quarter of

them Arab — took port.

Journalist Mohammed Watad.
who took part in one of the meetings,
also condemned the pro-PLO
students but at the same time
demanded of Jewish students to sup-
port the Arab students under attack
In Israeli universities.

In the main meeting, which took
place to Givat Haviva, one of the
speakers came out strongly against
the trend to eliminate political
organization on Israeli campuses. It

is much better to hold political
debate In the open rather than sweep
it under the carpet, the speaker said.
(Itim)

Mother dies ignorant
of her baby’s birth

JERSEY CITY (Reuter). — a A 89-

year-old housewife who gave birth

last week to a daughter while in a
coma has died without ever knowing
her baby was bora.
The baby, those birth was describ-

ed as a “little miracle" by doctors, is

said to be doing well. The woman
was admitted to hospital with a brain
haemorrhage. She was in a coma

Egypt’s physicists

asked to Israel meet
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Israel's physicists hope to

host their Egyptian colleagues at the
forthcoming annual meeting of the
Israel Physics Society, at Ben-Gurlon
University in Beersheba, on April 1
and 2.

Society president Prof. Charles
Kuper of the Technlon told The
Jerusalem Post yesterday that he
had asked the secretary-general of
the International Union of Pure and
Applied Physics in Quebec to
forward an invitation to the presi-

dent and members of the Egyptian
Physics Society to come to the
meeting.

If the letter did not get there in

time, Kuper said, he hoped the Egyp-
tians .would regard this Jerusalemwhen .admitted and never regained.

consciousness. „ . . _ I Post report as an official invitation.

Government cuts may force day-care centres to close
- YUDELMAN -

Jerusalem Post Reporter
'

^to
C5,BL AVIV. — When. President

vuts ekfe/
Itlhak Navon waa greeted by ac-

' " in to t**"
Hanna Rovina to the day-care

jeatre named after her In the
: Jfttficva Quarter last week, they did

suspect that the centre’s days
xiF fere numbered. Na’am at, which

. -a** Belt Rovina. may be farced to
STf Job? it down because the govern-
5‘ ‘ has not kept Its commitment to

-to*' organization’s Tel
•r. **?viv secretary, Esther Berlitz, an-
sd of^iwFlounced this" week,
hin? Charging the government with

her

da'f^liamanagement rof pre-school
jafion, Herlitz demanded the ap-

(jr Ointment, of; one qualified govern-
...

'

-
'

’

ment body to take charge of day-
care centres, instead of having
different .

departments deal with
different kinds of children according
to different criteria.

Herlitz explained that It costs UA
718 a month to keep one child in a
Na’amat day-care centre. The
Labour and Social Affairs Ministry
pays HA ,240 a month for each under-
privileged child. Children of working
motherspay a maximum of rDl,450 a
month, with Na’amat : paying the
difference In each case.
Beit Rovina cares for 125 under-

privileged children and 10 children

of working mothers, but care there

costs - about R>2,000 a month per
child. Better-trained personnel are

needed there, due to the problems of

children bred in Tel Aviv’s most
notorious slum quarter. The deficit

at Beit Rovina is estimated at IXa,-

138,340, Herlitz said.

Na'amat operates 18 day centres
in Tel Aviv, caring for 1,500 children.

Their total deficit this year is es-

timated at ILfim., said Herlitz. She
noted that a prisoner costs the state

10 times more than a child to a day-
care centre. "Giving under-
privileged children a good start to

life will prevent them from turning
to crime, and it costs a lot less,"

Herlitz said.

While the government recently

channelled IL90m. to yeahivas and
XL54m. to Talmud Tara schools —
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and approved 100 additional posts for

Agudat Ylsrael’s school system — it

neglects pre-school education for

social welfare cases, Herlitz said.

Despite the merger of the Labour
and Welfare Ministries, they con-
tinue to function as two separate
bodies, distributing financial aid to
voluntary organizations on different
occasions and according to different

criteria, Herlitz claimed. The
welfare section deals with under-
privileged children, calculates their
cost per month and pays Na’amat
two months late. The labour section
deals with children of working
mothers and pays at a different rate.

Both sections completely Ignore the
recommendations of their Minister
Israel Katz's 1972 committee report
on aid and development to pre-school
education, Herlitz charged.
By making working mothers pay

so much for day care, Herlitz said,

the government discourages
mothers from working and from
declaring their income If they do.

Yiarael Goralnlk, director-general
of the Ministry of Labour and Social

Affairs, said this week the basic
problem was the shortage of day-
care centres for pre-school children.

Twenty new day-care centres will be
built this year, apart from the cen-

tres which will be erected as part of

Project Renewal, the joint
government-United Jewish Appeal
project for rehabilitating slum
neighbourhoods, Goralnlk said.

Goralnlk said Na’amat has receiv-

ed millions of pounds to cover the ris-

ing costs of maintaining the
organization's day-care centres. He
admitted the additional funds may
not have caught up with rising costs

"and a small gap may have
remained."
As for the partial financial sub-

sidies given children of working
mother* attending day-care centres.

Goralnlk said the government was
unable to raise It to the full subsidy
given underprivileged children.
“There Is progress and measures
arc being taken to help pre-school
education, but It doesn't yet meet all

the needs,” Goralnlk concluded.
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Holon man cleared

of friend’s killing

TEL AVIV lItim). — The owner of
an electronic goods shop in Holon
was acquitted yesterday of complici-
ty in the killing of an elderly friend
who died during a brutal robbery.
Robert Levelson. 88 , was attacked

by a robber who broke Into his fiat.

He died after choking on his den-
tures. which had been pushed down
his throat by a gag.
The prosecution claimed that

Yosef Perl, 55, who knew Levelson
well and did business with him, had
conspired with the robber to steal
two document cases from Levelson's
flat. Perl was indicted for man-
slaughter.
The robber. Robert Dzenashvill.

was caught and Is now serving a six-

year term for manslaughter. His
contradictory testimony to Perl's
trial prompted the Tel Aviv
District Court judges to acquit the
Holon shop owner.

Iran quits Golan patrol

The bulk of the Iranian contingent
of the UN observer force to the Golan
Heights withdrew yesterday and
returned home, a UN spokesman
said.

“The Iranian contingent...is being
repatriated In accordance with the
decision of the provisional
revolutionary and Islamic govern-
ment to Iran," according to a UN an-
nouncement to New York. However.
Israel requested the removal after
Ayatollah Khomeini'S government
cut off diplomatic relations with
Israel.

Meanwhile, a company of Finnish,
troops from the UN Emergency
Force . is - being transferred from
Sinai to replace the Iranians tem-
porarily,in {he .Golan. An,d a.680-mafl
French contingent of the UN Interim
Forces in Lebanon ended its tour of
duty yesterday and is being replaced
by Dutch forces, the spokesman
said. (UPI).

LATE BUS. — The Egged bus
cooperative was fined IL7.500 yester-

day after a passenger complained
that in February 1978 he had to wait
35 minutes for the No. 371 toterurb&n
bus from Tel Aviv to Beersheba.
Egged's licence stipulates a frequen-
cy of 20 minutes between buses on
this route.

By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Prime Minister Menahem Begin
instructed Finance Minister Simha
Ehrlich to increase next year's
budget for settlement to the ad*
ministered territories one day before
U.S. President Jimmy Carter arriv-

ed to Israel, a well-placed source
told The Jerusalem Post yesterday.
The IL250m. increase will bring

the total allocation to ILa.85b. t the
source added. The prime minister
decided on the Increase 35 minutes
before last Friday's cabinet
meeting, after consulting with Ariel

Sharon, chairman of the Ministerial

Settlement Committee.
The original draft budget

presented to the cabinet allocated an
IL850m. expenditure during the next
fiscal year, with permission to com-

mission work worth another lL250m.
Before going to the U.S., Begin In-

creased the allocation by IL500m..
and on Friday by another IL250m.
The proposed budget is now before

the Knesset.
During his meeting with cabinet

ministers President Carter criticiz-

ed Israel's settlement plans. Quoting
Sharon’s statement that one million
Jews will be settled to the West
Bank, Carter said the Arabs fear the

Jews don’t really want peace.
Sharon shot back: “I want to tell

you. Mr. President, there might be
two million Jews there. One thing
must be clear to you: We intend to
settle many Jews in Judea. Samaria
and Gaza... It’s inconceivable that
Arabs will live on this aide (of the
border) but Jews won't live on the
other side."

Doctors, ministry clash over
safest road to hospital

By LYNDA GOLDMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Doctors and staff at
Shmuel Harofeh Hospital, near
Be’er Ya’acov, are threatening to
take “drastic steps" if the Ministry
of Transport does not re-open the
direct road leading to the hospital.

The 40-year-old access road was
closed several weeks ago without
notice.

Staff members of the hospital
blocked the Be'er Ya'acov junction
yesterday to a sit-down strike which
tied up traffic for more than an hour.
They claim that the alternative road
now in use is much longer and more
dangerous than the closed direct
road.

Yehie 2 Amitai, spokesman for the
Transport Ministry, told The
Jerusalem Post that the “back road
was illegal and very dangerous
because it forced drivers to cross the
Tel Aviv-Jerusalem railway line."
The local planning authorities had
never licensed it, he said.
Last year, he added, a pick-up

truck was hit by a train. Although no
one was hurt, Israel Railways re-
quested that the road be closed.
The alternative road also crosses

the tracks, but there is a barrier at
the crossing.
According to Dr. Dan Herness,

director of the hospital, there has
never been an accident on the direct
access road. He said the alternative
road was a menace to the am-
bulances and hospital staff trying to

reach the hospital. It is also several
kilometres longer. This, he main-
tained, could mean the difference
between life and death for a patient
en route to the hospital.

Transport Minister Halm Landau
was scheduled to come to the
hospital to assess the situation
yesterday, but he postponed his visit

to next week because of the
emergency cabinet meeting on the
new U.S. peace proposals.
Shmuel Harofeh Hospital, a

government hospital of 350 beds,
serves the people of Rishon Lezion,
Rehovot, Ness Zlona, Lod, Ramie.
Holon, Bat Yam and Jaffa.

Rafali brothers say IDF took their land
By ALAN ELSNER

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Two brothers from Rafah yester-

day claimed that a plot of land
belonging to their family for
generations had been seized by the
army. They told a Jerusalem press
conference that the IDF had banned
them from farming the plot and that
when one of them protested, he was
imprisoned for three days.
The brothers, Yussef and Issa

Mohammed Zourob. told reporters
that the land was registered to their

late- grandfather's name. But an
army spokesman denied this . >&nd
skid -the*ritwo- were- "well-knoawn
troifblemakefti.^

The two clMm4tftt&y wer^Hcftd-hir
a representative of the military
governor of Rafah four weeks ago
that the state had taken over their
land and they were banned from far-

ming it.

According to the brothers, Issa
was approached by an IDF officer

named AVI and told not to farm his

land any more, since it had been
taken over by the state. When
Zourob protested, he was allegedly
arrested by the officer and jailed for

three days.
The next day, the brothers claim,

the officer returned, commandeered

a tractor and destroyed their
vegetable crop, causing IL2.5m.
worth of damage.
The army spokesman said that

there was no proof that the land had
belonged to the grandfather or
anyone else in the family. It had
been zoned for construction of hous-
ing for refugees from the Gaza Strip,
he said. Only after the construction
plans were published had the land
been claimed by the Zourobs.
The spokesman admitted that part

of the vegetable crop had been
, destroyed "as a wanting," but -dis-

tnteaed the’ -&&.5mV figure as "ab-
» solutely absurd." ••

> Move to’^azMeth
1 '

"

Jerusalem Post Reporter
UPPER NAZARETH. — In the past
two months, ISO families— including
Immigrants, veteran. Israelis and
young couples — have moved here.
More than 100 of the families are Im-
migrants from the Soviet Union and
Argentina. As a result of the Influx,
there is a shortage of housing to
several quarters of the town.
The municipality recently decid-

ed to raise taxes on houses and flats

by 60 per cent and on businesses and
banks by 100 per cent.
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Attack force stopped

in Iran’s Kurdish area
TEHERAN (Reuter). — Troops and
revolutionary militia drove off an
assault by an estimated 500 uniden-
tified armed men on an army
barracks in a Kurdish area near the
Iraqi border Tuesday night,
newspapers reported yesterday.

The reports described the at-
tackers of the Jaldlan barracks as
"anti-revolutionary elements."
They did not mention any casualties.

ftrlngr squads executed another
five persons yesterday. An army
general and four more policemen of
the shah’s regime were shot, bring-
ing to 48 the number of executions
ordered by Islamic revolutionary
courts for political offenders.
General Akb&r Ghaffari&n, com-

mander of the armoured brigade in
the southwestern garrison town of
Dezful, was the 15th of the shah’s
generals to die by firing squad since
the revolution which toppled the
monarch last month.
Death sentences decreed by

Islamic revolutionary courts have so
far been carried out on 64 people
48 for political offences such as kill-
ing anti-shah demonstrators or tor-
ture. and 16 for sexual crimes. Three
policemen were beaten to death on
their way to court by angry crowds
in the southern town of Najafabad.

Meanwhile, about 1,500 Iranians,
mostly high school students,
demonstrated outside the British
embassy in Teheran for nearly three
hours yesterday to demand easier
access to Britain for Iranian
students, embassy officials said.

They said Ambassador John
Graham explained to a 12-man
delegation, which Included twb mul-
lahs (Moslem clergy), that entry
regulations

' could not be changed,
but that he would try to ensure that

procedures were streamlined. The
demonstration, the first here against
Britain since the embassy was set on
fire in anti-shah rampages last

November, followed a dispute over
alleged ill-treatment of some
Iranians arriving at London’s
Heathrow Airport.
In the political sphere, the govern-

ment yesterday denied reports that.

Foreign Minister Karim Sanjabi had
resigned and said he had only been
away from his office for a few days
because of illness.

The Foreign Ministry denial,
broadcast by the “Voice of the
Revolution." national radio, follow-

ed a report in the newspaper
"Ayazrdegan" which said rumours
that Sanjabi. 74, might have resign-
ed were sparked by his absence from
the ministry for several days.

South Africans hit guerrillas in Angola
WINDHOEK, South West Africa. —
South African forces destroyed a
black nationalist guerrilla base
somewhere outside the territory
yesterday, the regional defencechief
announced. It was the second raid in

eight days against external bases of
the South West Africa Peoples
Organisation (SWAPO).

Gen. Jannie Geldenhuys did not
say where the base was situated. He
described the raid as “an air attack
mounted in depth against a terrorist

transit and logistical base."

But Angola charged yesterday
that South African planes, armoured
vehicles and infantry had launched
an “assassin” attack against sites

along Angola’s southern border with
South West Africa. It said the South

Economic woes

forecast for new
Rhodesia regime

Congress backs

new mode for

U.S.-Taiwan links
SALISBURY (Reuter). —
Rhodesia's first black-dominated
government will face an extreme-
ly difficult economic situation caus-
ed by the war, the flight of whites
from the country and increased
black expectations, one of the coun-
try’s leading banks predicted yester-
day.
In Its thricc-yearly economic

bulletin, the Standard Bank said the

economy had improved slightly in

recent months but remained fragile

:

and unless the new nation of
Zimbabwe-Rhodesia won Jnter-

.
national recognition.which would lift

trade sanctions, the improvement
could be only temporary. The
chances of winning international
recognition are not good, it said.

‘‘'Die incoming government will

inherit an extremely difficult
budgetary situation with the 1978/79
deficit likely to be nearer $290m.
Rhodesian dollars ({435m. ) than the
$263m. Rhodesian dollars ({395m.)
originally forecast, due to
supplementary estimates mostly for

the war," the bank said.

"The next minister of finance will

again have to rely very heavily in-

deed on a deficit budget and on
borrowing, both domestic and
foreign, in 1979/80,” it stated.

ERITREA-IRAN. — A delegation
representingthe Eritrean Liberation
Front — Revolutionary Council
(ELF-RC) left Damascus yesterday
for a short visit to Teheran at the in-

vitation of the Iranian government.

ROYAL WIND. — Qyclone Hazel
ripped into the West Australian coast
yesterday, destroying bouses and
tearing up power poles. But it passed
over the small town of Geraldton,
where Britain’s Prince Charles was
due to visit later in the afternoon.
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Jet crash in Qatar

kills 45 Jordanians
DOHA, Qatar (Reuter). — Forty-

five people were killed and 19 injured

when a Jordanian airliner crashed in

a thunderstorm at Doha airport

yesterday, officials said.

They said there were 49
passengers and a crew of 15 on the

Boeing 727 jet belonging to the Jor-

danian national airline Alia.

The officials said several sur-

vivors were In a serious condition.

The plane's captain, Isa Alaml.
was among those killed, but his co-

pilot survived.

There was no immediate informa-

tion about the cause of the crash,

which occurred at 2:30 a.m. during a
thunderstorm which had been raging

In the Persian Gulf reoion.

Airport officials said that so far 85

bodies, some of them badly charred,
had been recovered from the wreck.
“The bodies were so mutilated

that it caused' some confusion over
the number of people killed," the of-

ficials said.

Africans had penetrated 17 km. into
Angola and that South African
planes had bombed the village of
Cabama.

Geldenhuys said that the raid
followed a buildup of SWAPO activi-
ty in border areas and attacks on
local tribesmen.
He had earlier announced that

South African ground and air forces
destroyed more than 12 SWAPO
bases 'in Angola and Zambia during
attacks which began on Tuesday last
week.

(The Zambian government had
said then that South African planes
and helicopters killed nine Zambians
and wounded 14 in indiscriminate
bombing attacks on villages and an
army camp in southwest Zambia.)
(Reuter. UPI)

The plane was on a flight from Am-
man to the sultanate of Oman in the

southeast corner of the Arabian
Peninsula, with an intermediate stop

at Doha.
Qatar is frequently hit by sudden

thunderstorms at this time of the
year. They blow up unexpectedly
with gale-force winds and dump
huge amounts of rain in just a few
moments. Such a storm is believed
to have hit the plane as it was lan-

ding, airport sources said.

Fighting between

the two Yemens

ends with truce

U.S. papers laud Carters

role in peace breakthrough

GOING NATIVE — Visiting
Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygin
is turbanned and garlanded by
bis Indian hosts daring
ceremony at Bangalore airport
this week. <ap radiophoto)

BEIRUT (UPI). — Arab League
mediators say .the border clashes
between North and South Yemen
have ceased and the two countries
are moving to re-establish normal
relations.

Abdel-Azlz Bouteflika, the
Algerian representative on the
mediation committee, said on
Tuesday: “We succeeded In putting
an end to the fighting."

He -also said North Yemeni presi-

dent Ali Abdullah Saleh and South
Yemen President Abdel Fattah
Ismail had agreed to meet In Kuwait
on March 28 to work out details of a
long-range settlement.

The Iraqi news agency said the
borders between the Yemens were
re-opened on Tuesday and telephone
communications restored. The agen-
cy also said military leaders of the
two countries would meet today to
arrange troop withdrawals.
The reports of the conciliatory

moves followed 18 days of tension on
the poorly defined Yemeni border.
The tension prompted the U.S. to dis-

patch the aircraft carrier Constella-
tion to .the Persian Gulf -area in a
show of support for the conservative
North Yemenis.
North Yemen had claimed that

Marxist South Yemen used its Soviet
equipment to launch attacks aided
by Cuban and Ethiopian troops that
succeeded in capturing two border
provinces.

Coup ousts Caribbean flying-saucer fan

WASHINGTON (Reuter). —
Congress has overwhelmingly en-
dorsed President Carter's plan to

handle U.S. relations with Taiwan on
an unofficial basis, following
diplomatic recognition of China.
But in approving bills setting up

the new U.S.-Taiwan relationship it

added strong language on Taiwan's
future security and pledged to con-

tinue to supply defensive arms.
President Carter originally said

such language was not necessary.
But its inclusion in the bill drew
broad support and Ied_ to Tuesday
night’s'.final votes on the legislation

of 90-6 in the Senate and 345-55 in the
House of Representatives.
Although the two bills are essen-

tially similar, numerous differences

in language must be reconciled by a
Senate-House conference committee
before a final version can be sent to

the president for signature.

The action clears the way for the
U.S. to set up a so-called non-
governmental body on Taiwan to

handle future cultural, trade and
other relations in the absence of an
embassy. Taiwan’s relations will be
handled by a similar body In the U.S.

ST. GEORGE’S, Grenada (Reuter).
— White shirts and other improvised
flags of surrender fluttered over this

Caribbean island’s police stations

yesterday after a dawn coup headed
by leftist opposition leader Maurice
Bishop.
Most of the cabinet ministers and

members of ousted prime minister

Sir Eric Gairy’s secret police —
known as the “Mongoose Gang” —
were under arrest.

The revolutionary government of

Bishop's New Jewel movement
appeared to be firmly In control of

the country after the first coup in the

history of the English-speaking
Caribbean.
In the capital armed men patrolled

the streets on Tuesday night as a
curfew was clamped on the island.

Bishop, opponent of the Gairy
government for 20 years, declared

himself prime minister.

Tuesday’s dawn coup, in which the
radio station and array barracks
were swiftly seized, came only a few
hours after prime minister Gairy,

known for his efforts to get the UN to

investigate unidentified flying ob-

jects, had flown to New York for
talks at the world body.
Gairy. who claims that his 30-year

authoritarian rule of Grenada was
an assignment from God, was
yesterday waiting in a New York-
hotel room for a response to his

urgent international appeal for help.
On learning of the coup he urgently
requested assistance in suppressing
the coup from the U.S.. Canada and
Britain. (The island gained its in-

dependence from Britain five years
ago.)
His education minister. Dr.

Wellington Friday, who accom-
panied him to New York, said that
the assistance was needed because
the security of the entire Caribbean
was at risk if the coup leaders were
successful.
Friday also hinted that Gairy

might ask his brother Caribbean
governments for assistance. But
relations between Grenada and the
rest of the Caribbean have been
strained in recent years.
Gairy is one of the most controver-

sial political figures in the Carib-
bean. His opponents on the island —

population 100,000 — claim he is a
dictator and accuse him of using
strong-arm groups to silence his op-
ponents. (His successes- Bishop a
son killed five years ago.)

Caribbean foreign ministers were
to meet in emergency session on the
English-speakingisland of Barbados
later today to discuss tbe im-
plications of Gairy’a overthrow. But
while they were expected to con-
demn the use of force, there seems
little they can or will want to do to-

reverse its results.

Gairy’a education minister Friday
said that the coup leaders had burn-

ed down an army barracks, killed

two people and were holding four
senior administrators hostage. He
also said they had captured the tiny

island's only radio station and closed
the airport after occupying a
cafeteria there.

Meanwhile, reports from Grenada
yesterday said that things were calm
and that many people seemed more
interested in a West Indian cricket
match than in what appears to be a
radical change in government.

30 die in flames

of Greek bus
S. Africa’s former secret

SALONIKA (Reuter). — Thirty peo-
ple, 24 of them women, were burned
to death and 22 suffered serious

burns when a Greek bus . collided

with a Yugoslav tanker truck near
the Yugoslav border yesterday,
police said.

The women were on their way to

Skopje ter a one-day excursion. The
tanker was heading for Salonika to

load up with fuel, a police
spokesman said.

’The two vehicles collided head on

police boss loses passport
PRETORIA (Reuter). — General"’ week^orVsecretr meebEg^th'DrT
Hendrik van den Bergh, former chief ... . Eschel .Rhoodie, fugifiueUformer

and caught fire. Amongthe dead are the
driver and co-driver of the tanker,"
he said. The tanker’s two drivers

were Yugoslavs from Skopje.

Mexico bus crash
MEXICO CITY (Reuter). — At least

13 people were killed on Tuesday
when a bus fell off a precipice in San
Luis Potosi, 450 km. north of here,

police said.

Five U.S. nuclear
plants close down
WASHINGTON (Reuter). — The
U.S. yesterday decided to shut down
five large nuclear power plants
because of concern over their ability

to withstand an earthquake.
A statement by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC)
said: ” Plants will be shut down until

it Is determined if any modifications
are needed to make the piping con-
form with our requirements on
earthquakes."
The agency said the plants would

be shut for about a month, and if

repairs were needed to ensure
against radiation leaks in the event
of an earthquake, the closures would
be longer. The decision followed
evidence that the computer
programmes used to determine the
safety of the plants contained some
incorrect assumptions.

of the''''notorious Bureau * of State

Security (BOSS) and a central figure

In South Africa's big government
scandal, said yesterday police have
confiscated his passport.
There was no explanation for the

move from police.

It was the latest twist in a growing
scandal over the huge misuse of

secret government funds by the now-
disbanded Information Department,
In which retired General van den
Bergh has been deeply implicated by
a judicial inquiry.

The general said he was awakened
at his home soon after midnight on
Tuesday night by General Carl
Zletsman, termer head of security
police, and a police sergeant. They
presented him with a letter from
Interior Minister Alwyn Schlebusch
demanding the immediate handing
over of his passport and any other
travel documents, he said.

Describing Zietaman as "one of

my own men," van den Bergh said

the matter was handled “with the

usual politeness." He told reporters:

“It shows you the times we are living

in."
Van den Bergh flew to Paris last

chief of the Information Depart-
ment. According to the general,
Rboodle had threatened to expose
damaging government secrets un-

less his name was cleared.
The government has already

ordered withdrawal of Rhoodie's
passport but has not yet been able
to enforce the order.
Van den Bergh announced last

week that he had persuaded Rhoodie
not to sell to the press 41 tape recor-

dings and a number of documents
said to “blow the lid" off the infor-

mation scandal.
Businessman Josias van Zyl, an

associate of van den Bergh who has
also lost his passport, said that as
part of the deal, he had taken
Rhoodie on his staff as salesman for

a new metal-cutting process.
Despite this, the “Rand Dally

Mail" and other newspapers have
published lengthy interviews with
Rhoodie. He claimed that former
prime minister John Vorster — now
state president — and members of

the present cabinet were aware of

the Information Department’s
“slush money" projects and tried to

hush them up.

Chinese jets ignored by Viets
BANGKOK. — The Chinese are fly-

ing unchallenged air sorties along
the Vietnamese border while the
Vietnamese stage some harassment
attacks against* Peking's troops,
analysts here said yesterday.
No Vietnamese planes were

scrambled to intercept the Chinese
flights. It was not known whether
these were combat or recon-
naissance flights, although one
source said the Chinese were drop-
ping supplies to some units by
parachutes.
The small Vietnamese attacks on

Chinese units do not appear inten
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give enough to provoke Chinese ac-
tion, a diplomat said.

The nearly month-old war now
appears to be characterized by
small-scale infantry clashes, ar-
tillery duels and a Chinese
withdrawal aimed at providing max-
imum security to its troops.

Official observers following tbe
war since China invaded on
February 17 said Vietnamese forces
"are trailing Peking's troops az they
withdraw to the frontier, and the
conflict has shifted closer to the
border.
The Chinese pull out of an area,

and then shell it to prevent Im-
mediate occupation by the Viet-
namese and thus danger totheir own
troops,” the diplomat said.

In the United Nations, five
Southeast Aslan states, ignoring the
prospect of a Soviet veto, tabled a
resolution for the Security Council on
Tuesday which urgently called for

an end to all hostilities in Indochina.

1- The Executive of the Jewish Agency (hereinafter the Agen-
cy) invites tenders from building contractors for the con-
struction of the

KIMERLING PREKINDERGARTEN-NURSERY

AT NESS ZIONA
The projected construction is on a total construction area of

approximately 400 sq.m.
Conditions of the tender as well as all other pertinent infor-

mation can be obtained from Sunday, March 18 , 1979. from
the Agency. 17 Kaplan Street, Tel Aviv, room 717 during of-

fice hours, against a non-refundable deposit of IL.1,000.-

A special tour of the construction site for contractors will be

held on Monday, March 26, 1979 departing at 9 a.m. from the

Ness Ziona Local Council.
Bids should be submitted not later than 1 p.m. on Wednes-
day, April 25, 1979 at the address mentioned in paragraph 3

above.
Conditions of payment, in cash, to be arranged according to

the contract to be signed.

This tender is open only to contractors registered in accor-

dance with the Act regarding Registration of Contractors
for the execution of Engineering and Construction Works
1969, such contractors to abide by .requirements of the Act
and to be eligible to carry out the works as specified.

The Agency does not undertake to accept the lowest, or any
other bid.
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WASHINGTON ( Reuter) . —
American newspapers were vocal

yesterday in their praise for Presi-

dent Jimmy Carter’s contribution to

the success of the Middle East peace

negotiations between Israel and
Egypt.
“The Washington Poet" said in an

editorial that an Egyptian-Israeli

treaty, if ratified, would not end all

tensions between the two long-

warring nations.

The newspaper praised Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat and Israel

Prime Minister Menahem Begin for

contributing to a breakthrough in

treaty negotiations but said the

breakthrough could not have been

won without the “transcendent vi-

sion and steadiness" of President
Carter.
“Peace between Israel and Egypt,

assuming that it comes, will In large

measure be President Carter’s gift,"

the newspaper said.

"The New York Times’ ' said— ’ ‘A

nation struggling to regain con-

fidence and resist the desperate
counsel that only force commands

respect abroad must especially)]
welcome the breakthrough in the |
peace talks. r

Thanks to Jimmy Carter, the mak-
ing of a peace treaty has become aa\
exciting for Americans as the

'

waging of war," it said.

Even if Carter had failed in Cairo1

and Jerusalem, his efforts still would
be a worthier response to the events
in Iran than a Cuban Bay of Pigs in. -;

vasion or another president's tough,*

response to North Korean hostility,

More than some of his aides/;,

Carter understood the realities —V
that Inspiring Israel's trust in the-**

U.S. was more important than?
manipulating American arms aad

'-:

aid, and that Sadat .was moved by/
realism."
“The New York Daily News” said#"'

new obstacles might yet arise before
the final treaty could be signed, bur-
“whatever happens in the in/.v

mediate future. Carter deserves r>
round of applause for his pattern*/
and persistence in pressing for peac/ :

at considerable political risk tc\
himself." K

Stronger British backing seen

for Palestinians in ME policy:
By HYAM COONEY

Jerusalem Post Correspondent
that whenever a speech has bee^"'
made on the Middle East in the paa^

Red Brigades ‘kneecap’ Fiat executive j®

ttthtn _ handcuffed a walked out of the lift la his aparTURIN. — Terrorists handcuffed a
middle-ranking executive of Italy’s

Fiat company yesterday and then
shot him in the legs. Fiat officials

said.

- A telephone caller later said the
Red Brigades terrorists were
responsible.

Three hooded youths trapped

ment block on his way
.
to work

terday morning, the Flat officials^:

They handcuffed hfan.airi'fireL.. ^
several shots at Ms legs before ef^„

caping. but doctors .said bis injuries

were not serious and' hevjvoul^'

recover In 10 days.
,

It was the 19th attack:bytermrisf.

on Fiat employees andMfowed
Giuliano Farina, 47, deputy head ofa series of.terrorist

- •-—•- ‘Vimetal-pressing department, as he. ' dttyJ^

Brazil to get new

president today
BRASILIA (Reuter). — General
Jaoa Baptists Figuelredb will be
sworn in today ag Brazil’s new presi-
dent, raising his countrymen's hopes
that a new democratic era will

begin.
Figueiredo. 61, until a year ago

Brazil’s intelligence chief, has pledg-
ed to continue cautious political

reforms introduced by his
predecessor, ' Ernesto Geisel, and
pave the way for the return of
democratic institutions.

Ostensibly, the military took
power to end widespread corruption.
The takeover was widely supported,
since the new rulers promised to
maintain democratic institutions.

But these were gradually eroded
over the years as the regime adopted
repressive measures to combat an
upsurge of extreme left-wing
violence.

Space-lab gets supplies

MOSCOW (Reuter). — An un-
manned cargo spacecraft yesterday
docked with the orbiting Soviet
space station Salyut-6, Moscow
Radio reported.
The automatic space freighter,

called Progress-5, delivered fuel,

equipment and supplies for Salyut
crewmen Vladimir Lyakhov and
Valery Ryumin, it said.

THE ISRAELI CENTRE OF THE INmRNATIONAb^
THEATRE INSTITUTE (I.T.L)

Short- Term Grant

for

Theatre Director

faterenled r»rttea are herewith invited to submit their caftdfdary (®ra
fellowship, sponsored by tbe Israeli Centre of thelll, the British Cooncu »»_

Public Arts Council of the Israeli Ministryof Education end Culture, to be p *?.

according to the following criteria:
_

--

rauvnnnonAMi rilMamn imtAthrinnfO tmasesdnKQUALIFICATIONS: Theatre directors, up to the age of 40. possessing *1^3
yean of practical professional experience and In comn^.

PLACE jungiaua .. ,

TEBH OP GRANT: 3~t months, beginning September 1979. CnndWaie* .w*

qulred to submit.a detailed study plan. ,_s
FINANCES: The gram will consist ofTWO ln lorrign currency 7* T

round-trip fare. '[1

APPLICATION . . •
.
_ . Ariv. Sli

FORMS: At I.T.L Office, 2*7 Dlsengoff SL i2nd floor), Tel A" :

days to Thursdays, from 9 am. to 12 boot.

DEADLINE: For submission of applications. May 10. 1*79. rroapp— :

will be accepted after this date.

JURY: The feDowship will be granted on raewnmenoauw?

selected'-by LTJ.,. conditional on the approval or u* .:-j

Council and the Public Arts Council.
' '

yean of practical profess
of the English language.
England

FINANCES:

APPLICATION
FORMS: Hi
DEADLINE:

Goethe-Instilni

German Cultural Centre

Prof. HANS MATER
will lecture on

DEUTSCHE UTERATUR SEIT 1945

Sunday, March 18, at 8 p.m*

Belt Agron, 37 Hfllel
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A longing for the time when everyone pulled together

in U.S. to re-introduce the draft
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WASHINGTON. — An impassioned
pubBe debate la gaining momentum
here over whether compulsory
military service should be re-
Introduced forAmerica’s youngpco-

; fc"' '-t r“
-
' 1 ’

Advocates of the Idea range from
- the: far-right to - at least the: liberal
centre, k slightly uneasy alliance of
people who want different ends but
thTiaxnff means,.,

-

-v- Libertarians are already reaching
. tor the Constitution, branding any
hma ot compulsory- service as “in-
voluntary servitude/' and denoun-
dng'lt aa regimentation more nor-

_ mahy -associated with totalitarian
countries..

.However, the Impetus -for rein-
troducing the draft comes on the
political-right from a desire to beef
up the present all-volunteer armed
services.as wen as from a growing
despair among liberals about a lack
of idealism among the young.
Liberals also fear that social-classes
jaad ethnic groups are growing In-

ereaabigly -apart.

. - WheuNixoirabolished the draft in
1373, it had been selective and
predominantly caught the poor and
blacks; while rich, white, middle-
class youths escaped into the univer-
sity campuses. The comparison of
casualties in- Vietnam between
di/ferent groupa was condemnation
enough of the draft’s iniquities.

- However, since then the propor-
tion of blacks in the all-volunteer

armed services has grown. By next
year blacks will account for 40 per

, cent of all the junior enlisted people

Pakistan

ROBEBT CHBSSHYRB/Observer Foreign News Service

and 03 per cent of those with six or
more years* service. And. despite

. the higher wages paid to volunteers,
ail four services (Navy. Army. Air
Force and Marines) failed for the
first time to reach their recruiting
targets in the last quarter of last
year.

Poor educational standards
l&ck of useful skills also concern the
military establishment. One in 20
recruits coming Into the army is a
'"functional illiterate/* and cannot
follow training manuals or written
instructions. Such recruits are given
a six-week course to bring them upto
the reading standards of an average
ID-year-old.

At the same time a new level of
highly sophisticated military
hardware Is about to be introduced.
To enable recruits to cope with this
new weaponry, the Army is In-
troducing millions of dollars worth of
audiovisual equipment, comic-book
Style manuals and highly simplified
procedures.

A compulsorily drafted cross-
section of American society would —
whatever the turnover problems —
improve educational and skill levels
Immeasurably. One cynic remarked
that elderly right-wingers calilngfor
the draft are terrified of having to
rely on poor, black kids to defend
them In the next -war.

Some who do not yet wish to go the
whole way with the draft, believe

that at least all young people should
be required to register so that they
could be quickly drafted In the event
of war. At the moment It la estimated
that It would take 60 days to produce
Uie first drafted man, by which time
the Russians would be home-again.

The Idealistic argument for the
draft Is that America la becoming a
moro self-centred society, and offers
ita children little that Is either noble
or dangerous. Middle-aged liberals
look back nostalgically to World War
H — In much the same way the
British do — as a period when
everyone pulled together.

ONE WHOTHINKS along these lines
Is Charles Peters, editor of the
"Washington Monthly/* which was
founded 10 years ago In the belief
that there was something basically
wrong with the American system of
government. He now says that con-
scription would not only till the ranks
of the military, and in a civilian form
help care for the old and the sick and
get the dirty jobs done, but also
throw young people together In a
wholly beneficial way.

In essence, a young man from
Alabama or the Bronx could find
himself in the next bed to a Kennedy
without having to get to Harvard
Law School.

A Republican congressman from
California has drawn up four

ndcuffed fcc'V RAWALPINDI.- — Pakistan’s
;ts at ttitaf-' military rulers are pressing ahead
doctors atj'

with more Islamic Jaws, despite

serum a-
; • ominous signs of resistance from

-0 dais
Shla Moslems who form a sizeable

» lftfctfti
minority;here. \

.

>

-.Dlovetiar The SUas; who claim the support of
‘

.n, one-quarter ©T the; population, say
theyw0 resist some-of the hew laws'

- with “any h amount of- sacrifices of
l@b'ah3Trmoufce£tr “ •**"

Gen. Zita,jflifiah.

chief martial law administrator,

T of SB amounced the first batch of the

esidMth

r of Bn

- rr..
J\&lanric laws. It seems to have dawn-

*
'V

AS^'«i»-the Shias that they are based
*

,
^Wttrely on tIie principles favoured-

y ^^.^-.hy-tlm predominant Sunni sect.

Facing Mecca, a young Moslem otters Ms noonday prayer to Allah
at the Badshahi Mosque in Lahore. (Unipu>

ivisu D*®- However, Judge Mohammed AftaJ
- ot!a “~ ^C5»eiaa, a former High Court judge

YortlW who heads the Council for Islamic
ed ah n** .Ideology,, a. religious' “think tank1 *

governs which is drawing up the new laws,

y is oartfc^-. told me he was confident that com-
cjs** promise with the Shiaa could be

? in June-
J found.'.' 1

called ’Hje, Council will meet in Karachi
tomorrow to scrap the British-based

• the ft*
K laws on murder add replace them

the Sorts
61

,
with an Islamic law based on the

nlif aria*
1 “blood money” concept,

'ACCORDING -TO. Islamic law
murder'is a crime against the vic-

Afn®1 Urn 'a family, notagalnst the State,
"

-A 1® therefore "compoundable" or
pn«* s negotiable. .The victim's family

<SB['BG
iMecide the murderer's fate. They

&
Alric»’**

m^r hisist on death, pardon him
.^incompletely, or accept ; a sum of

;

,>f"blood money/'

f c** Caiema toJdme : "Having practised
"

formed the bar for many years I can
assure you that already murder is

st
ttjijnften negotiable in Pakistani There

>' ,!*«• often private deals between the
J

rt
^dl^^ ||hwa:nd;the victim's family,

rub
prosecution witnesses first tell

... sirthehvsfaiY in court -as they told It to

, rf™P°Hce *0 avoid perjury. Then they
..ir^rlve VIV . luinmUMv »n

ni 3$ (wOJ^rderer -and . the victim’s family.
ut

7,ih
prosecution witnesses first tell

* way_ completely to defence
u 3*4

ue*ttonIxig:- Thus the murderer is
arS wM*d.
r jjl “The aim of Islamic law is to put
^"^jui.end to family blood feuds. Under

fltgfSie Western system the victim's

>T- amily often, feel aggrieved when a
, -r.l.) nurderer is acquitted so they com-
5

‘ nit another murder, and the vendet-
a- continues. Under the Islamic

ifit ystem the relatives are compen-
•u ated.”

New laws bn corruption have also
wen drawn up by the Ideology Coun-

cil, but they were referred back to
Zla, who in his steal to clean up
Pakistan did not consider their scope
wide enough. Cbema saidthe general
wants to make it easier to prosecute
more categories of officials.

Prosecution procedures will be
streamlined, and there will be
powers to Investigate officials living
beyond their visible means of sup-
port. It wi11 take two to three months
to complete work on the new corrup-
tion laws, but when they are ready
Western analysts consider the new
laws could be a devastating instru-
ment in the government’s hands
against political opponents.

THE SHIA "revolt” gathered
momentum last week when the
leader of the Central Ulami
Organization, the principal body of

Stria religious leaders, Said Naairul
Ijtehad, announced that Shias would
begin a “mass agitation” and were
considering withdrawing from the
Ideology Council.

Earlier, sitting cross-legged on the
thickly-carpeted floor of a Shla
religious school in the densely pack-
ed bazaar area of Rawalpindi, I
listened to the leader of the
Rawalpindi Shias read their state-

ment warning they would resist with
life and limb.
- Sitting beneath a portrait of Iran’s
Shla leader, Ayatollah Khomeini,
Muzaffar All Shah said their prin-

cipal objection was to sofcaf, a partly
compulsory and partly voluntary
Islamic welfare tax which Zia
proposes to introduce In July. Accor-
ding to the Shiaa, zakat has to be an
Individual act of conscience and can
never be levied compulsorily by the

state-

Shah said: “As a good Moslem I

pay it but I do not tell anyone else

how much, not even my own

brothers. We distribute it among our
own community because we know
whoneeds help or money. Under Shla
law it la not allowed to pay zakat to
non-Shias.”

SHIAS ALSO differ from Sunnis over
hand amputation for theft. Shias
acceptthe punishment but argue that
only the flngqrs should be amputated
since the palms of the hands are
needed for prayer.
Zakat is a fundamental plank in

Zia's ' 'IslamUsatian” platform. It is
Intended to lead to the eradication of
poverty, and is a justification for the
harsh Koranic penalties for crime. A
fund over 6300m. has already been
set up, largely from donations from
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates. However, the Shias are
not alone in fearing that muebof the
welfare money will find its way into

the pockets of officials-.

How serious the Shia threat is
remains to be seen. In Pakistan the
Shias have never had a political par-
ty. Now, for the first time, they have
a motive for forming one. However,
the Islamization process is already
being used for political ends by some
of the Sunnis, especially those in the
Jama&t-i-Islanri, a hitherto small

' right-wing religious party which sees
in the speediest possible implemen-
tation of Islamization the road to real
power.
Relations between Sunnis and

Shiaa are generally good, though
inter-marriage is rare, and the
matrimonial advertisements in the
newspapers always stipulate
whether the desired partner must be
Shia or Sunni.
But, put crudely, the Shia disaffec-

tion in Pakistan could develop into a
struggle for supremacy between the
Saudi Arabian branch of Islam and
the Iranian.
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Details on Friday, March 16, 197?

categories of public service from
which young people could, choose:
two years military training, six
months active duty followed by 5^
years in the reserves, one year's
community service, or a lottery
which could make them liable to
military draft any time until they
were 26 .

Opponents of the draft accuse men
like Peters of not having thought
through the implications. If the draft
is compulsory, then people who
refused it would have to be jailed or
deprived of some of their rights. (It
has been suggested, for example,
that they might have their driving
licences confiscated.) Do Americans
really want to return to the
divisiveness of the Vietnam period.

.
when draft-dodgers fled to Canada
and Sweden or were imprisoned?
The American Civil Liberties

Union brands conscription as *‘a
severe infringement of civil liber-
ties.* 1

- A "Washington Post'* colum-
nist. attacking Peters, wrote
ironically. “Draft everyone, put the
shirkers in jail. That will teach the
little bastards some patriotism.”
But support for the draft is grow-

ing. and the debate, which has
already had one airlngon the floor of
the House of Representatives Armed
Services Committee, is only Just
beginning. The “Washington Star”
concluded a major editorial on the
subject: “A national service system
could invigorate an under-used
national resource, the mental and
physical energies of the young.” Put
like that, it is a sentiment that will
attract a lot of backers.

The Vietnam War, and then the draft, proved popular rallying points for American youth.
Those shown above are participating in a sit-down protest against the man who repealed
the draft, Richard Nixon. iCamera Press i

ACCRA, Ghana. — A cracked
gramophone record bleats out the
tune "Hark the Herald Angels Sing."
as “Wily Willie" enters the dusty
open-air arena.
“A new king Is born," shouts the

voice at a microphone and the 0 .000-

strong crowd roars with delight.
William Ofori-Atta is running for

president of Ghana as leader of the
United National Convention, which
recently held its inaugural meeting.
Political parties have been banned in
Ghana since the army took over in
1372.

Ghana, like Nigeria, is due to
return to civilian rule this year.
Elections for a president and
members of the Assembly take place
In May and June and fervour among
the politically-conscious Ghanaians
is already high.
The United National Convention is

a new party, but “Wily Willie" is an
old hand with an impeccable
background. Imprisoned five times’
for political reasons — be was
released from his fifth spell only last
August — Ofori-Atta was one of
Ghana's “big six” who wrested in-
dependence from Britain In the

’

ABSOa. ...

Elections in Ghana
fire up the people

By JOHN MADELE Y/Observer Foreign News Service

welfare of all Ghanaians and make into existence through the belief that
life enjoyable in the rural areas. All government by consensus will offer
of which is just what the crowd had Ghana the best chance of recovery,
come to hear. The party makes great play of be-

ing “clean,” a slap at its main op-
BUT HE EARNS his biggest cheer ponents. the Popular Front and the
when he says that, if elected, the People's National Party. The
UNC will deny the military the right leading figures in both these parties
to interfere in the political affairs of are at present banned from holding
Ghana ever again. office after investigations by official

Blame for the country’s Inflation commissions.
— 60 per cent in six years — Its Two leading Popular Front figures
collapsing currency, empty shops affected by the ban are VictorOwusu
and shortages of everything, is fixed and J.H. Mensah, who were both
firmly on the army. Ofori-Atta’s plan prominent In the pre-1972 civilian
is to come to an agreement with Government of the late Dr. Kofi
every sector of society that a total - Busia. The Popular Front is in some
work stoppage will occur should the ; ways a rebirth of Busia'a Progress

• -t, -% TUJ 111 .It,: - . - If *»
3.950a. ... .
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He now aspires to lead iris country “ The UNC la a broad-based coali- ... Although officially banned for.the
out of its worst economic crisis since “-'tfon that just mi^ht be capable of 'Ikat seVeft ygars/the Progress Party
the days of Independence. In hia
speech to his party's Inaugural
meeting he says that the UNC will
reconcile the various interests in
society, promote the happiness and

making that kind of agreement.
Right, left and centre politicians
make up its ranks. To hail Willie
Ofori-Atta as "king” Is a little

premature, but the UNC has come

managed to keep much of its
organization intact. The Popular
Front will largely Inherit this
organization knd if it can solve its

embarrassing leadership problem, it

is in with a strong chance.

THE THIRD main contestant — the
People's National Party — consists
of followers of Kwame Nkrumah,
Ghana's first president, who was
deposed in a 1966 coup. This party,
which also has some organization in-

tact, Is led by Imoru Egal, who is

also banned from holding office.

Nkrumahiara Is enjoying
something of a re-birth in Ghana, but
while Ghanaians like the messianic
qualities that Nkrumah brought to

the presidency, there is also a fepllng
that his over-spending Is still today
the fundamental cause of the coun-
try’s problems.
The choice before Ghanaians Is

Busia's followers. Nkrumah 's

followers or a new party such as the
UNC. In all 37 parties are in the race.
If the UNC can build up Its organiza-
tion in time and keep its coalition
together It will take somejseating.
Ghana has the mark ofVpbtential-

ly rich country that is badly manag-
ed. There are some able people In all
the parties and the hope Is that peo-
ple of ability will come to the top and
reverse the years nf -decline. • •

- For the new president a key task
will be to dispelthe.myth that he Is a
new messiair'who-can provide*'bla-
tant solutions to all problems. But if
he can keep his feet on the ground
when all around want to crown him
"king" then the new president will
offer a new beginning.

THE CAR OF THE 80’s

RENAULT 18
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The Basket Ball Star Aulcie Perry drives a RENAULT and knows what an excellent ear it is. He
presents to yoii the car of the 80'$ that is taking all of Europe by storm. The RENAULT 18

On the eve of the 1980's, Renault

has done it again. Modern styling

and revolutionary engineering*

design.

Superior performance with great

economy,

A car that impresses in its elegance

and its special qualities.

COMFORT (Aulcie is 2,10*m.

talil

* Integral body-contour seats

* Beautiful upholstery * Roomy
Passenger compartment *

Power
Windows in Front * Power Brakes
* Internally adjustable outside

mirror * Efficient heating and

ventilation * Two-speed windshield

wipers * Map reading lamp * Electro-

magnetic locks on all doors.

ECONOMY
15 Km/liter* Front wheel drive

*

Dual braking system * Power
disc brakes

#
Stability in

cornering (Front-wheel drive)
*

Rear window demister * Warning

lights * Retractable seat belts
*

Headlamp wipers
*

ELEGANCE
A combination of modern and

classical design * Beatiful choice

of colours * Sports wheels
*

Quartz dock
*
Ultra-modern

Dashboard * Tinted windows *

A choice of 8 models, 1400 or

1650 cc engine

4 or 5-speed mech. gearbox or

Automatic.

Come and seethe new RENAULT 18
in our Showrooms And the best

of luck with your new carl

>*
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Davis Cup showdown
in Germany tomorrow

SOCCER-PREVIEW

By JACK LEON
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Shlomo Glicksteln will

make bis bow as Israel's No. l Davis
Cup singles racquet in the third*
round European zone tie against
West Germany starting In Augsburg,
West Germany, tomorrow.
The choice for the second singles

player lies between U.S. based
professional Steve Krulevitz, who
made his Davis Cup debut for Israel
last March with two singles victories
against Austria, and Yair
Wertheimer, a veteran of 10 cup
matches and at present studying hi
the U.S. The fourth member of the
side is Han Sherr, with Yosef
Stabholz as non-playing captain, and
Abba Cegla team manager.
The Israelis start as rank out-

siders in this "David and Goliath"
contest. While West Germany is one
of Europe’s strongest tennis nations,
and in 1970 finished. as runner-up to
the U.S. In the Datfs Cup, Israel's
modest record in the competition in-
cludes only seven victories In 32 out-
ings.

Israel's team is now undergoing a
week's Intensive training at the
3,000-seat Augsburg Hall, practising
six hours a day on the special carpet
that will be used for the 'three-day
match.
Stabholz will only name his second

singles player when the draw for the
tie is made late this afternoon, Israel
Tennis Association chairman Avram
Feiger told The Jerusalem Post
yesterday.

Glicksteln. 21 , who has registered
three singles wins In four Davis Cup
outings, has assured himself the No.
1 spot, following a series of fine per-
formances during the past year.

After only nine months of occasional
competition on the Association of
Tennis Professionals circuit, he is
already ranked 290th In the world by
the ATP, which Includes more than
500 players in its singles computer
rankings. Glicksteln defeated
Krulevitz last autumn in the final of

the Israel national championships at
Ramat Hasharon, and he was placed
first in the ITA’s 1978 men's singles
rankings, ahead of Krulevitz, and
with Wertheimer and Sherr
bracketed in third place.

In contrast. Krulevitz. 27. has
fared badly since his auspicious,
debut for Israel against Austria, and'
he has dropped from 135th to 202nd in
the ATP singles rankings during the

past 12 months.
Former local No. 1, Wertheimer,

24. has represented Israel In 10 Davis
Cup ties, winning six singles
matches and four doubles. He has
achieved some good results In inter-

collegiate tennis while studying at
the University of California at
Berkeley including a victory over
top U.S. junior Larry Gottfried.

However, Stabholz may well still

opt for Krulevitz In the singles, leav-
ing Glicksteln and Wertheimer to
resume their brilliant Galea Cup
partnership of 2975, when they won
three of their four doubles matches
in the men's .under-21 world team
championship, known as the “Junior
Davis Cup."

Israel has reached.this stage of the
1979 Davis Cup without in fact hitting
a ball.* Following a bye in last
August's opening round, Nigeria
withdrew from its scheduled tie here
in September at the last minute, giv-
ing as their reason "circumstances
beyond our control."

TEL AVTV. — The quarter-finals

round of the State Cup games takes

over from league fixtures in this

weekend’s soccer programme, with

the game of the day at the Bloom-
field Stadium in Jaffa between Tel
Aviv Maccabl and cupholders
Netanya Maccabl.
Tel Aviv Maccabl have experienc-

ed a disastrous run In the league in

the past weeks, during which they
have lost four games, andnot always
to the best teams in the land. On
paper, Vicky Peretz, Moshe
Schweitzer, Avi Cohen and Yaron
Oz, to name only a few, are among
the top players In the country, but
the lire seems to have gone out of

their play. Will their enthusiasm be
rekindled in cup games, and es-

pecially when facing the
cupholders?
Netanya Maccabl produced

perhaps their best game of the
season in Jersu&lem last week, but
were unlucky in not besting
Jerusalem Betar. The Machncsa
brothers. Oded and Gad. Moshe
Garlanl and Halm Bar had good
games, and defence of the trophy
may well produce fine performances
this week. No result would come as

a surprise, and after 90 minutes, the

teams may still be level pegging.
Last year's cup finalists, Bnei

Yehuda, appear to have an easier
task, playing at home to Rlshon
LeZion Hapoel. Bnei Yehuda lost

only their second game this season
when going down 0:2 to Yehud
Hapoel last Saturday. Bnei Yehuda
have conceded only half the goals
given away by Rlshon, and at home
must be favoured for a comfortable
win.
Punters scanning the fixtures for a

surprise result may be rewarded in

Petah Tikva. Second Division Fetah
Tikva Hapoel entertain National
League leaders, Jerusalem Betar.
The home aide Is one of the most Im-

proved in the Second Division and
have In recent weeks been amassing
points at a rate that would assure
them promotion at the end of the
season. They may force Betar into

extra time and even a replay.

Prompt China reply to IOC

FANS IN ACRE should be treated to

an interesting game, with the visit

there of Tel Aviv Betar. Tel
Aviv Betar’s veteranTtioahe Romano
played a blinder In Kf&r Sava last

week, in which he scored two goals..

While in this form it is difficult to see

Betar lasing in Acre, but the home
side's enthusiasm may give the
National League visitors a really

tough game.
Another clash between First and

Second Division teams will be
between Jaffa Maccabl and Haifa
Maccabl, in Jaffa. The home side

appears too powerful for the erratic

Haifa XI.

PEKING (Reuter). — Peking ad-

vised the ' International Olympic
Committee yesterday that It was
ready to meet Taiwanese sports of-

ficials on March 27 to discuss who
should represent China in the world
sporting movement.

The New China news agency said

that Zhong Sltong, president of the

Chinese Olympic committee, yester-

day sent a cable to Lord Killanin,

president of the IOC, accepting his

proposal that the talks be held.

Zheng's message said "agree to

meet in Lausanne on March 27?' the

news agency said.

Lord Killanin sent cables to sports

authorities in Peking and Taipei on

Tuesday, suggesting that each side

send two representatives to

Lausanne. He asked for replies by

March 22. . .

- Peking's ready acceptance is m
line with its often-expressed desire

to seek closer sporting links with

Taiwan. It also seeks to rejoin the

IOC which it quit in 1958 over

Taiwan's membership.
.Press reports from Taipei said

yesterday that Taiwan might hold

talks with the IOC but its represen-

tatives would not sit down with

Peking's delegates.

In Hadera. the home Hapoel plays

Tel Aviv Hapoel. Both these teams
won their games last week, but Tel

Aviv Hapoel appear to have the

edge.
Besides eight State Cup games on

the Sportoto Football coupon this

week, five Third and Fourth Division

games are listed.

Coupons showing 12 results
right will be worth IL12.5QO Those
with 11 right win IL840 and ten
results win IL90.

Aussie hopes gain with whittled score
MELBOURNE' (’Reuter). — cipaliy'"to young Andrew HUditoh,

Australia, set to score 382 to win, had who scored 92 — by far the best of ms
whittled the target down to 265 for brief teat career — before being

the loss of two wickets after the bpwled round his legs by Sarfraz

MELBO'URNE'' (’Reuter). —
Australia, set to score 382 to win, had
whittled the target down to 265 for
the loss of two wlcke.ts after the
fourth day of the first cricket test
against Pakistan here yesterday.
But the burden of keeping their

hopes alive rest on the shoulders of
skipper Graham Yallop and Alan
Border.
At the close last night Yallop had

survived a brief but torrid period at
the wicket for three runs. Border
was unbeaten on 25 with the total at
117 for two.

Australia began well thanks prin-

Narwaz.
' Day Whatmore, opening in place

of the injured Graeme Wood, had

played a rearing ball from Sarfraz

on to his wicket with the score 49.

Earlier. Pakistan's innings was
closed at 353 for nine. They had

begun the day at 279 for five but

Rodney Hogg trapped Asif Iqbal for

44 , and finished with three for 75.

Alan Hurst finished with three for

115.

Sportoto Guide:
Kfar Savn Hup. v Beersbeba Hap. 1
Bnei Yehuda v Rlshon Hap. 1
Acre Hap. v Tel Aviv Betar x
Jaffa Mac. v Haifa Mac. 1
Tel Aviv Mac. v Netanya Mac. x
Petah Tikva Hap. v J'len Betar x
Petalt Tikva Mac. v Haifa Hap. 1
Hadera Hap. v Tel Aviv Hap. t
Shfurura Maccabl v Acre Mac. 1

Halznr Hap. v Bnei Nazareth Z
Young Haifa Hap. v Klryat Yam Hap. 2

Or AkJva Mac. v Zlchron Ya'acov Mac. I

Hasharon Mac. v Taiba Hap. 1

Maccabi’s slim cup chances still alive tonight
By STEVE KAPLAN
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Israeli basketball
champions Tel Aviv Maccabl host
the defending European champions.
Real Madrid, tonight at Yad Eli&hu
in a final round game of the Euro-
pean cup of champions.
The Maccablans lost the' first

game between the two teams in

Madrid six weeks ago, and are hop-
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EVERY DAY!

CLASSIFIEDS

TELEVISION'
16.00 What's Up — people and events
In the news

EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 Math. 7. 8.60
irnyH«h q. Math 8. 9.20 Special Educa-
tion—OurHour. 10.10English B. 10,80
Science 8. 10.50 Programme for
kindergarteners. 12.20 ,Languageand
Communications 8-0. 12.00 Music.
12.28 Literature 10-12 . 18.00 Advice
and Guidance 8*9. 13.20 French, ls.80

English 7-8. 18.00 This Is It — live

youth magazine 17.00 Music

AHABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News
18.82 Flipper: the escapades of
Flipper the dolphin
19-00 Z Have a Question — a panel
answers questions from the audlenoe-
19.30 News

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES:
17.80

HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Programme
Trailer
20.15 Basketball — live broadcast

from Yad Ellabu of the first half of

the match between Maccabl Tel Aviv
and Real Madrid

31.00 Mabat newsreel
21JO Second half of basketball match
22.10 Starsky and Hutch: Strange
justice

23.00 Behind the Headlines .

22.45 Almost Midnight — news

JORDAN TV (unofficial)

:

17.45* Cartoons. 18.00 I Dream of
Jeanale. 18.30 French Hour. (Little

House on the Prairie (JTV). 19.00

News in French. 19.80 News In
Hebrew.. 20.00 News In Arabic. 20.30

WKRP Cincinnati. 21.20 The
Professionals. 22.00 News in English.
22.35* Movie of the Week .

(JTV 6, Shows with asterisks con-
tinue on JTV S.J

DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a.m. of day prior to publication. For Friday's
paper: 5 p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 p m. on Thursday.- Tel Aviv and
Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday's
paper: 12 noon Thursday.
Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Post (for addresses see masthead on
back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies.

,

Weekday rates: Minimum charge of ILU2.00 for eight words; IL14.00 for each ad-

ditional word. Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of TL102.0C tor eight

words: IL29.0Q for each additional word.. All rates include VAT.

WHERE TO «TA¥-
^ "INSURANCE’

First Programme
7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 Morning Concert — Dvorak: Car-
naval Overture (Kertess); Brlc-
daldi: C&raaval in Venice: Saint-

Saens: Camaval dea animaux;
Smetana: Carnaval in Prague
(Kubelik Schumann: Carnaval In.

Vienna, Op. 28 (Walter Kllen) ; Tunes
on classical themes In parodist!®
variation (Yitsbak Markovetskl.
violin; Shimon Cohen, piano);
Johann Strauss: Carnaval In Rome
10.05 Radio story
20.15 Elementary school broadcasts
U.35 Music from Different Lands
12.05 (Stereo) : Hoqa Vincze and Idlth

Zvi, piano four-hands ; Erika Tannen-
baum. soprano; Yonathan Zak. piano
— Beethoven: Sonata Op. 8, for Plano
four-hands; Mendelssohn: Allegro

.brilliant for Plano four-bands;
Mussorgsky: 7 Children's Songs;
Schoenberg: Six Pieces for Plano
four-hands (1896); Starer: Concert
Fantasy for Plano four-hands
13.00 Noon Concert — Lalo: French
Suite; Rameau;: Castor et Pollux
Suite No. 1; Satie: Parade. Ballet

Music
;
Ravel: Daphnls et Chloe Suite

No. l iBaudol
14.10 Children’s pru.‘ _ runes
16.53 Notes on a new book
16.05 From the Archives of the
Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra —
Pierre Boulez conducting
Stravinsky: Chants d'Rosslgaole;
Schumann: Symphony No. 2 in C. Op.
61

17,16 Birthday Party — Rhapsodic

21.00 Everyman's ‘University

31.80 Talmud lesson

22.05 (Stereo): Ludwigeburg
Festival. October 1978 — Consortium

Classlcum — Haydn: Octet;
Hoffmeister: Echo Partita; Weber:
Concertino tor Oboe and Wind
Instruments i Mozagt: ^Serenade in C
Minor, K.8BB

23.23 (Stereo): The Art of Song In

Israel
.iO (Stereo): Musical Miniatures

Army

TEL AVIV, Monopol Hotel, 4 Allenby.
Conveniences In rooms. Tel. 03-55906.

Second Programme
7.00 This Morning — news commen-
tary
8.10 Good Morning— songs, chat with

Rivka Michaell
13.05 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Stage and Screen — songs from
musicals
15.05 Sephardi songs
164.0 Any Questions
17.10 Lucky Winner — telephone
games
18.05 Free Time — magazine on hob-

bies and recreation

18.43 Sports magazine
19.00 Today — People and events in

the news
19.47 Bible Reading — Ezekiel 17, 18

20.30 Basketball — live broadcast
from Yad Ell&hu of the match
between Maccabl Tel Aviv and Real
Madrid
23.05 Just Between Us — Gideon Lev-
Ary talks about current problems
with listeners

6.30 University on the Air — Prof.
Yeahayahu Leibowitz lectures on the
belief of the Rambam
7.07 “707" — Alex AnaJd presents
selections of music and items from
the morning newspapers
8.06 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Wlpter — three hours of

music, skits, jokes and news flashes
with Eli YisraeU
12.45 15 Minutes — Political commen-
tary
13.06 Today’s Favourite — songs with
a special theme
14.05 Two Hours — music, art,

cinema and theatre reviews, inter-
views and anecdotes
16.08 The Green Grass of Home
17.05 IDF evening newsreel
18.05 Economics magazine
.18.43 Hebrew Hit Parade
21.00 Mabat newsreel
a.35 University on the Air (repeat)
23.05 Light Classical Music
23.45 IDF midnight newsreel
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat

.

DWELLINGS

TEL AVIV SERVICES

IMMEDIATE RENTAL, small' penthouse.

Hilton area. 3300. Tel. 03-245689.

SALE. MODERN Apartment, 2 large
bedrooms. 2 bathrooms + elevator. Large
living room, modem kitchen. Good location.

Tel. 03-459013 daily 8-11 a.m.

FREIGHT/STORAGE
SITUATIONS VACANT

INTERMOVE LTD. Worldwide, household

goods, packing and shipping. lowest, rates,

free estimates. Tel. 03-264592. 053-31323.

NEWS IN ENGLISH
7.00 (Fourth, Fifth) *

14.00 (Fourth, Fifth) •

18.00 (Fourth) *

20.00 ( Fourth 1
*

22.00 (Fifth) *

00.30 (Fifth l
•

* Fourth programme: 737 kHz;
Jerusalem area 674; central and
southern Israel 1025
* Fifth programme: Short wave and
.FM 882 MHz

THE PROMISED LAND LTD., shipping,

packing, storage, insurance of personal and
household goods ipeta also), by air or sea.

Licensed customs brokers, official agents for

Allied Van Lines, also travel. Tours, hotels,

car rentals, in Israel and abroad. Tel Aviv:
Tel. 03-50951; Jerusalem: Tel. 02-227040 ;

02-

228311: Haifa (freight onlyi: Tel. 04-514806;

Rlshon Lesion: Tel. 03-992026.

T.V. & RADIO

C/NEMAS

JenmUem 4. 7, 9

Arson; The Big Sleep; Eden: Short

Eyes; Edison: The Dirty Dozen- 4,

6.45. 9.15; Hablrah: Beach Police;
Kflr: F.I.S.T. 4. 6.30. 9.15; Mitchell:

Foul Play 6.45, 9.15. Wed. also at 4;

Orgll: Denru Uzala 4, 6.45. 9: Orton:

Force 10 From Navarone 4. 8.30. 9;

Orna: 1900 (Part One and Two) Part
One 4, 6.30. Part Two 9; Bon: Con-

voy; Semadiu-: Iphigenle 7. 9.15:

Small Auditorium Blnyenel
Ha'ooma: The Sailor Who Fell From
Grace With The Sea 7, 9.15: Cinema
One; Harold and Maud T, 9.15.

Nemo 6. House Calls 8, 10; Esther:
The Silent Partner; Gat: Don* FIor

and Her Two Husbands; Gordon:
La'Aime Ou La Culsse: Hod: Mean
Dog Blues; Llrnor: Violetta Naziere
4.30, 7, 9.80; Maxim: Crazy Horse;
Mograbl: Convoy 4.30. 7.30. 9.30;

Ophlr: Gypsies Go To Heaven; Orly:

The Thirty Nine Steps; Paris: A
Woman of Paris 10, 12. 2. 4. 7.16. 9.30:

Peer: F-I-S.T. 6.45, 9.15; Raraat
Aviv: Halahaka 7.15. 9.30. Tues. also

at 4.30; Royal: Lovers on the Snow 10.

12 . 2 . 4, 7.30. 9.30; Shahaff:

'Lacemaker; Ordan: The Turning
Point; Orion: The Dirty Heroes;
Oriy: Grease 4, 6.30, 9; Peer: Foul
Play; Ron: Convoy; Sbavlt: Coming
Home 6,30, 9.

QUALIFIED PHARMACY MANAGER
(male or female) j*

for the Yosephtal Hospital, Eilat

Pharmacist’s licence ^
* Successful applicant must agree

to live in Eilat

Grade: Bet-Da let. Pharmacists' grading plus special
Arava allowance

Interiors; Studio: The Goodbye
Girl: Tchelet: An Enemy of the

Kama! Gun 4, 7.15, 9.30

Armon: Power Play: Hndar: Derau
Uzala: Lily: Coming Home 7.15, 9.30;

OuhIs: Crazy Hone 4. 7, 9.30; Ordea:
Every Which Way But Loose 4.30.

7.15. B.30; Rama: Grandes Vacantes
7.15. 9.30. Mon.. Tues.. Wed. also at

4.30; Kama! Gao: The Eyes of Laura
Man 7.15, 9.30.

Applicants should apply to the Personnel Dept.,
Tenders Unit, P.O.B. 16250, Tel Aviv,

not later than March 25, 1979.
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Girl; Tcheiet: An Enemy of the

People: Tel Aviv: Every Which Way
But Loose; Tel Aviv Museum: The
Lacemaker; Zufon; Mon Premier
Amour.

Horzllyu
David: The Goodbye Girl 7, 9.10;'

Tlferet Hrrxliya: The Duchess and
the Dirt Water Fox 7.15 . 9.13.

FLIGHTS
2135 El Al 512 Johannesburg, Nairobi
2150 El Al 542 Athens
2155 El Al 326 Paris. Zurich
2200 El*At 316 London
2225 Air France 132 Paris, Lyon

Tel Aviv, 4 JO. 7.16, 9.30

Allenby: Foul Play; Ben Yehuda:
Girl Friends; Chen: Power Play:
Cinema One: La Folle Dea
Grandeurs; Cinema Two: Tbe
World's Greatest Lover 4.30, 7, 8.80:

Dckel: Midnight Express 7, 9.30;

Drive-in: The Amazing Captain

Haifa 4. 6.45. 9
Amphitheatre; Force 10 From
Navarone; Annon: MacArthur (The

Rebel General) *. 8.30, 9; Atzman:
Mean Dog Blues; Chen: Where
Eagles Dare 6.30. 8.45; Galor: Beguil-

ed Id. 3. T. God With Us 12, 4, 9;

Miron: Love French Style; Moriah:

Sproszek 8.45. 9; Orah: The

Hnlon
Migd-al: The Betsy

Pi*lah Tikva,

Shalom: The Other Side of Midnight
8. 9 .

Thu-s schedule in .subject to change without
priar until-*;. 81'iuirn nre ndvbscd lo cnll

Brn-Guritm Airport Flight Information,
fii.lt for for El Ai
flitthlx hhtv) for change* in timen of
Arrirti/* and Departurex.

Nrlufiyn
Esther: Annie Hall 4.30. 7, 9.13.

TIIllItSXIAY

nmnn ripgyi‘| America-Israel Cultural Foundation-smirett

AMERICA
j^rael Id Scholarship Programme

cu
fo^d^Sn Registration For 1979/80

America-Israel Cultural Foundation-Sharelt

Scholarships for study in Israel In Musid, Plastic Arts, Dance and Acting and far the Francois Shapira

Prize.

Details and application forms obtainable at the Foundation's office, 32 Allenby Road, To! Aviv, Tel. 03-

54177/8 ;
Deadline for submitting applications — April 10. 1979.

ARRIVALS
1Z40 KJ Al 004 New York
1315 Snbcna 201 Brussels

1350 AHA 711 Vienna
1430 TWA KM) Kansas City. Chicago, New
Turk. Athens
1440 El Al 14G Mexico. Montreal. Zurich
1455 Lifihonsn M4 Frankfurt
1515 Kurnlr 3136 Helsinki. Athens. Eilat
1525 TWA 500 New York, Paris
1540 THY H24 Istanbul
1550 Mucrsk Air 553 Copcnhngan
1645 Monarch 4042 Luton
1715 TWA xio Phoenix. Chicago, Boston.
Paris. Knmc
1725 Krilanniu Cardiff. New Castla. Athens
1WW Alitalia 748 Rome
10(15 SwiHfuilr 332 Zurich
I* If. Cyprnir 302 Lnrnoca
1025 K1 At 338 Frankfurt
1940 El Al 386 Homo
utiso British Air 578 London
2)20 Hi Al 378 Copenhagen

DEPARTURES
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich
0710 TWA nil Rome, Parts. Boston.
Chicago. Kansas City, Lea Angeles, San
Francisco
0750 Olympic 302 Athena
0800 El Al Oil London , New York
OHIO KLM 326 Amsterdam
0820 El Al 325 Zurich, Parti
0m40 El Af 1B1 Rome, New York
0850 British Air 377 London
0900 El Al 015 London,- New York
0910 TWA 881 Athens, New York
0930 Air France 131 Nice, Paris
0940 El Al 377 Copenhagen
1000 El Al 357 Frankfurt
1100 El Al 315 London
1200 El Al 3H5 Romo
1430 Snbcna 202 Brussels
1440 AUA 712 Vienna
1550 Lufthansa 607 Munich, Frankfurt
1615 Karalr 3136 Athens. Helsinki

1630 THY 825 Istanbul :

noo Mncruk Air 554 Copenhagen
1710 El Al 541 Athens
1745 Monarch 4043 Luton
1825 Athens, New Castle. Cardiff
HW Cyprnir 303 Lnrnoca
1020 Alilaltn 747 Homo
ThU fl III hi injiirm<ilinn h nupplird b/f the
Kvn-Gurbm hUs'i'mt I hntt l Air/mii Cnur-
tlinnluiH Centre. *

ing that tonight they can beat the

Spaniards, who seem bound for the

European championship game.
Maccabi’s only hope la to beat the

Spaniards by more than 14 points,

and to hope that in next week's

Madrid encounter between Real and
Emerson Varese, the Italians
manage to upset the Spaniards. In

such a situation M&ccabi would then

take Madrid's place as a finalist.

WHAT’S ON
Notices in this feature are charged at IL44.80 per line Including VAT; Insertion everr

day costa EL739.20 Including VAT, per month. Copy accepted at office*of The Jerusalem f
Post and all recognized advertising agents.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: Honore
Daumier— Nothing New Under the Sun.
Daumier lithographs on centenary of his

death. The Kadlahman Connection —

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS

works by more than 100 artists on proofs
of a Kadlahman print; with the generousof a Kadlahman print; with the generous
assistance of Golden Pages, the Israel
Classified Directory. From Concept to

Product: Bang and Olnfsen's Design for

Sound. Development and production of

outstandingly designed electronic sound
equipment. Neolithic figurines from
Sha’arHagoIan. Childhood Drawings and
Paintings by Israeli Artists (side by side

with their mature works). Chiaroscuro:
The Beginning of Colour Woodcut. Ex-
hibition of rare European woodcuts ofthe
16-I8th centuries. First Israel exhibit.

With a Pencil. Creative work with pencil.

Exhibit of the Month: Rare scroll of

Esther, Venice, early 17th century.
Handwritten and illustrated in Ink on
parchment. Woven and printed textiles.

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egypt
dun bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Era*-,
tlao). Bronze figurine of Alexander the'

Great, late Hellenistic.period. Prehistoric _

hunters* sites In northern Sinai;

Tel Aviv Museum: 27 Sderot Shaul ;
“ :

Hamelech. Exhibitions: Artists* Orica. •£?*;

Eric Mendelsohn' — Drawings of Sal,
Architect. Visiting Hoars: "

flua.. Mnnv;^:

Tue., Thur; 10 a.m. — ID p-m. Fri. JO'ajn. ~1..

.

— 2 p.m.. Sat. 7 — 11 p.m. New Museum.

^

Building open Sat.. 10 a. nr. — 1 p.m
trance free.

- ~ir
The Helena Rubinstein pavilion Is closed —j~-

to permit the.preparation at a new exhflfe >' « .

tiou. •. ' .iTV-.

Beth Hatefutsoth. The Jewish dlsxpOT^ O,
past and present, presented by the most'

.

modern technology, ^ and. graphics!
techniques, films, slide' shows,

visual presentations, displays, Mmputw'J-?:: :

terminals, etc. In the exhibition gallery: :

••Image Before my; Eyes" -- ..

photographic history of"’ tadsh'llft in .

Poland (1894-J939). Visiting teaesrSnn,, - *
;

Mon., Thur. 10 a.m.-5p.m. Tue^Wed.,3- —
10 p.m. Frl.. Sat. closed. BethBstetutsoth * is-

is- -located M. Rehav Kteusaer, -ca

:

AyJV' (entrance through gate9ttf Tel Ajdv

University'campus) ; ..

Ul'U [!
1!' L

11

.

1

.

1

'I'l'l' l' '.'ll

1

.
1

'!
1

!"
'

''i
11

!!SERVICED APARTMENTS for rent. Short 7276X1 02-719178

arrangement, 'for fe'ag KrVuyi Hill

Heights, Tel. 03-930251. 4 Rehov El Al, PETS

LOST in the vicinity of 14 Shlmonl Street.

Jerusalem, a dark haired Siamese male cat
wearing red collar. Please -call: 02-660486.

Reword.

Paley Centre (Youth Wing near
Rockefeller Museum) ; The Art at Ancient
Egypt. Visiting hoars: Israel Museum:
Sum, Mon., WeiL, Thors. 18 a.m.J pjn.;
Tue. 4-10 p.m.; Fri. 19 a-m.-2pja.; Sat. 10
a.m.-! p.m. Shrine of the Bock, Billy Rose'
Art Garden: Sun.,. Mon., Wed.. Thur. 20
a.m.-8 p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.; Frt end
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum:
Sun. — Thur. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Fri.. Sat. ID
a.m .-2 p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays
must be purchased in advance at the
Museum. Cahana or major Jerusalem
hotels; In Tel Aviv at Rococo, Hadran and
Kastel. Free guided toun In English,
Sun., Wed., 11.00 Bum., Tues. 4.30 p.m.
from upper entrance halL

BENNY BAND, South African cabinet
maker, palmer, general repairs, burglar
bora, aluminium wlndows/shutters. Tel. 062-

32948 (after 5 p.m.)

JACK AND ERfC, painting, wallpapering
and associated household repairs.
Professional Scottish standards. Tel. 063-

91659 mornings, 03-942071.

uiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiifiiiniiiiiwiiiiimiiiniiii

WANTED LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER for

French/American couple. Please call Tel. 04-

246467 after 7.00 p.m.

TELEVISION RENTAL monthly. In-

dustronlcs, 72 Jabotinsky. Tel Aviv. T(S1. 03-

243008.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hada.uwh Toun
L Medical Centre, in Klryat Hadassah.
Tours in English at 9, 10, 11 a.m. and 12

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.

Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00

p.m., Sunday-Thunday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. The Tourism Dept, on Mt. Scopes is

closed today.

3. Morning ball-day tour of ail Hadassah
projects, 33 per person towards transpor-

tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416333.

.Hebrew University, tours in English at 9
and 11 a.m. from Administration
.Building. Gtval Ram Campus. Mount
Scopus tours 11.30 a.m. from the Martin

Buber Building. Buses 9 and 28, School of

Education bus stop. Further details: TeL
35430.

Exmmah — National Religious Women’s
Organization, Tourist Centre. 26 Rehov
Ben Malmon. Tel. 02-62468, 30620. 811588.

American Mlzruchi Women. Free Mor-
ning Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street;

'Jerusalem, Tel. 232758.

CONDUCTED TOURS'
'

Emunah — National Religious Women'ri

Organization: "Kastel,"1M Rehov IW
GablroL ToL 440318, 788948. .708440..; J
Canadian

.

Hadassoh-Wlso Office, Ufl
Rehov Hayackon. Teh- 227060, 8

;
- • - ’

. N
OBT Israel: For visits please contacts

ORT Tel Aviv, Tel. 233331, 782W1-2; OBT
Jerusalem; TeL 633141;- ORT NeUnyx,
TeL 83744. .

>

American'Mlsrachi Women. Guest Tourr
— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220287, 3*3100. .

. Pioneer Women — Na'amat: Free tours;

See our sodo-educatlonal services. Coll

for reservations. Tel Aviv, 63-256096.

M. and K. Llpski, Varied Eurepeu
Cuisine. Open afternoon and evening. 45

Rehov Yefet. Jaffa, Tei. 03-328466.

Fondue Bar. Traditional; Swiss, at-

mosphere. Open 12 soon — mldxdgbt SS*

Rehov Dlzengoff.-

MISCELLANEOUS '
i ^Cr

;

Hadassah Tourism Office, Room “*
Sheraton Hotel. Tel. 03-289T84. . r

Tour Va’aMi World Zionist OrgoniraU® *

Aliya and Absorption Dept. "Meet toe. * .(

Israelis" — programme presented evert!

Thursday at 9.00 pjn. at the Tal Hotel a

cooperation with the Central Informal®

,

Office; panel of experts, and Israeli film

(English' dialogue). Everyone welcoW.

admission free. '

.
|

,L-

Haifa '

MUSEUMS - .

Visit the Haifa museums; Ancient

Modern Art, 26 Rehov Shabtal Uri/TS*

523255-8, National Maritime, TeL-WWB-

Illegal Immigration, TeL 535249. Mnsw.

TeL 644485. Japanese Art, Tel. »»»•

Mane Katx, Tel. 83482. Dagon Gn» 1

Collection, Tel. 664221. Artists' Boose,.

Tol. 522355. i

SHOWS
A Stone in David's Tower. Sound and
Light show in English, every evening (ex-

.

ccpt Friday and festival eves) at 8.48 p.m.
at the Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday,

.

Tuesday. Wednesday and Saturday also

at 10.00 p.m. in English; Sunday and
Thursday at 10.00 p.m. In French. Tickets

at the entrance. Please come .warmly,
dressed.

MISCELLANEOUS- '
•

Hadassah Tourism Office, Visit Rantf*.

Hadassah Szold. Phone 04-664876, SUM- :

What's On In Haifa, dial 640849. :

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schneller Wood.
Romoma. Tel. 814822. 7.30 a.m. — 7 p.m>

Rehovot
The Wetsmahn- Institute open to

from 8,00 a.m. tos:»-p.m. Vlritomttw"
to see film on Institute's researco

tlvIUes,shown regularly at 11-00

3.00 p.m. Friday rLOO a.m. o^y- ^
Tours of the WeLumum House evwy

1

hour from 9.00 a.m. to 8.30 P-m; .j!S!
noon on Friday.- Nominal ft* far sf®0',

sion* to Weizmanh'House. ’ •'

For Tour* of the House please bo<**^
;

054-83230. 054-83328.

EMERGENCY

.

PHARMACIES
FIRST AID

Jerusalem: R&mat EshkoL, Commercial
Contra, Ramat EshkbL 810553; The New
Tazziz, Azzahra, 282040.
Tel Aviv: Merkaz Hatxafon, 200 Ben
Yehuda, 242523. Rolen: Naot Rahei, .38

Eilat. 851751. But Yam: Halevi. 9 Balfour,
883042. Ramat Gan: Afliutai :4i ;

Jabotinsky, 731871. Uentiyah: Goldstein,
Klkar de Shall:. 982942. Netanya: Geva,
14 Shear Hagai. 32890. Hadera: Yafa, 62

Wclzmann, 22122 .

Haifa: Gbanita, 32 Oianfta. 231505,

Beerahebu: Yoha, 5 Bialik. Shikun B,
77557.

Magen David Adorn first aid

.open from. 8. p.m. to; t
pame calls by doctors al fixed

-Fund members .should enquire

rebate.

. Phona’,iuinn6ers: JenHalew-TjM
Haifa —TCI. Dan Region

Bnei Brali, -.Glvatayfcn,
OBP

.

78im. r v.

.

DUTY HOSPITALS

JmuDUem: Blkur HoUm (pediatries)'.
Shaaro Zcdck (internal, ohste tries),'
Hadassah (surgery, orthopedics,
ophthalmology. E.N.T.).

'

Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics). IchHov
M nicrnal. surgery).
Netanya: Lanlado (obstetrics, internal).
Halfa: Ruinbam (ail departments).
-Emu" — Mental Hearth First Aid, Td,
Jerusalem 6899U, Tel Aviv 204511. Haifa
53SJHW, Hccrihcba 32111.
Misgav Ladarb; Open line 4-8 p.m. every''
Monday .answers to- obeteirica,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-’
nlng problems. TeL 02-833356. ‘

?
•

Ashdod 22222 , ..

.

Ashkclou 23333

Bat Yam 885555

.

Becrshcba 78333

EMat233fL .

- Hadera 22333,

Holbn 803133,^ .

^Naharlyn 023S33

Nazareth

PctuhTlky*^
Rebovoi
Rlshon beZloa?*

.B«fcd»W ,•
'

Tlbcrla* 3®11*

ftUlWt>> inoi'^njffr 'JJjSa

I

; TRu^to^diar &2H44, Kfryat

; *Aunisot Xt.48;

.

#
.* fc 'A .'^'v * 1 r>*q^T "Is"

.***'
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3^1 ONE FOR THE ROAD ZE’EV SHUL

sates Koad accidents are again on everybody's mind.
5 § Fo* some years their number has remained

Th^’iJS steady, with about 630 dead, half of them

2sJ5S pedestrians* What is so irritating is the recent
**[

*y*C recurrence of accidents in which whole families

Ka?w axe decimated, writes Judge BUS. LOWENBERG,
l the tohg-ttae chairman of the National Council for

b e ,A the Prevention of Accidents.

' As'a judge. -let me start discussing
8

PUylrt
1 v thtrSubject from "the aspect of law

to* u4 Q %; enforcement. I want to. state right
eheat,J c

hft * awayifaatour trafCc laws are totally
-6 Le^, ^ J adequate. There Is no need, for any

new laws. Perhaps, there are too
to quaiu .many already,.

iccer^ 1yW The problem la that the laws ore
ai of not observed by. large sections of the

E find tha Anlltftrk n O nnnt aaaa
ian public,' and the police cannot cope
ctory 5? S5 with enforcing- them.

.

Sir 011 -**•• wftgle’ thc Public Is law-
’ abiding- But a certain section make
It s hahit to: break the law, and es-

..
,

n
*» peqiaJly.the traffic laws. The obvious

-l* * answer would be to have more and
i op more traffic police on the road. The

realities, Pf life here are such,

th
01 however, that little more police can

n be expected to be seen on traffic du-
'

lor8ou
ft»i ty*.

•

So. now we aim at setting up

‘ 3 headquarters, and hope something
season

in^will come of It. Yet, whatever ad-
a of UjJv'b.ditional policemen can be added.
A vHunjJ^they can never cope with ail the need
'Poniae^tor traffic law enforcement.

vri
^: jh the end, therefore, traffic will

.... have to be a self-regulating opera-
1

tion. This means that what Is actual-

ly happening now, will have to be ex-

tended; Drivers have to watch
themselves to he careful, and in ex-

tt&gVA^g^treme cases others will have to

O'watch them to observe the laws and
^safety regulations. There is no other

way.' '
;

‘ ‘

'

lids means more education of

drivers and also of pedestrians.
Within the framework of the

nkeani; n fc. National Council for the Prevention
^Wfoasri^of Accidents "Defensive Driving"

ulu. courses are being held — with ex-

a m
8 t eelleatresults; - -

-iic w -These courses are meant for

aai., u^lrirtirs with,experience.-the purpose
''bring to refresh their, knowledge of

jbmneiaitfethe car, road and driver, and to 1m-
-t

'

pom«iimpart to them new knowledge and
techniques in line with the. rising

Thc J«z.volume of-traffic . Everybody should
en'~ prweadijobi such a. course. '-

r-noiogy, an, always think
;
of the driver,

.to.s. tftocjfhen we think of accidents. That is

^ll^^wrong: in part. True, drivers can in
‘

;,..
f
“most cases avoid an accidents

nij.orv ^ }
whether by braking or swerving. On

we. \iitenthe other hand, we must turn our
? a m -5 jm attention much.more 'to pedestrians.

m. cuufi Be Pedestrians in this country ac-
Fa-w Sacount for50 per-centbf fatalaccident
:™^ctims.-They aoiailtuUifp^m^er

£SI ^bMA
•Kms KSX - • -

cent of all persons involved In ac-
cidents. What is more, pedestrians
are very often to blame for the ac-
cident; they are the prime cause.
The trouble Is that it is easier to

"get at" the driver and to take his
licence number, than at the
pedestrian, who has no such number.
The result: we try to educate and
re-educate the driver, rather than
the walker.
That Is obviously wrong here in

Israel, where half the accident vic-
tims, and over half of all those in-

volved. are walkers. We must reach
out to them, with education,
propaganda and guidance.
The National Council for the

Prevention of Accidents will in the
next month put the weight of its

educational efforts on the walker.
Another word about drivers. In the

last three years the rate of killed and
injured has been brought down
through the use of seat belts. Until
1973. when seat belt use on Inter-

urban roads was made mandatory,
about 730 people were killed every
year. Then the figure dropped to 630,

and it has remained at that level.

The means of saving about 100 lives

each year has been a technical one.
Now that wc are probably facing

the need for fuel economy, we may
have to enforce speed limits -—those
limits which have been the law for 15
years and more: SO kph on highway
roads (90 kph on speedways) and 50
kph in towns. It is common
knowledge that this law is not being
observed.
-When speed limits were in-
troduced in the U-S. and Europe
after the oil embargo of 1973, ac-
cidents dropped so fast that fatalities

in the U.S., for instance, dropped by
a clear ten per cent. So long as the
speed limits were observed,
fatalities, stayed down. In recent
times they have gone up again — as
speed limits were allowed to go up.
Everybody should know that even

the fastest car operates at the
greatest fuel economy when driven
at 70-80 kph. Above and below those
speeds, the engine uses more fuel.

So. when petrol gets more expensive,
and perhaps more scarce too, why
not adjust speeds accordingly?
In4he end it is up to us drivers to

attain the best car performance and
the safest way of driving. As
Shakespeare said: "The fault, dear
Brutus; is in ourselves, not in our
stars;-*:. , ; .

. .
. .. :

Dangerous truckloads
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LINCOLN MERCURY

New Jersey

Special Offer
to Israelis wishing to purchase

any type of American car

fay personal import .

new or used (at cheaper prices) 1979 models

Details: 7 Behov Frischmann,
. T.O.B. 3464, Tel Aviv, TeL 240207.

By KINUE WEINSTEIN
When is a'safety hazard not a safe-

ty hazard? As long as it does not ac-
tually cauaeaccidents-.This seems to

be the situation with regard to im-
properly' Ibhded trucks.

Many motoristshave probablyhad
the experience of driving behind a
truck which either spills bits of dirt,

gravel and even cement as it moves
along, or which looks as if it was
about to lose some of its load. Some
trucks carrying rocks, which do not
have a tail-gate, seem to be especial-

ly dangerous, for a sudden stop
might send part of their load down on
the cars behind them.
The fact that there have been no

reported accidents makes the
danger no less real. A traffic sum-
mons, however, can only be issued
after part of the load has actually
fallen from the truck.
There are, of course, regulations

for the proper loading of trucks.
David Yahln, of the Transport
Ministry's licensing Department,
points out that these regulations
have been on the books since Israel
joined the UN Conference on Road
Traffic in 1968, and they are in keep-

My American

costs less

than your European,

Fact.

’fej!

The economy is driving' us mad, but you can now
benefit from the situation. A fine American car, the

Oldsmobile Cutlass, for example, today costs less

than the average European car!

OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS
'So why not turn this to your advantage?

Before buying a high priced European car, size up

the Oldsmobile Cutlass. The price includes 6 cylinder

engine, power steering, power disc brakes, coloured

window glass, built-in air conditioning, automatic
transmission.

Ex-stock delivery

Eastern Automobile Corp. Ltd

Nm*nwi*u* 78 Derech Petals Tikva. TEL AVIV. Tel. 33233/B. 2 Rehov Hanc'emanim.

HAIFA, Tel. 323086. 70 Rehov Yafo, JERUSALEM, Tel. 222093.

ing with international standards.
Their aim is to ensure that trucks
are not overloaded and that their

load Is- adequately secured.
For instance, the load may not

press against the sides of- a truck's

box or extend over its aides.The load
may extend the length of the truck
by up to one metre in the front and
back, but it must be clearly marked
with a luminescent red triangle.

Moreover, the load must not block
the driver's view or his vehicle's

licence plate and turn signals.

Because of the many different

truck designs, however, the laws are
formulated in general terms and,

says Tahln, they are Intended as
guidelines /or the drivers.

An official at the Trucking Board
in Tel Aviv, when asked how much
attention is paid to proper loading,
replied that compliance with
regulations is left to Individual
firms. The assumption is that all

firms affiliated with the board follow

the law, and that the police is the

body responsible for enforcing the
regulations.
Sgan-Nltzav Shmuel Bogler, head

of the Traffic Department at
National Police Headquarters, says
that policemen are^ instructed to

Issue summonses If they see
anything falling from a moving
truck. He admits, however, that en-

forcing the regulations concerning
truck loading is not regarded as a
high-priority matter. Bogler claims
that to the best of his knowledge
there were no accidents caused by
spillage from trucks last year.
Policemen are likely to ticket
violations of loading regulations only
if they happen to be behind an offen-

ding truck. Bogler does point out,

however, that any citizen may report

such a violation to the police.

Even if the potential danger of Im-
proper loading is not great, there is

room to question the wisdom of a
policy that waits for trouble to
develop. A driver Involved in an ac-

cident caused by falling dirt or
stones will find little comfort in the

knowledge that a summons will be
Issued after the fact.

MAGEN
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IN ISRAEL
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OUR CENTERS
PHONE: 03-36222

INTERNATIONAL- DEPT.

During his visit in Cairo President Jimmy Carter used this custom-
built open Cadillac. In Jerusalem, where he arrived at night,
he travelled In a closed Cadillac limousine. In the picture above, the
bodyguards of the two presidents in the front seal and on the special
platform above the back bumpers can easily be identified by their

worried looks.

American officials were more than reticent with information
about tbe two presidential automobiles, which were flown in with the
President's party. Even the driver In Jerusalem merely shook his

head benevolently when our reporter asked him some very innocent
questions about the shiny black Cadillac.

GM goes in big for small cars
NEW YORK IAP.I — •Time” they arc replacing,

magazine reports that as part of a ‘‘Time" says the American car in-

major revolution In the auto In- dustry is undergoing a "total
dustry. General Motors hopes to sell revolution in its rush to meet by
325,000 of its new line of small cars 1985 * a aerles of sweeping and
between next month's introduction sometimes contradictory govem-
and September. regulations aimed at Im-

. proving safety."
In the splashiest and costliest According to "Time," Japan's
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?„
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?
r,y,GM« nApri11® Takashi Ishihara, president of

will start se ling its new Compact X Nlasan Motors, speaks of the
°"

*
h 80 far aPe"t American challenge as a war. He is

32.5b.. the American news weekly quoted as saying: "We find ourselves
reports. en ^ eve Q{ international

It says the new cars weigh 2,300 competition with American
pounds and have a wheelbase of 104 automakers In the small car market,
inches — or 800 pounds lighter and 20 which hitherto has been the Japanese
inches shorter than the compact cars makers' stronghold."

How about the lowly pedestrian?
In these mad times, when driving

from one place to another involves
one almost immediately In a bit of
budgetary acrobatics — distance to
destination divided fay the car's fuel

consumption per kilometre, plus
allowances for that steep hill and
heavy fuel consumption driving past
the Kirya— not to mention wear and
tear per kilometre, depreciation
etc.,

WALKING IS CHEAPER
The biggest profit of all. if you

walk enough, is that you discover
one day that you can see your feet
again, the paunch is almost gone
and. by gum. you whistle while you
walk! Sounds good —- doesn't It?

WALKING IS HEALTHIER
Let's start from the beginning:
My doctor told me to walk. Prof.

Ezra Zahar says it's good to walk.
Only it seems that I live in the wrong
place. Maybe if I lived in Haifa, or
Jerusalem, where they have an
energetic mayor...

WALKLN'G IS MORE FUN
It isn't as if the city fathers hadn't

thought of the possibility that one
fine day somebody might want to
walk. Believe it or not — roy
hometown, south of Tei Aviv, at one
time had fine pavements with shady
trees and stone benches and fenced-
in plots. Thc streets were well lit.

The founding fathers in their original
blueprints even provided for a huge
green belt to run the entire length of
our community. There was a fine
botanical garden nearby and shady
eucalyptus trees, but. best of all.

there were vast undulating sand-
dunes with century-old sycamores.
Thc sycamores were the first to

“go." Pruned, finally uprooted, to
give way to apartment houses. With
them went the dunes. The botanical
gardens were placed out-of-bounds
to us city dwellers. (They belong to
an agricultural school.) The
pavements were narrowed down, the
stone benches removed to yield to
pizzerias and sellers of sesame and
sunflower seeds.

I've tried walking along a main
road leading out of the city. But even
at f/hubbut dawn the spluttering ex-
haust fumes of the cars, howling
past, yielded more carbon monoxide
within the hour than I had Inhaled
in a whole decade of shabbatot
before.
The park was whittled down. What

remains of it also accommodates an
immense public library, an ugly
chocolate-brown building. Most of

the park isn't more than 20 metres
wide. It peters out after a run of
some two kilometres and
degenerates loiter an Impassable
patch) to become an asphalted foot-

path, leading nowhere and hemmed
in by towering apartment houses.

People with weak bladders who
want to cultivate the walking habit
had better find themselv.es some
likely bushes. There isn't anywhere
a chap can relieve himself in the en-
tire municipal area. Buying yourself
a cup of coffee will only complicate
the problem since most es-
tablishments haven't got a W.C.
either.

One solution may be to go and buy
some petrol. The petrol station at the
city exit has a washroom (im-
possibly filthy). But it's a long way
to xhlep home a full jerrycan — es-

pecially if you don't need the petrol.

WALKING IS SAFER
The traffic lights are all against

the walker.
I have yet to find one in our town

which allows you to cross the zebra
stripes on one single green light.

Usually they are cunningly timed to

leave you tottering on the brink of a
tiny traffic island, with gargantuan

vehicles roaring in front and im-
mediately behind you. Chances are
that you'll wind up with a faceful of.

diesel fuel aoot (it's not as harmful
as thc petrol exhaust).
And you'd better burry up if you

don't want to get stuck with another
red pedestrian light halfway across
the road. That Is — provided you can
make it and there aren't some cars
parked on what, according to the
law. is your zebra right-of-way.
Driving school cars are particular-

ly good at stopping on the zebra
strip, but some bus drivers have also
perfected the art. The trick seems to
be hitting some innocent pedestrian
with a sudden blast from a revved up
engine just as he crosses (&) in front
of the bus (hi in front of the engine
covers, where the noise is loudest or
ie> — and this is a real masterpiece
— to treat the pedestrian as he walks
in front of the exhaust. The latter
operation requires split-second tim-
ing, quick reflexes on the part of the
driver, and excellent coordination.
The driver has to .look into the rear
mirror to gauge the distance, step on
the accelerator precisely at the right
moment, make allowance for a two-
second interval between the engine
"goosing" it and Its spluttering ex-

haust reaction.

WALKING AT ALL TIMES

There always remains walking at

night. Say. around midnight, when
vehicular and pedestrian volume has
thinned out. The streets aren't swept
yet and chances you will find
yourself wading through a deep
residue of greasy pizza wrappers
(winter) or ice cream and sundries
(summer).
After midnight you risk being pick-

ed up by the police for loitering. Be
sure to wear light-fitting clothes, so
you can raise your arms in a hurry
when challenged. Don't — under any
circumstances try to fish out your
identity card first.

There there Is the beach. But I

came back with so many unmen-
tionables glued to the soles of my
shoes, that Z had to quarantine that
particular pair (my favourite) for
over a fortnight. Smell was one of the
reasons.

So now I'm back in my car again. I

drive to a likely spot, lower the win-
dow and take a couple of quick sniffs

before winding the windows up
again.

My car does seven kilometres to

the litre....

THE WORLD'S MOST

your wisest investment
1. Engine
Original diesel engine, backed by over 80 years of

experience and development — MAN. manufactured
the world's first diesel engine in 1893 — 6 cylinders,

aligned, wtth 308 h.p. “turbo”!
Silent action, extraordinary power, low petrol

consumption. Placed at the back for more economic
propulsion.
Regular sychronised or automatic gear-box, as per
customer requirements.

2. Body
Top-quality Integral construction on metal frame. All

metal parts undergo special anti-corrosive treatment,
ensuring reliability and sturdiness for years and
years. All “sensitive" parts are manufactured from
newly-developed plastic materials tor quiet action,

flexibility, and long-term use.

3. Doors fitted with automatic safety mechanism,
hermetic sealing during journey.

4. Full air conditioning — conditioner actuated by the
motor.

5. Regular seats, or de-iuxe adjustable back-rest
version, according to customer specification,

available in a range of lop-quality upholstery. The
driver^ seat and the passenger seals conform to the
strict German DIN standard, and are designed
according to the latest demands of “human
engineering".

Air cushion suspension (in place of standard steel

springs) provide a maximum comfort on long
journeys.

6. Pleasant interior fluorescent lighting.

7. Design and colour: Modern Internal and
external streamlining, wide range of

colours to suit customer choice.

Sole aaents;

8. Brakes: Twin independent braking system for
maximum safety, equipped with fail-safe mechanical
parking/emergency brake.

9. Rptarder M.A.N. touring buses can be if so
required by the client are equipped with special new
“retarder” hydraulic system that permit the vehicle to

brake without pressing on the brake-pedal. As a
result, the brake linings now last up to 200,000 km.
The Retarder weighs: 40 kg (instead erf 500 kg for the
Thelma method).
Easy maintenance — needs only Infrequent servicing.

Quiet— noiseless braking.

10. Radio-tape and intercom: high quality

performance.

11. Dimensions and capacity: 53 seats, over 9 sq.m,
of baggage space, with 6 separate loading doors-
Overall length: 12m.

12. Price. MAN.'s de-lux touring buses are very
reasonably priced. Modem production techniques
enable M.A.N. to charge much lower prices than
competing manufacturers, even though MAN. offers
tailor made higher standard specifications.
And that's not all. M.A.N. touring buses are available
with a wide range of optional extras according to the
customer's specific needs, at relatively low additional
cost
Delivery Is quick, even though every vehicle Is
supplied to the customer's specifications.
Special long-term credit terms are also available.

THE CONSOLIDATED NEAR EAST COMPANY OF ISRAEL LTD.

115, Hahashmonaim St.,Tel-Aviv.Tel. 03-260261



Top TWA mission to

Jerusalem and Cairo
By HAIM SHAPIRO

Jerusalem Post Reporter
Hard on the heels of renewed

hopes for a peace treaty with Egypt,
a high-level delegation of Trans
World Airlines (TWA) is about to
visit the two countries within a few
days.
The group, due to arrive on Satur-

day, includes the entire board of
directors of the international airline,

as well as the president of Hilton
International, a subsidiary of TWA.
Although a private group, the

delegation is being treated as if It

were an official delegation, complete
with visits to national sites and two
banquets to which the top-level of
Israel's officialdom have been in-
vited.

The first of the two dinners, on
Saturday night, will Include Prime
Minister Menahem Begin, Deputy-
Prime Minister Yigael Yadin and
cabinet secretary Rliy&hu Ben
Elissar. The second dinner, on Sun-
day night, will be hosted by Foreign
Ministry officials and Jerusalem

Mayor Teddy Kollek.
Led by Curt Strand, president of

the airline, the group win remain in
Israel until Tuesday, when it will

continue by direct flight to Cairo. Of-
ficially the purpose of the Cairo visit
is to Inaugurate the 900-room
Ramses Hilton Hotel.
However, sources In Jerusalem

speculated that whatever the stated
purpose of the visit, the real goal
would be to arrange for TWA flights

touching at both countries. Feelers
on the possibility of combined visits
to Israel apd Egypt have followed
every renewal of the peace talks.

In reply to queries, Jerusalem
Hilton public relations head Frank
Nothman rejected suggestions that
the visit was planned with a view to
taking advantage of recent events.
Every year the TWA board meets

outside the U.S., and Jerusalem was
chosen this year, he said. One or two
hotels are always included in the
itinerary, in addition to the meeting
site, and this year the choice fell on
Egypt, he explained.

Bayside Land Corp. reports

134% increase in profits
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Post Finance Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Bayside Land
Corp. has released its annual report
for 1978 which shows that net profits

had risen by 134 per cent, to ILL8.2m.
The company, now celebrating its

50th year of operations, is part of the
Property & Building Corp., which
itself is part of the Discount Group.
The company is active in the con-

struction and leasing of industrial

buildings. The total floor space of
properties completed by the com-
pany or under construction now, is

135,000 sq.m. Its assets include bond-
ed warehouses with a total area of

about 5,000 sq.m.
Bayside ‘s total consolidated assets

stood at ELl24.1m. on December 31,

1978. This marked an 85 per cent In-

crease over 1977. More than half of

the total assets are represented by
leased buildings, which are valued at

IL65.7m.
An evaluation of Bayside’s land

and other assets, made in May 1978,

placed them at about IL280m. They
are carried on the company's books
at a value of IL60m.
Investments jumped from ILl.Sxn.

to IL37.7in. They consist mainly of
negotiable securities. Shareholders'
equity Btood at IL89.5xn. and
represented nearly three quarters of
total 'liabilities.

On the basis of the reported net
profit the earnings per share are 44
per cent, as compared with 33 per
cent In the previous year. The
management of the company, whose
shares are listed on the Tel Aviv
Stock Exchange. Is recommending
that the 10 per cent cash dividend,
paid In December 1978, be con-
sidered as final. It is also recommen-
ding the payment of a 10 per cent
bonus share.

Nesher’s switch from oil to coal

may have far-reaching consequences

By YA’ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The Nesher Cement Com-
pany intends switching from oil to
coal to fire the kilns in its Haifa and
Ramie plants. This will help diver-

sify the country’s overall fuel needs,
coming on top of the Electric Cor-
poration's decision to use coal at its

new Hadera plant.

Haifa port manager Moshe Haral
confirmed yesterday that Nesher
had already informed the port of its

intention. The two cement plants will
need about half a million tons of coal
a year.

Carmel opens giant rug showroom
TEL AVIV. — The largest display
room for rugs in thh country, with
some 1,200 sq.m., was inaugurated
yesterday by Avraham 'Shapiro,
head of Carmel Carpets, at 13 Rehov
Modi 'In in Ramat Gan.
“The basic idea behind the new

facilities," a spokesman for the com-
pany, which runs eight factories in

Israel,. said yesterday "is not to sell-

rugs but to offer free advice to
householders shopping for rugs, in
all fields, such as quality, price and
types."
Carmel rugs and Its sister brand,

Glenoit, are already sold in 100 out-
lets in Israel, but most of the shops
are small, of about 40 to 50 sq.m.,
and have only limited display
facilities.

Haral said he would agree to

handling the coal only if he could
build a special jetty and covered un-

loading facility, which would pre-
vent air pollution. The coal would be
loaded on rail cars inside the facility.

To make such a facility economical,
however, it would have to have a
much larger capacity than that re-

quired for the cement plants.

Experts see this as a development
that may eventually help shift the

coal handling for the new Hadera

electric power station to Haifa port
too. Once the Haifa facility would
start operating and prove that it is

not a pollution hazard for the town,
objections to it would fall away.
The Jerusalem Post learned that

some of the city fathers who were
among the leaders of the fight
against the Electric Corporation's
plan to Import coal through Haifa,

are already having second thoughts
about relinquishing the jobs involved
to Hadera. It will be recalled that the
campaign against the Haifa coal ter-

minal was waged shortly before the-

municipal elections last November.
It soon became a political issue, not
based on reliable expert opinions.

For instance, experts from the
Oceanographic Research Institute

pointed out that Hadera unloading
would be more likely to pollute
Haifa's bathing beaches, due to the
prevailing sea currents. But their

findings were ignored.
At present the Electric Corpora-

tion plans to build a special off-shore

unloading facility for the Hadera
plant, which is scheduled to start

operating at the end of 1980.
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JERUSALEM EINSTEIN CENTENNIAL SYMPOSIUM
March 14-23, 1979 tr*wn -mo -ra-rv

All sessions will take place in the auditorium of the Van
Leer Jerusalem Foundation, adjacent to the Israel Academy
of Sciences and Humanities, 43 Jabotinsky Road. Jerusalem,

except where otherwise indicated.

Thursday, March 15
SESSION II 9:30 a.m.
EINSTEIN’S SCIENTIFIC
CONTRIBUTIONS

:

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES
Abraham Pais — Chairman
Max Jammer
Einstein and Quantum Physics
Peter G. Bergmann
The Quest for Unity:
General Relativity and Unitary Field
Theories
Martin J. Klein
Statistical Physics in Einstein’s

Work

SESSION VH 8:30 p.m.
EINSTEIN AND DEVELOPMENTS
IN THE JEWISH WORLD
Gersbom Scholezn — Chairman
Uriel Tal
Jewish and Universal Social Ethics

. in the Thought and Life of Einstein

Fritz Stern
Einstein’s Germany
• This session will be held at the Jewish

National and University library on the
Givat Ram campus of the Hebrew
University.

Jacob D. Bekenstein
Gravitation, the Quantum, and
Statistical Physics
Nathan Rosen
Mach's Principle and General
Relativity
Dennis W. Sciama
Einstein’s Theory of Gravitation and
Cosmology — From Inception to Pre-
sent Status

SESSION m 3:00 p.m.
RECEPTION OF EINSTEIN’S
SCIENTIFIC IDEAS
Heinz Maier-Leibnitz — Chairman
Banesh Hoffmann
Some Einstein Anomalies
Paul Forman
Einstein and Causality
Loren R. Graham
Reception of Einstein’s Ideas:
The Influence of Political Culture

Friday, March 16
SESSION IV 9:30 a.m.
EINSTEIN'S IMPACT ON
SCHOLARSHIP AND SCIENCE
Christian Mtfler — Chairman
Roman Jakobson
Einstein and the Science of
Language
Erik H. Erikson
Psychoanalytic Reflections on
Einstein's Centenary
Nathan Rotenstrelcb
Relativity and Relativism
Robert S. Cohen
Einstein and the Philosophers

Monday, March 19
SESSION vm 9:30 a.m.
EINSTEIN AND THE CULTURE
OF OUR TIME
Robert K. Merton — Chairman
Daniel Bell

From the Quest for Certainty to the
Shock of Uncertainty
Yehuda Elkana
The Myth of Simplicity
Meyer Schapiro
Relativity and the Interpretation of
Modem Painting
Yaron Ezrahi
Einstein and the Social Image of
Science

SESSION XIU 3:00 p.m.
GAUGE THEORIES OF GRAVITY
AND THEIR GENERALIZATION
Sybren R. de Groot — Chairman
Daniel Z. Freedman
Aspects of Supergravity
Yuval Ne’eman
Affine Gauge Gravity and Strong
Interactions

SESSION XIV 8:30 p.m.
WORKING WITH EINSTEIN:
REMINISCENCES BY ASSOCIATES
AND ASSISTANTS
John Archibald Wheeler — Chair-
man
Peter Bergmann Esther Saiaman
Banesh Hoffmann Boris Schwarz
Nathan Rosen Ernst G. Straus

SESSION IX 8:30 p.m.
Margaret Gowing — Chairman
Gerald Holton
Einstein: The Coherency of His Life
and Work

Tuesday, March 20
Unveiling of plaque on Albert Eins-
tein Square in front of the Israel
Academy of Sciences and
Humanities 9:15 a.m.

Saturday, March 17
SESSION V 7:15 p.m.
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SESSION X 9:30 a.m.
EINSTEIN AND THE NUCLEAR
AGE
Joseph E. Slater — Chairman
Paul Doty
Einstein and International Security
Bernard T. Feld
Einstein and the Politics of Nuclear
Weapons
Yehoshafat Harkabl
Theory and Doctrines in Strategic
Thinking Before and After the
Nuclear Age

Thursday, March 22
SESSION XV 9:30 a.m.
QUANTUM CHROMODYNAMICS
Maurice Goldhaber — Chairman
Roger Dashen
Towards a Theory of Hadron Struc-
ture
Yoichiro Nambu
The Case For and Against Confine-
ment
Gerald ’t Hooft
Beyond Perturbation Expansion
Harry J. Lipkin
Masses and Magnetic Moments

Sunday, March 18
SESSION VI 4:30 p.m.

OPENING OF EINSTEIN
EXHIBITION*
Avraham Harman — Chairman
Harry Woolf
Albert Einstein: Encounter with
America
John Stachel
The Einstein Papers

SESSION XI 3:00 p.m.
UNIFICATION; AIMS AND
PRINCIPLES
Alfred Kastler — Chairman
Paul A.M. Dirac
The Early Years of Relativity
Chen N. Yang
Geometry and Physics

SESSION XVI 3:00 p.m.
GAUGE THEORIES OFWEAK AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC
INTERACTIONS AND FLAVOUR
DYNAMICS
Robert F. Bacher — Chairman
Sheldon L. Glashow
The Question of Fermion Flavour
Haim Harari
Quarks and Leptons
Raoul Gatto
The Mass Matrix

Wednesday, March 21
SESSION xn 9:30 a.m.
GENERAL RELATIVITY AND
COSMOLOGY
Jules Geheniau — Chairman

Friday, March 23
SESSION xvn 9:30 a.m.
UNIFICATION THEORIES
Leonard Sosnowsld — Chairman
Feza Gurney
Geometrization of Unified Fields

Jogesh Pati
The Unification Puzzle
Steven Weinberg
Unified Elementary Particle Interac-

tions

Murray Gell-Mann
Summary

THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
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Health funds and tax evaders
By MACCABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The greatest
beneficiaries under the proposed
National Health Law will undoubted-
ly be the 100,000 or more Israelis who
pay either no Income tax or who
Cheat on their income tax returns.

This Is the opinion of Dr. Pinhas
Nagel, director-general of Kupat
Holim M&ccabi. and of Zvi Katz and
Heinz Breitenfeld. heads of the sick

fund’s financial and organizational

departments. Kupat Holim M&ccabi
has 300,000 members and is Israel's

second-largest sick fund. It is non-
political-

"And the losers will be the hun-
dreds of thousands of persons who
earn salaries and who have their in-

come tax deducted at source." they
said. 1 'The salaried workers will

have to support the medical services
of the income tax dodgers."
At present, the officials pointed

out. the sick funds have developed
their own methods of checking up on
a person’s income and whether the
member Is paying honest dues.
"We don’t collect our dues based

on a person’s declared Income, but
on his standard of living,"
Breitenfeld says. He added, "for ex-
ample. a person who is living on
reparations from Germany does not
have to report this to the income tax
authorities."

but it is also ineffective — otherwise

we would not have some 100,000 per-

sons not paying honest income taxes,

a state of affairs which the
authorities have not been able to cor-

rect."

The speakers stressed that they

were not against a National Health

Law, only against the one which had
been proposed by Health Minister

Eliezer Shostak, which would cost

untold millions — and create
"medical chaos" — since it was
planned to change the entire medical
system overnight
“We believe in evolution, not

revolution." said Dr. Nagel. He add-

ed that "any health law should be In-

troduced gradually, step by step, so
it can be tested in actual practice,

which often falls to correspond to the

most beautiful theories."

However, under the proposed
National Health Law, the National
Insurance Institute would collect the

funds for the National Health Law.
"The Insurance Institute would

base the amount of money it

collected from each person on his file

in the income tax office. This method
of collection is indeed cheaper than
the methods used by the sick funds.

The first step, he believes, would
be to reorganize the hospital system
and bring all the hospitals up to one
standard in equipment, efficiency

and facilities. Today, the kupat
holim network is much superior to

the government hospital network.
Equalizing the standards would In-

deed cost Immense sums of money,
but the results would at least lead to

the practice of better medicine.

Moreover, the present practice of

hospitals refusing to accept tests

done in the clinics (and often those

done in another hospital) cost huge
sums of money. "There is no reason

for each test to be duplicated, just

because a hospital doctor refuses to

accept the results of a test ordered

by a doctor in a clinic," Dr. Nagel
said.

More millions would be poured

down the drain by settingup regional

networks. "The Ministry says that

no more staff will be added, but so

far no such plan has ever, been
carried out without increasing ad- c

.

ministrative manpower." >
Dr. Nagel also found fault with the

'

Health Ministry’s plan to set up
group practices, that Is, a group of .

: '-

doctors, each a specialist working In ?
-

a different field, who would accept .

patients.
.

1

Today, a patient goes to his family j

doctor who treats him to the best of

his ability, before referring him to a ;

'•

specialist. In the future, if the j"'

.

patient has direct access to a ^
'

specialist, each specialist will only V \

deal with a narrow segment of
' the

patient’s ailments (and many have .-.•V

more than one ailment), and then
sent him to another specialist. This
is a costly practice, and often not to

the patient’s best advantage, tbs
'*

.

speakers said. . -r

The speakers also noted that the
proposed law would deprive the pre- .<

1

sent sick funds of their doctor- -
'

patient relationship, since the
patient could jump from one doctor 'l-
to another, or from one sick fund to

" :

..V
another. "This will eliminate the
present system, under which the
patient has a family doctor who will

‘

fl
rf

keep a watchful eye on him, no wp
matter what specialist sees him,"

'

Dr. Nagel said. .'
’ '

Breitenfeld noted that the -best "r
'

evidence against the proposed lawri' .

was what happened in England,-'^
although the systems are not exactly
comparable. There, after a
health law was Introduced, the ex-

-

isting private sick funds began to do'

a flourishing business, since they <

could provide better and more. In- -

dividual care- Not only didn’t the
national health law in England not'
drive these private sick funds out of
existence, but it even created new
ones. .

Share influx of IL6b. next year?
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — With an estimated IL6b.

worth of shares entering the market
next year, volume on the Te1 Aviv
Stock Exchange could reach a daily

IL200m. turnover, Securities
Authority chairman Yitzhak Taufa

said yesterday.
Speaking to bank managers who

converged on the Shulamit Hotel

here for their annual meeting. Taub
said the authorities were expecting

an additional 250 prospectuses on
new Issues for a total of someTLSb.
in securities, most of which would be
convertible.

"While the stock exchange is now
In the centre of economic news.and
while the present government ac-

cords it a cardinal place in its

economic philosophy, the changes In

relevant legislation have been few
since the present Securities Law
went into effect in 1968." Taub said.

He added that "experience shows
that changes are needed which will

make for stricter supervision and for

adjustment- to 'a modern : capital

market, as- is the case In advanced
Economies'"- • • * ~ ’’

Taub called for laws enabling the
Authority to conduct independent In-

quiries into companies whose shares

are traded on the exchange
"whenever there is suspicion that

the law has been violated."

"Today the Authority must ask the
police to investigate," Taub said.

The proposed investigative powers
of the authorities include the legal

right to question specified persons,

to demand explanations in writing

and to show relevant documents.
"The special situation here is that

a lot of companies are in fact banks
and their subsidiaries, which fear a
violation of banking secrets.
Regulations are needed that recon-

cile secrecy with the right of in-

vestigation, by making the position

of some officers of the Authority

similar to that of the Examiner of

Banks with regard to their duty to

uphold banking secret Taub said.

Another problem not yet regulated

by law is the ban. on using inside In-

formation for operations on the stock

exchange. "This is admittedly a
complex subject," Taub said, adding
"it calls for a definition of what in-

side information, abuse and insiders

are." The problem was also under-

study in England, he said.

A radical and specific Israeli solu-

tion is also needed for definingwho is

an adviser on securities, he salaL

“We have few professionals.-Itot
advice is given, across bank ccnmtetir

by, at the best, semi-qualified clerks:'

Their loyalty is to their employers,^.:

and their main task is not to advise,. •

clients, but to sell.
:

It is hard for ordinary mortalsHkv-
them to stand up to the conflict ofJit.

terests between a vendor pushinga
specific article and an objective ad-
viser," Taub said. He added thathe -”

regarded, as a minimal solution the: :

licensing of advisers and the crear"
tion of a professional body, wffh V.
code of .ethics mid qualifying ex-..-

aminatlons. <_•
7

Recently, proposals have: been ;ri

made tomake auditors liable far fatv .- •

ing to disclose facts intended to mis-

lead. The auditors objected.to some
of the proposals, “but It seems that
the protection of the public requires ' 1

such legislation, and the .sooner the
better,” Taub said. '.

"Fines for offenders flked11years

ago are-no longer a deterrent -The
i

~'

"gravestssffences call forathjeeyw .

pri-sorT: sente nee, sooniy'la,
"magistftftecan impoae^penaltiesiVtv.^

He said he would like.to see aajhj

crease In penalties so that the'aurp

can be transferred to a district coitttj

Exxon cuts oil

supply to Japan
TOKYO (APj . — Exxon Inter-
national Corp., the marketingarm of
the world's biggest oil major, has
notified some Japanese distributors

of a 50 per cent oil supply cut in a half
year period and a total cut after that,

a trade source here said Tuesday.

Attempt to lure pensioners back

to industrial production lines

The source said this was a big blow
to Japanese Importers who need
every barrel of oil available but
"we're hoping that we can diversify
import sources and cope with it”

The source said it will be Japan’s
third party distributors, other than
Exxon’s local affiliates, who will

receive Exxon’s supply cuts. Of
about 240m. barrels of oil Exxon
supplied to Japan in 1977, represen-
ting about 14 per cent of all oil im-
ports, third party distributors handl-

ed about one-third, the source said.

The source, calling It the "most
drastic move ever taken by oil ma-
jors." said' Exxon was to start cuts

from April as its one-year contracts

with third party distributors expire
one after another.

By AARON BITTNER
Jerusalem Post Reporter'

Ways of getting pensioners back to

work — either full-time or part-time
— are under active study by a special

committee of the Employment Ser-

vice.

According to Baruch Haklai, direc-

tor of the service ; “the shortage of

workers in many production in-

dustries has reached a critical point.

We have therefore asked the Israel

Pensioners Association, the
Hlstadrut and other organizations to
help us locate men between 65 and 70,

and women between 60 and 65, ex-

perienced and in good health. They
are badly needed to keep production
going.”
Haklai admitted that' one of the

obstacles in drawing retirees back to

work Is the so-called "conflict of
payments" problem. This refers to
certain maximum amounts of in-
come a person may earn without
forfeiting his right to full old age

There are approximately 800,Off* -

pensioners in the country, and hi

joining the civilian labour force th^.

could help fill the 5,000-worker sho*.,

tage reported each month by
Employment Service, .Haklai saidj:

Meanwhile, industry's dependenq^^^
on Arab workers from the

ministered areas is Increasing. m
oast, these workers were conwfTpast, these workers were cancel t
trated in the buildingtrades. Butno^ ^
there are 20,000 ’‘area"
workers in factories, and In so®-- ”

there are 20,000 • area ,r .

workers in factories, and in sane. *

plants they comprise 40 per centfl.^

the total payroll, according r'

Employment Service. ^

CUSTOMS EXEMPTIONS
IMMIGRANTS who are physic*^*

outside of Israel for part of thej«»>fe
El
/

have been tightened up. by
Knesset Finance Committee;^' •

Previously. Immigrants who sp® s
:

six months at any time during

year dutside of the county

The source, who declined use of

name, said Exxon had explained

that its global oil supply became
tight after the Iranian situation.

forfeiting his right to full old age have that time counted against$&£
4^

payments to which he is entitled un- customs exemption rights. Now, u»; seci

der National Insurance.
These regulations discourage

many pensioners from taking on
jobs, he believes.

customs exemption ngnw. 1

immigrant must be out of the c0%j, e
-'I

try continuously for a
period to be eligible for the-exewp^ <s?

tion.

TWQ-IN-0NE GR0SSW0 Ife,

CRYPTIC PUZZLE Use the same diamm for either the Cryptic or the Easy pottle.

ACROSS
1 So a. cricket club has hesita-
tion In playing this game.' (6*

7 Classified as stored, perhaps
«8»

8 A varment for Ira’s back (4) »

lfl Bad dose I get to a bent
spoon <«>

II One relatively boyish? (6>
14 Figure Obe net's broken <31
15 .lark’s weapon? <51
1? A lord always at the piano

<41

19 Show a profit on cloth, some
dap <S>

21 A aUfi eome <S>
2S A machine to make me 50

per rent belter (5>

23 Worker playing cards? (41

SA Gardening hroadcaster? (5>
28 It’s better avoided than

evaded! (3)
29 Chess champion? (6)
30 Dance In which the trunk

starts to rotaxe! (6>

31 Chooses a new spot <4)

32 How the forgetful actor needs
help <8>

33 The son of test that may
fold up? 1 6i

DOWN
1 Mistake pupils make (4-2)

2 Search for a drink ifi)

3 Somerset Maugham weather
<4»

EASY PUZZLE
ROSS 1 DOW

'as* **
a Pathfinder (8) i Pat into *£5^? •»-«

S Melody 14) 5 Bttjw.
1* Span of timefln

;f
" : vJS,

11 Serpents £8) ft Limbs <4> Vrt r
t

-14 Males 13). 9 Electriesiy ^n,.

MtoeK CS)
. - IK

17 Girt £4) .
--- ” -J h :>y

19 Made more com- W
. tofOble (5)

-

- 21 Unfastened C5)' yg
22 Beneath <Bi

, eg Bespectfid..-^!
23 Domestic animals dress viv

(«
‘

' aiNot saWflf
’1

?

26 Consecrate <S) Employ,
28 Beat t3> n Antics
29 Rescind £8) .- z< Prayerend®* v
M Documents (8) g
S3 Accessible £4)

“
32 Wins through. £8) 27 Era (»' i

"
;

;» assa?;?,

25 vm
28 Prompts

;

BCr?

3 SST.iSm’weather »

4 Of sound Scottish humour? 85 Mlnehead. for instance?
Jt, mJl lXBasaUs. a .ghMy. Ift* ^

'7» (3)
. Rap. 17, arch. H School, tf. A piotel 13.

5 Discoloration of new saito 23 Does It stop an animal get- witch. *0, C**>Ted. 22, Sne-t. 24. 17, -IdoL lfi.

<5i ting into a lather? ifi> Hoe. 25, Jumpers. 26, WnSL 27, 30, Ice agr » ij,
8
iffls

1

?
read lbout Wiu. was. » cut u> $5

Will-ace.

8 Place it between two points 25 Call sociably and don't fall

9 Mnn from Tyrone £31

12 Rerusal to make any change
<3

1

13 A cone melted to water! (S>

15 Keeps wild dogs! <S>

18 John turning to Leo (Si

is A bad thing to stop? »3i

out £4. 2) ' SwKhPi lkhWatil^VBtaafc ^ * -itemed
26 Omits contain containers C5) 6. Scratch. 1, Xd+i t, Bilbao. oOWNe-^r k? Vi

a,er- “£ S 3; &?
to Lads’ arrangement of some » -WTr* **. S’ ‘5

Rugby ««gs (4J l25, 3t»» », i *. ^—

—

wmrn—mm
. .

. ... ...... ft

a, 14. voteo. “
S Owned. 18.

UOMe. zfc. PwMfcrS
25, Scam H-TW-fS' f

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW
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TEL AVTV: *— The rekindled hopes for an

. _ 1 topUan-Iaraell- peace treat; yesterday
:tJCe,

8
sparked a raH; ia Che:ahitre market.
Local Inveetom were slow to react to the

new* emanallngCrom Egypt and only in the
'— were the buy orders

Pati,

ifTf

rallies to optimistic peace news
Stocks & bonds

—

the market report

a

iln
tanta

°ne

...pm ...
trj, There is little doubt that many who had

bein'* wlahed t» riak tbelr funds did not" gat their

Vi order* in on time and therefore itia likely that

(. tfte rally will extend to today/a session,

The ladex-lfnked: bond market moved

4
slightJj higher but not meaningfully so. Gains

t were -la Ute'order of one half of one per cent,

e, Today* the Central Bureau of Statistics Is due

a‘* ^Uw tt to aanounee theindesc figure for February and
op financial observers and analysts are es-
f-^ctlce thre*^ IrregardJess of

U.
y,e figure, there Is little .hope for a major.

*- reduction in^etaftatibn spiral.

TheMarch figure will also be probably inor*

T dlnately high ss a result of the average 39 per
Iu&(U cent rfW ra fuel costs, tuad.the April index

uaii°Whi figure wfii include wage hikes scheduled'by
d ^ ^ the government.
°r from t ' An economist well acquainted with the
Tbis wipfe,- index-linked bond market pointed out yester*
stam. i!.\ day that the

.
problem lies with the

a farnii^^'goveninjent’s inability to actively fight infla-
-tchf^j don. In his .view, efforts in that direction are

•kerg

By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN
Post Finance Reporter

aimed at slowing down the pace, rather than
attacking the problem at Its roots.
In the meantime, those who recently made

investment In shares saw thoir holdings ap-
preciate In price.
Of the big three banka only Hapoallm tb>

shares managed an advance. The shares rose
by one point. Mizrahi (r) was heavily traded
and gained two points. Union Bank was up by
five while Israel General gained one.
Mortgage Bank Issues enjoyed one of the

better sessions of this year. Carmel was up by
W points. Tefahot gained 5.7 per cent while
Ampal gained 10 points to 828.
Insurance shares surged ahead convincing-

ly. Aryeh reached the 800 mark after rising 20
points. Phoenix XL1 at 425 reflected a rise of
nearly six per cent.
Motor House was ex-dividend and traded at

345. Israel Electric gained 11 to 327. Rapac

ILi jumped by 14 to 353.

Land Development shares rose by aome
three per cent, on the average. Property and
Building rose by seven to 333.

Ncot Aviv did not trade yesterday and it will

.not be traded today. The decision to stop
trading in these shares was taken as a result
of a court decision to place the firm in

receivership. The judgment came as a result
of a petition made by contractor Aharon
Rubinstein. In the petition the plaintiff claim-
ed that majority shareholders were diverting
profits made by Neot Aviv to a company con-
trolled by themselves. The court placed a
three-month limit to have the judgment
enacted.
Russco shares rose with the preferred ad-

vancing by seven and the ordinary by nine.
Oil Exploration of Paz rebounded by three

to 144. Industrials also performed well with
gains ranging as high as five per cent. Ata
"B" rose by 5.5 per cent. The Eisenberg and
Piryon companies confirmed that
negotiations were being held to sell part of
their holdings In Ata to Teus and the invest-
ment company of Bank HapoaJim.

Elcctra ILI was ‘‘buyers only" and fixed at
553. EWC was 7.5 points higher at 155.3.
Petrochemicals gained 3.5 points to 119.5.

(loning

prfr-o

Velum'
mixes

o»»r

Petrochem. opt. ’‘A" 78 . 29.2 +1
Petrochem. 20% deb. 1 75.5 11.5 +3.5
Nechushtan r 1000.5 1.7 nx.
Npchushtan b I0M) n.c.

Elite . 317 35.6 +2
BUle opt- 3 130 S.1 +4
Elite 20% deb. 2 94 19.7 -1
Arad 330.5 9.6 + 35.5
Polgat 546 1.1 n.c.

Polygon dxl44 40.5 +6
Rim l d536 nx.
Rim 4 d409 3.3 nx.
Shpmen b 430 3.0 ILC.
-Tail r 332 5.0 n.c.
TaaJ b 347 10.0 + 12
FYulnrom
fnvntlmrnt ft HeMlajc
Compan1cm

101 . 109.4 t4

Elgar r _ L

Elgar b __

Ellem r
Ellcrn b

(

dosing prices on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchangeld
loieij

14, 1979

Wait .*H*uktwain* Cs.’b

k.. .“"bL
L0.B-JH**.,

B“
I.D.B. pr*L- AM

lde LW*
•re

- N«
aim
nrf ha? ld.b. opt. i.
P,7Va* M>-B- opt- 8
3ul U W*, LD.B. opt-®.-

^ Union 1 .

Union apt.

Union opt. 13

Cnion-opLi
rv fkk,*) Union 16% «x.

I* yl r I Union 18SH-e. 5

I Discount
:

;

Discount "A"
e few .

Discount VA**’a% #.c.

;
cw

Pnjltst joimMr-- -

' en acrws^*.’ Mizrahi b
^.3enaW;jflrraw opt i
ll

J* U to o^'M&mU opt- 2

n&in usk h ^ MtaaH opt 3

aell.

CMq
pflM

370
408 .

1235
397

. 423
330
482
233
178

398

, 495

330
119
140

. -108 .

830

584
133

dx209
dxzil

483- -

380

180
302

V«hjM
KL1AM

Chugc

22.0

42
1.0

7982
2.0

87.7
1412
1052

- 111-8

1-0
1U
75.9

SS.8

1*53
0.7

5.7

1079.0

17742
154X0

72
18.0

283.1

12

nx.
+8

n-c.

n.c.

n.c.

n.c.

n-c.

n.c.

as.
+0

n-c.
+3
+4
+8

+X8
—10
U.C.
n.c.

+2
+2
+10
+10
+U
n.a.

ISO 139J +5
158 113.1 nx.

- 130 242.5 ax.—
562 n.c.
570

'

947.6 n-c.
372 . . . 98.2 +1
566 34J> +1
990 _ nx.
771 UO n.c.

Mizrahi M% s-c- 2 -

Mizrahi 20% S-C. 4
'• tor ontom,. ubrthi-ia* jx. o

.

ween a ^5 7 opL 4

tic?L Hsposlbn prof.
•

iic.e and w.pmihn *
Jb said. Hbi£ Hapoofim b'l •

'

is a min^j, HapoaHm 50% dlv. 78 ,

.

d advisenJ flapooBm opt. 2

>rofeasiouiw HaBW^dPt. s ^: -

C9 ^ R Rspozllm opt. 5
. HapoaHm opt. T ...

• pniwaiit HapoaHm 10% ax. l :

ike audiUns Hapoallm 18% s.c. a
oae facta inr - BopoaUm 18% s.c. 8- .

. U riilftr
, Mtoshl opt. 4 : •-

^Miirahl *27
•osaJs. tab Genera
ion oiu»j* General 18% s.c. 4 ...

•

attoa, aBdti Leumi ••

iub said. Leumi opt. l

Leumi opt. 2
sr offendfflfc Leumi opt. 4 - -

? ioiiKtftia Leumi 7%{i.c.‘ 5 optl, ,• -
.

. n , „ uBuml is% a.o. -7:
entente a inagaUMb^^tr^

• can ifflfWp iDjtrnational 8% s.c2
ie wouio Bib

.

WoJuantts 'lliit*a*e Baiiks

afemdwitfJSjW.E'
,75en1 Mtg. b
;Oon‘l Mtff. 80% div. 78

^SmTI Mtg. opt. 114
Gen'I Mtg. opt. 137
•Gen’l Mtg. 18% deb. 118
C&nnel r

448
385-

;i89
:

:

498

1M
329.5

139
118

848
319'

157

830
364

18*
'

nlTa'r.:'

22.0

31.5

13X5
2.0

231.9

1875
255.4

23X5
“ 28.3

87.7

925A
3.4

4X5
«M-

+3
n.c..

n.c.

U.C.

+0.5
+0.5
+8
+1
*1
nx.
n.c.

nx.
nx.
+2

nx.

i « 198. .

n42**,:

. 138
318

875
378-5
367
478
132 .

33.6 .

. • 49A
~42X

67J.

2X0.5

56.2

10.7

19.0

20.0

65.7

6.0

.nx.
OX.
nx.
n.c.

nes
Carmel b
Carmel * opt “A?’

.
Carmel 18% deb. xo

*e ajorni^-Bortg. k lav.

-Zimr D«v - * Mtg. b .

! ft Mtg. opt 88
i.li Ibt ^Dev.-ft Mtg. opt. 95

-ted tan Dev. ft Mtg. 15% deb. 66

r.t

861 17.1

415 11-1
- 586 7.0

d86.5 10.0
- 410

.

—
2JS 82J>

224 2.0
- 213 49.0

104 . 24.0

280 7.0

H.C.

n.c.

+x
+4
+2

n.c.
+12
+76
+11
—4.6
n.c.
+5

n.c.
- +6
+2

nx.

Dev. ft Mtg. 18% deb. 87
Dev. ft Mtg. 18% deb. 94
Bousing Mtg. r
Housing Mtg. b
Housing Mtg. 50% dlv. 78
Housing Mtg. opt 1

Housing Mtg. opt. 2
Leumi no dlv.
Tefabot pref. r
Tefahot pref. b
Tefahot r
Tefahot b
Merav
Mer&v opt 1

Specialized Financial
Institution*

Shilton r
Shilton b
Shilton opt. “A"
Shilton 18% deb. l

Otzor Lstaaslyar
Otzar La’taasiya b
Ampal
Agriculture “A”
Ind. Dev. pref.
Insurance Companies
Aryeh

' Aryeh opt
Hassneh r
Hasnwh b
Hassneh opt.
Phoenix l

Phoenix 5

Yardenla l
Tardenia 5
Sahar

r

Sahar b
Sahar opt
.Sahar 38% deb.

Securitas
Securitas 50% div. 78
Securitas opt
2Sur r
Zur b
Commercial Services

ft Utilities

Motor House
Delek r
Deleft b
Delek opt 1
Delek 20% deb. 2

r Wiflt6d Qpt^ ,r “

'

Shilton 28% deb. 2
Cold Storage 1
Cold Storage 10
Cold Storage opt “A”
Cold Storage 20% deb. 1
Israel Electric
Lighterage
Rapac l

Rapac 5
Land. Building.
Development ft Citrus

Azorim
Azorlm no div. 78
Axonm opt “A”
Azorlm 20% deb. l

Afrlca-Israel 1
AfrtcarIsrael 10
IJUJl.C. r
IX-D.C. b
LLJXC. opt. “A"
I.L.D.C. opt "B"

^.rf-^Dollar' up in Japan
iarsasi*®^ •

- *

t yrorten ^TOKYO (Reuter). — The.Bank of

.e bv^!dSI
1,*3^apan sold -a record 3800m. on the

’

«o.O(HI
Wokyo foreign exchange market

i facwr,elCye®tBre*ay hut failed to atop the DA.
|. rnmprlF

iJ-*CMrrency surging;upwards against

i-vTflli. v Q̂ie yen- dealers said. -

>ni SersiS-
dollar, which was priced last

• ^-October at an all-time low level of

.-rfW175 -8? ye®, touched 209^0.yen at one
: Ex^r-j«t8ge yesterday^Jn hectic trading.
VTS The rate closed at 209.15 yen, over

yen on Tuesday's 206.00 yen
^ price:

. . ..

^nmjor factor, behind the dollar's

.

dramatic rise was apprehension- on
.
j. itfj^the market that a decision by the

\i of Exxon company to cut oil

;rnfC
flUli^ffUPPJ iea to some Japanese com-

^^^J^anles might increase inflationary
‘ pug be

* pressure In Japan, dealers said.

..oUsU
The U.S. firm, which nays it has in-

» sufficient ofi to meet the needs of Its
xll company, affiliates, will stop'
ipplles:to non-affillated firms when

wntracts expire.

Ctealag Volume Change
price 1 Lit,MM
128 0.8 +1
S3 1.0 n.c.
S23 15.3 +3
329 4.0 +3
319 v 9.8 +3
249 50.0 +4
171 157.0 +4
330 5.0 n.c.
381 21.0 +21
383 10.0 +18
310 28.1 +10
387 88.3 +21
244 23.0 n.c.
120.6 17.0 nx.

dl02J 61.1 +4X
dl04.5 44.0 +4.5
87 22.0 +4.5
74.3

'

63.6 +1.5
357 0.6 nx.
358 4.5 nx.
628 1.0 +10
144.0 31.8 +4.0
137 9.5 +2

800 12.6 +20
550 8.3 +30
396 225.5 +5
399 135.3 +4
182 . 40.4 +5
<25 8.3 +20
102 97.0 +28
326 25.0 +17
288 24.0 +10
427 5.8 +7
444 13X +22
133 79.1 +5
92 133.0 +5
365 32.9 +15
341. 8.7 +2
194 11.4 +9
438 4.0 +11
514 11.0 +2

d345 8.4 —17
208 203

j

+7
259 2.5 +2
529 5.0 +16
209 ’S.0<.-» +8

- 13 45.0
~

•a.a ••

78 . 24X - :*1A
XU 80 7.0 —580
X317 18.0 +1
228 8S.2 .+12
140 22.6 nx-
327 25.0 +11
580 10.0 —10
353 14.0 +14
342 12A +12

d614 137.9 +22

339 223.9 +28
148 201.7 +7
2995 - oj n.c.

955 5.5 +5
220 195.7 +20
236 56.5 +14
387 18.0 +16
19X8 74.0 +3.5

Closln*

I.L.D.C. 10% deb 1

J.L.D.C. 10'/r deb. 2
IXD.C. 20r-r deb. 3
I.L.D.C. 20'* deb. 4

Sole) Bonch b
Prop, ft Bldg.
Prop, ft Bldg. opt. “A”
Prop, ft Bldg. 15% deb. 4

Prop. A Bldg. 38% deb. 5
Bayaide 1

Bnyslde 5

Iipro
lares
Mchadrln
I.C.P.

Ncot Aviv
Pri Or
Raasco pref.

Raeaco
Oil Esploratlou
Oil Explo. Paz
Industrial
Elblt 3

Elblt 8
Alliance
Kco 1

- Elco 2.5 r
Elco 25 b
Elco opt “A"
Elco 20% deb. i

Elcctra l

Elcctra 5
EJectra. opt. 2
Electro. ie% deb.
Electra 18% deb. 2
EJron 1

Elron 2
EJron opt. “A"
Argaman pref. r
Argaman pref. b
Argaman r
Argaman b
Ata “B‘*

Ata ‘‘C"

Ata opt. “A"
Ata opt. 3

Ata 20% deb. 2
Dubek r
Dubek b
Fertilizers

Cable* r

Cabled b% :

Haifa Cbenj,-..

Haifa Chem . opt. 2 1

Haifa Chem. 20% deb. }

Teva r
Teva b
Urdan 1
Urdan 5
Urdan opt.

Lodzla 1

Lodzia 4
MoJett
Moller
Phoenicia 1

Dead Sea
Am-Iar. Paper
Am-Iar. opt, “A”
Am-Iar. 20% deb. 1
AaaJs
Assls 50%. div. 78
Aaaia 20% deb. 1

Petrochem.

151

A

164

770
333
435
313
240.9

288.5

287

d282
822
1070
1400

848

236
248

144

453
453
1455
740
230
236

104.5

83.5

553
330
274

268
189
697
499

188

335

335

335
330

200
134.5

09.5

89.5

88
855
857
249

152.5

158.8

152
87

81

677

970
385

362

226
551

315
233
500
333

680
633
228

Cl89.5

390
388

163

119.5

VoJUJBr

ILlJN

28.0

25.4

6.5

114.4

10.0

3.0

50.0

10.0

24.5

Change

0.1

3.3

52.2

30.0

68.0

3.0

5.1

17.7

14.5

48.2

48.0

b-o.

62.4

36.0

48.0

62.9

12.0

26.8

24.4

1.1

10.0

45.0

232.4

MSA
155.0

10.6

8-1

8.8

12.0

+6
+6
+25
+7

n.c.

n.c.

nx.
+0.3
+6
+6
+3

n.c.

+ 13

—l
+7
+9

+3

nx.
—9
n.c.

+15
+8
+6

+1.5
n.c.

+16
+11
+12
+13
+7
+22
+9
+2
+1

n-c.

n.c.

nx.
+10.5
+6A
+4
+4

n.c.

—6
—1
+6
+6

AmLssar
Amlsaor opt.

Central Trade
Inv. of Pox r
Inv. of Paz b
Walloon 2

Waifsou 10 r
Wolfson 20 b
Ampa
Disc. Inv. r
Disc. Inv. b
Disc. Inv. opt. “A"
Disc. Inv. opt. “B“
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 59
Disc. Inv. 10r, deb. 72
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 130
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no change
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preferred
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convertible

TOKYO: This pollution-free 550cc car uses liquid hydrogen instead

of petrol as its fuel. The new-type automobile was unveiled last week
by Prof. Shoici Furuhama of the Musashi Engineering University of

Tokyo. Furuhama said the new system could become commercially
viable If the containers holding liquid hydrogen could be mass-
produced. The mini car, equipped with a two-cycle engine, ran at a
speed of 40 to 50 kpfa. bnt the professor said the speed could be in-

creased to a maximum of .120 kph. . iupd
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Volunteers make an important

contribution to tourism industry
By BARUCH SAVILLE
Post Travel Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Voluntary Tourist

Service (VTS) celebrates its 10th an-

niversary this month, and although

few Israelis may have heard of the

organization, its 600 members are

providing a valuable — and free —
service to thousands of tourists who
come here.*
Founded by Mrs. Tony

Morgenstern. who thought she was
going to "take it easy" when she

came here from the U.S.. the service

aims at making tourists feel at home.
Mrs. Morgenstern was taken

aback by the fact that when she

arrived in Israel there was practical-

ly no service aimed at the tourist —
especially the gentile — to make him
feel at home here. She proceeded to,

found an organization that has

perhaps done more for Israel’s

tourism Image than any other.

All the VTS services are free.

Many tourists after encountering the

organization have remarked, "the
VTS is an outstanding example of
how to get things done without fuss or
cost."
Some 46 per cent of visitors are not

Jewish, have no relations or friends
here and' are actually complete
strangers. .

The VTS will arrange visits to
Israeli homes for them, and if

desired, put the visitor In contact
with someone of his or her own
profession.
The VTS operates with the aid of

the Tel Aviv municipality, the
tourism authorities, and El Al.

ISRAEL WILL EXHIBIT more than
800 books at the Internationa] Book
Fair to be held In Moscow this

September. Israel also participated

in the last fair, in1977, and due to the

great Interest shown in books printed

here, in Hebrew, Yiddish, and other
languages. It has been decided to trip

y space to 135 sq. m. this time.

Inflation among main problems

of Brazil’s new president
A NEW Brazilian government, led

by Joao Batista Figuefredo. takes
over as of today, with balance of
payments problems and chronic in-

flationary pressures the nation's,

chief concern. The new government
has decided that expansion of
agriculture is the primary target,

and with 8.5m. square kms. of

territory, there Is ample space for

attacking Brazil's economic woes.

In Brazil’s golden phase from
1968 through 1973, annual growth
rates had been above 10 per cent,

and even after the Yom Kippur war
and the consequent oil crisis, the
average annual rates were main-
tained at above 6.5 per cent per year.
Projections for the next five years
indicate that they should remain in

the 7 per cent figure annually.
Because of the drought in 1978.

however, Brazil lost some 13 or 14

million tons of crops, besides the
damages in the cattle raising sector,

due to the reduction of pasture.
Notwithstanding the unfavourable
weather conditions, the Gross
National Product increased about 6
per cent, due mainly to the in-

dustrial output, and reached some
$180b. for a total of 115m. in-

habitants.
The major endeavour undertaken

by the last Brazilian government
was intended to adjust the balance of

payment via export promotion, con-

trol of domestic demand and import
substitution. Moreover, these ad-
justments would, -in their turn, have
to be conditioned to two important
constraints: a country of which the
population grows at 2.7 per cent per
year can stand reductions in Its

growth rates, but it Is very little

tolerant of a recession; and a coun-

try which imports only raw material

and capital goods has usually to face
the problems of import demand of
other items.

If the agriculture expansion goal is

reached during Figueiredo's term,
the tayo main economic problems of
the Brazilian economy will be
properly tackled. Inflation will drop
to under 20 per cent and the sales
abroad of agricultural items will,

contribute to Improve the situation
in the external accounts. Further-
more,. the expansion of agriculture
will considerably improve the dis-
tribution of revenue.
There has been much talk about

the acute individual income
differences in Brazil. In fact, there
are major Income differences not
only among individuals but especially
among regions, and these seem to be
associated with the substantial
growth of population.
There is. however, enough

evidence that In recent years the
Brazilian development has Im-
proved the conditions of all the social
layers in the country, mainly the
poorest ones. Between 1972 and 1976,
as the real average income of the
richest 10 per cent of the country in-

creased 14 per cent, the average in-

come of the poorest 10 per cent In-

creased 46 per cent.

PRESIDENT Figueiredo was born

in 1918, in Rio de Janeiro. He joined

the Brazilian army in 1935, and
received his four-star general
promotion in 1978.

Among the closest collaborators of

President Figueiredo, with
ministerial rank, will be the present

intelligence chief, Gen. Ot&vio
Aguiar dc Medeiros, the former
Brazilian military attach^ in Israel,

from 1973 to 1975.

Israel Broadcasting Authority

WEEKLY CHAMBER CONCERT

JERUSALEM KHAN

Sunday at 8.30 p.m.
Cilia Grossmeyer, soprano

With
the Ariel Ensemble

Benjamin Oren, piano
Programme: Works by Schubert

PETROLEUM SERVICES LTD.
Notice of Public Tender

Petroleum Services Ltd.. Is preparing publication of a tender for the con-

crete pouring of an underground tunnel in central Israel.

Contractors with proven ability to execute the above work will be able to

pnrtloipatc In the tender.

Documentation detailing the character of the work mid in in iniuni re-

quirement* for participating contnu-lonare available from Iheoflice- nl

the company, -ft Kehov Tvuol Ha'arris, Shi Itmi Dam, Tel Aviv, unfit Mnrrli

20, 1979. ContriM'tors should apply to Mrs. Annul.
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Work productivity, though rising,

still low by world standards
By AARON SITTNER

Jerusalem Post Reporter

The productivity rate of Israelis—
though quite low by world standards
— is improving, according to Dr.
Israel Katz, Minister of Labour and
Social Affairs.

Katz made the claim this week in a
message of congratulations to the 12

winners of the Namir Prize for ex-

cellence in productivity. The award,
named for Israel's second Minister

of Labour — Mordechai Namir — is

sponsored by the Histadrut.

While worker output in the U.S. is

now rising by an annual rate of 1.2

per cent, said Katz, Israeli workers'
productivity ia growing by 3.6 per
cent. Among Industrial workers here
the rate is even higher — 4.7 per
cent.

"But." Katz pointed out, "we-must
not let impressive figures delude us.
Our gross product per employee in

1977 was only 510,190, compared with
$21,500 in the U.S. and $23,130 in
Holland.
"That is why we honour you —

because you are setting the pace for

the hoped-for upsurge in per-
employee gross product here in

Israel."
Israel has practically no natural

resources, but its people represent
its real national wealth, Katz said.
Therefore, the country's economic
power can be boosted only by such
means as vocational training and
retraining.

He cited a demographic feature of
Israel which, he said, makes it im-
perative for vocational training to be
pushed even harder.
"In Israel," noted Dr. Katz, "a

third of the population is below the
age of 14, compared with only a fifth

of the population In Western coun-
tries. This relatively larger non-
eaming sector in our population
means that the working sector of the
population must produce more per
capita."

TENURE. — Chairman of the World
Zionist Executive Arle Dulzin
yesterday announced that
membership on the executive board
of the Jewish Agency will be limited
to two terms, or six years.
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Public order and the law
THE PROMISE of imminent peace with Egypt was certain to

touch off a wave of violent protest among those Jews in Israel

and Arabs in the territories who look upon it as a dire threat to

their cherished aspirations. With President Carter's arrival in

Jerusalem last Saturday night, this is just what happened.
Although Mr. Carter left for home two days ago. riots are con-

tinuing in a number of West Rank towns, complete with street

demonstrations, tyre burnings and stoning of the military.

Things have quietened down, in Israel proper, but as the time for

the signing of the treaty draws near, they may well take on an
even uglier character than before.

Opponents of the peace in both camps share the conviction,

voiced by a Gush Emunim theoretician, that “the lady is not for

sharing.” This Land, in other words, can either be all Jewish, or
all Arab, but not both: and Jewish fundamentalism decrees that

it should stay all Jewish.
PLO chief Yasser Arafat spoke, paradoxically, in a similar

vein for the West Bank rioters this week when he pledged “to fill

the torch of revolution with fire and blood until the whole of the

homeland, and not just a part, Is liberated."

In their disparate ways both Rejectionist groups pose a grave
threat to constituted authority. What is called for is a vigorous
but measured response to their challenge.

Palestinians are entitled to think that their "legitimate
rights" are insufficiently expressed in the scheme for self-

government. But they need not expect Israel to be terrorized

into yielding them powers to be used for Israel’s extirpation.

By the same token, the Jewish fundamentalist group centring

around Gush Emunim cannot expect acceptance of their claim
of divine right to define national policy in defiance of the will of

the majority.
To be sure. Gush followers have not been engaging in outright

organized terror: the country, after all, is ruled by their own
kin. But some of their recent actions, especially, have had all

the earmarks of patent lawlessness. Such have been their

attempted assaults on the person of the U.S. president, and the

brazen vigilante-type dispersal of the Ramallah demonstrations
by settlers from Ofra, followed by contemptuous refusals to

hand over their arms.
The security forces must discharge their responsibilities by

disciplining the delinquents — without copying their methods.
Public order must be preserved without trampling upon private
rights.

This may be a tall order, but the country cannot have
anything less. Israeli democracy must not allow an occupation
mentality to prevail in any area subject to its sovereign control.

An example of conduct unbecoming of the armed forces is

their strong-arm suppression of riots at Bir Zeit, which resulted

in the "accidental" shooting of four Arab students. The appoint-

ment of a commission of inquiry on this case is welcome, but the
commission will have wasted its time unless it makes sure that

Its findings are not a whitewash, and that they are forcefully

acted upon.
A similar inquiry is surely called for into the wholesale and

indiscriminate police arrest of suppposed Gush Emunim sym-
pathizers as a preventive measure designed to assure Mr.
Carter’s safety. This was done on ostensibly legal grounds, for

the penal code authorizes the police to detain any person for 48

hours on suspicion of his having committed or conspired to com-
mit an offence.

According to all indications, however, the police completely
disregarded the High Court’s requirement that the conspiracy
must be evidenced by more than mere preparation. The police

were anxious to prevent any disruption of Mr. Carter's visit, and
never mind the legal niceties. 1

This way lies the ruin of a law abiding society. Fire may be
fought with fire, but illegality cannot be fought with illegality—
without breeding only more of the same.

POSTSCRIPTS
TWO U.S. COLLEGE professors say
they've found the answer to a famous
mathematical problem, but they also

say you don’t want to know about it.

The problem itself is difficult to

state, and an explanation of the solu-

tion takes 25 pages, AP reports.

The solution "may not be fully ap-
preciated by the general public" said
Helamana Ferguson of Brigham
Young University, but
"mathematicians who take a week or
so to sort through it will see that it

works.’*
Ferguson, a BYU associate

professor, and Rodney Forcade, a
visiting assistant professor from
Southern Illinois University, describ-

ed their accomplishment recently at
American Mathematical Society

meetings in Biloxi, Mississippi.

The problem, which can. be traced
back nearly 2,000 years to Euclid, in-

volves trying to find a systematic
way to discover a relationship among
irrational numbers, such as square
roots and fractions.

Ferguson and Forcade began
working on the problem two years
ago. Coming up with the solution did
not depend upon computers, but
Ferguson said it helps to have one
handy to apply it.

In.two hours of computer work, the
technique can be used on a group of

numbers in a .manner that would
have taken 18th and 19th century
mathematicians “trillions of cen-
turies" to complete, Ferguson said.
"Based on the work we have done,

we can see why other
mathematicians failed to discover
the solution," he said.

.NOWON SALE

MAN IS sawing and hacking away at

such a rate that every year an area

the size of Cuba is denuded of trees,

Reuter reports.

This is the conclusion of
Worldwatch Institute, an organiza-

tion partly funded by the UN which
issues periodic research papers on
economic development, environmen-
tal and related questions.

According to Erik Eckholm,
author of the latest study, rampant
forest destruction In the humid
tropics has worldwide implications,

threatening the extinction of

thousands of plant and animal
species .over the next quarter-

century.
Clearing the tropical forests might

increase the carbon dioxide level in

the atmosphere, changing the global

climate. Eckholm, a leading en-

vironmentalist, said. While the forest

area of North America and Europe
was stable, at least 11 million hec-

tares of Africa, Asia and Latin

America are being denuded annually
— an area about the size of Cuba.

WAB AND REMEMBRANCE
.— Herman Wouk

RAQUELA — A WOMAN OF
ISRAEL

— Ruth Gruber
A COAT OF MANY COLOURS

— Chaim Raphael
THE EMISSARY —

A LIFE OF ENZO SEBENI— Ruth Bondy

"MABAT" isn't the onlynews broad-

cast that sometimes fails to get the

“bugs’’ out. On a recent Saturday

night, the woman newscaster on Jor-

dan TV’s Hebrew news show was
really bugged. A huge fly insolently

flew onto her shoulder, walkingup to

her neck and buzzed for five minutes

between her head and the camera
lens. Evenan attempt by a colleague

in the studio to shoo It away with a
piece of paper (clearly visible on the

screen) was fruitless. At the end of

the show, the poor Hebrew
newscaster looked very relieved.

Was it a Jewish gadfly? J.S.

“SARAH"— Pension Restaurant — Sea Shore
7 Klkar Ha’atzma'ut, Netanya. Tel. 053-28066

High standard Pension management
Kosher lemehadrin min fcameiiadrin
Superior cuisine — superior service
Limited vacancies remain for Pessah
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11th HOURMOVE Dr»B^
DAVID LANDAU perceives “a bold exercise of

leadership” by Prime Minister Begin in his final summit
meeting with President Carter, but queries whether its

results could not have been achieved months ago.

M.&Wtt>Kb •Jgg'g .

’WOWT. J
"THERE IS no escape from sum-
mitry,” Abba Eban MK said in The
Jerusalem Post on this page on Tues-
day.

We cannot know whether Prime
Minister Menahem Begin, one of our
most loyal readers, had the time to
absorb Eban’s advice before setting
out from his home to the King David
Hotel for what was to be a fateful
breakfast meeting with President
Carter. But whether he read the ad-
vice or not, he took St.

‘ He showed real leadership —
prime ministerial mettle," said a
highly placed source, one of the few
men who knew at the time of the
dramatic breakthrough that was be-
ing achieved by the Prime Minister
.and the President.

This source, not one of Begin's
aides, praised the Premier for "see-
ing the broad, historical perspective,
discerning between vital issues and
less consequential matters, holding
out for the first and conceding the
second."
The basic truth behind the 11th-

hour breakthrough is that the Prime
Minister consciously stepped out
ahead of his cabinet, and, during
that breakfast meeting, treated and
traded with Carter as one
authoritative leader with another.
Now of course there is a fun-

damental difference between the
constitutional powers and position of
an American president and a prime
minister in a cabinet democracy of
the Israeli (British-based) type. And
yet, even in the cabinet system,
there are moments when the prime
minister must cease to be merely the
chairman of a panel — the cabinet—
and assume a much more individual,
almost autocratic, responsibility.

The difference between the two
systems manifests itself again if the
prime minister's decision or action

is not supported subsequently by his

cabinet, his party, and the majority

of his parliament. Then, as

Menahem Begin himself pointed out

In his media interviews on Tuesday
night, the prime minister must
resign, bringing down the entire

government with him. An American
president does not require' such ex
post facto endorsement: and he can-

not resign even if be feels that his

move is not supported.

TUESDAY MORNING was one of

those rare moments when a prime
minister U required to act Like a

president— and face the risk of later

paying the price inevitably exacted

If such presidential-type decision-

making is repudiated.

Begin sensed the nature of the mo-
ment — and rose to it. Cynics will

say that he rose to it because he had
no other choice, given the massive
pressure inherent in the cliffhanging

situation of the presidential mission.

Be that as It may, the fact remains
that he rose to it, and because be
rose to it, we shall hopefully have a
peace treaty with Egypt.
There is no doubt, according to in-

formed sources, that the other
cabinet ministers (barring Dayan,
who. with U.S. Secretary of State
Vance, sat in on part of the breakfast
meeting) were not aware of the
magnitude of the breakthrough that
had been achieved. They, like the
rest of us, were apprised of it only
hours later, by President Carter's
announcement on the tarmac of
Cairo Airport.
They did not know, as they waved

goodbye to Air Force One at midday,
that the Premier had promised the
President to submit to the cabinet an
American guarantee-pledge in place
of the Israeli demand for regular and
direct oil supplies from Egypt.

(Begin's submission, as had been
demonstrated the week before,
following his Washington visit, is

tantamount to a recommendation
and his recommendation, as has
been demonstrated throughout the
peace process, is a virtual warranty
of cabinet acceptance.) Only the
night before this oil demand had
been regarded by the cabinet as a
sme qua non for the treaty. It was
seen as a touchstone of Egypt’s
readiness, or reluctance, to engage
in normal trade relations with Israel
after peace.
Similarly, they did not know that,

after months of rejection, Begin had
now signalled his acceptance of the
Egyptian demand that Israel vacate
El-Arish almost, at once, and that It

submit a detailed, binding schedule
for its phased withdrawal from the
rest of the "interim withdrawal"
area. In return for this. President
Carter indicated, Egypt would be
prepared to restore its agreement to
exchange ambassadors with Israel
upon completion of the interim
withdrawal.
- (At this time of writing, it is still

not clear whether the Prime
Minister remained totally adamant
in rejecting Egypt’s demand for a
"liaison office" in Gaza or whether
here, too, he indicated a measure of
compromise not previously ap-
proved by the cabinet. It is apparent,
at any rate, that the Premier,
despite the unique urgency of the
situation, nevertheless held out firm-
ly against the full brunt of the Egyp-
tian demand, forcefully contending
that it presented unacceptable
political and strategic risks for

Israel.)
WHILE APPRECIATING Begin’s
bold exercise of-leadership qualities
at a critical moment, many
observers will now ask themselves
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whether that same leadership could
not have been shown months ago ;

—
back in November, when the peace
talks first got bogged down in what,
after all, were largely subsidiary
issues, or even back in December
1977. when the Ismaillya summit
flopped over semantic positions that

were subsequently softened.

When the excitement and euphoria
subside, comparative studies will in-

evitably be made between the terms
available at various earlier stages of

the .peace process and those agreed
upon now.
On Article 6, paragraphs two and

five, for Instance, four months of

abstruse haggling seems to have
resulted in a return, by way of a

meaningless “agreed memdrar^'!!-

-

dum.” to that happy ambivalaffir
:

_

‘

achieved by thetexts of the'two trek''
'

.

ty clauses themselves. If Begin air

-

the cabinet majority had accept*
*“

the “libkage 'sfde-letter'*']-1

November, along with the treaty tft.tf
1 -

t, instead of repudiating their;

top negotiators, Dayan and Well-1'-'

man. the subsequent months of icj:.-:.'--
-

sion and anguish might fcave'bejj/:^

"

dispensed . with. Es- ,today's *'

letter," with its slightly ameadi
"target date, " so very different

that which wasagreed upon atCkx£~-~

—

David? -i-- Vi
While it may riot yet be the ttmel nf

answer these questions, it is certip/jl J

"ly not too early to raise them."
*

Thefollowing is the text ofPresident
Carter's remarks at Andrews Air
Force Base when he returned from
the Middle East yesterday:

Carter’s remarks on returning to the U.S.

YOU ARE looking at a tired but
grateful man. All of those who made
this journey appreciate the oppor-
tunity we have had to render some
service in the cause of peace. Now
the journey Is done, and we are glad
to be home — back in our own coun-

try. our beloved United States of
America.

It’s good to see so many familiar
and welcome faces and I want to

thank you for being out here in the

middle of the night to give us one of

the best welcomes back I think I

.have ever known. I thank you from
the bottom of my heart.

As you know, we did not go to

Egypt and Israel in order to confirm
what was already a guaranteed
result. We went there to use our in-

fluence and our good offices to help

the leaders of those two great
nations move decisively toward the

peace that is so ardently desired by
the people they serve.

Tired but grateful man
There were risks involved — they

. were pointed out to me by many peo-
ple — political risks to me as Presi-
dent — and therefore, perhaps, even
to the prestige of the United States.

Fortunately , our work has had a hap-

py result. But I want to stress that

the effort would have been worth
making regardless of the outcome of
this trip.

IN WAR, we offer our very lives as a
matter of routine and we must be no
less daring, no less steadfast In the
pursuit of peace.
For more than 30 years, the

'nations of Egypt and Israel who have
been and will be perpetual
neighbours have existed In a con-
tinual state of hostility. That hostili-

ty has exploded into combat four
times, and each war has brought
with it suffering and pain and loss of
life, renewed fear and hatred, and
great danger for that entire region
and the world beyond. But in the last

16 months the way has finally been
opened to peace.
When I decided to make this trip,

the peace, .negotiations-: seemed to
have reached a stalemate. After long
hours of discussions in both Egypt
and Israel the proposals were made
for resolving ail the outstanding
issues.

All but two of those issues have
been resolved with Prime Minister
Begin and the Israeli cabinet. Less
than three hours from now, the
Prime Minister will present the

remaining proposals to the Israeli

cabinet for consideration. I have left

Instructions to wake me up if the
news is good. I believe it will be.

President Sadat has already
accepted all of the proposals.
Therefore, we havenow defined all

the major components of a peace
treaty between the largest and most
powerful Arab country, Egypt.; and
her neighbour and former enemy,
Israel. There may be sharp internal

debates before this process is com-
pleted. But the treaty that emerges
can be the cornerstone of a com-
prehensive settlement, one that can
bless with peace all the peoples who
have suffered from the long-
enduring conflicts in the Middle
East.

THE LEADERS of Egypt aadlsra
are now daring tobreak thepifie;£ ^

of 30 years of bitterness

They are following the advice

biblical proverb1

:

'
“When Ta niitt^'-:

ways please the Cord, he* make:;
even his enemies to be at peacew^

—

him.' In choosing peace. Preside r i

Sadat and Prime Minister BeginjM'lj [

venturing into the unknown. -V*’
But they know that these Onitk

States, will be .with them.

begin to make peace a.hvlngreaff

for their own people. l am thankF*
11 '

that the friendships betwymthe311 s

countries and the United States vcr :-.

now grow, even strong^ fifties okzr:

own two friends are frfehc&wlth on:-

another.
* ’

'

.-kj::

Through private mess&fcea', ay
public ^statements — me
from;Air Force One (the

plane) on my return home
urging other world leaders

port what Egypt and Israel;

done, for it offers hope toallV
peace “everywhere in thewo
My friends, let me thank yon

for coming out to greet us. I'

that Cod has answered bur
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SERVING JUSTICE
READERS' LETTERS

ADEBT TO HARASSAH
To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

The Post’s DAVID KRIVINE discusses the recent reforms
in administrative detention procedures and how they may
be applied over the Green Line.

JUSTICE MINISTER Shmuel
Tamir’s promise to reform the
procedure for administrative deten-
tion was passed into law on March 5.

It is a good measure — except that it

applies only to territory within the
Green Line. Israel does not legislate

for the administered areas.
Yet the problem of administrative

detention — imprisonment without
trial — exists primarily in the West
Bank, where Arab terrorism is most
rampant. It affects Israel hardly at
all.

Normally the procedure is for the
military government to adopt the
legislation passed by the Knesset and
apply it in the administered
territories at its own decision. This
time Informed circles are not at all

sure that Defence Minister Ezer
Weizman will give the order.
Administrative detention is allow-

ed (for zones under military occupa-
tion) under the relevant inter-
national convention. The provision
applied by the Israelis Is the
Emergency Defence Regulations
dating back to British Mandatory
times.
The view of the military Is that

prevention is better than cure. It is

preferable to arrest the man before
his bomb goes off than after. A law
court will sentence him only after he
has committed his crime. Ad-
ministrative detention is a device for
by-passing the court.

The military should not have a quasi-
judicial power— indeed do they real-

ly need it? There are only about 20
such prisoners at the moment. There
were never as many as 40. In a
democratic society the law courts
ought to have the last word on
matters pertaining to personal rights
and liberty. Is there really a case for
making an exception to that rule,

even during the present bard conflict

with the PLO ’9 murder gangs?

The new law does not abolish ad-

ministrative detention, but it does
make a number of welcome changes.
It vests the prerogative to detain
without trial, hitherto held by the
Chief of Staff or the Area Commanders,
in the hands of the Defence Minister
personally. He (to quote the bill’s ex-

planatory note I "Will of course bear
full parliamentary responsibility for

his actions."
More important, any dentention

order put out by the Defence Minister
"shall be submitted for the approval
of the President of the District Court
within 48 hours; if the hearing before
the President has not begun within
those 48 hours, the detainee is to be
released."

Moreover, detention must be the
only means whereby the security
purpose.can be achieved. If it should
be possible to accomplish the same
objective in any other way, e.g., by
restricting the movements ofthe per-

son in question, then the issue of a
detention order is no longer permissi-

ble.

The importance of this reform is

that a person arrested for being an
enemy of the state will have recourse
to a court of justice. The court will

set the detention order aside if it is

persuaded that "the reasons for
which the Minister of Defence made
the order were not objective reasons
of state security or public security,
or that the order was made in bad
faith or out of irrelevant con-
siderations."

Sir. — During the 14 years I have
been in Jerusalem, mostly with the
United Nations, I have heard and
read paeans of praise and apprecia-
tion bestowed on Hadassah Hospital
for its dedicated healing services to
patients irrespective of their race,
colour or faith. I was recently able to
see.with my own eyes Arab patients
from Damascus and Kuwait given
the same devoted treatment as
Israeli patients. Hadaaaah’s healing
processes literally cover the whole of
the Middle East and beyond and they
have recently reached a far-away
country like Burma by treating my
wife for lung cancer during tbe last

seven months.
My wife was operated on 25 June,

1978, and chemo-therapy was ad-
ministered throughout the entire
seven months she was in Jerusalem.

=
••

Right from the very, beginning‘s^-'

:

was a hopeless case. But the doet£~“
who treated her never gave up-tW' :

p-
hope of prolonging her life to

tent possible In such cases. The'.dj^r?*.- ;•

tors, the interns and the kind nurf-^ ?

of the entire Oncology Departing 2 5.-. .

were unstinting in their devoted**

^

vices to make my wife's few renui{«ts-:j ..

ing months of life as comfortable;^ ^
'

possible.
’**•

-We left' for the United States!

January 12 for further treatmc

Very sadly, complications set ini

my wife passed away on January

Her sudden demise, however, IHer sudden demise, however, !

not detracted in the least from
1

monumental debt of gratitude I o

to the entire staff of Hada*
Hospital for looking alter my I

wife in the devoted way. they did

ROBERT T. MTAL
Gaithersburg, MD.

SEX COUNSELLING IN JERUSALEM
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

THERE ARE, of course, judicial

safeguards, but they have been
somewhat exiguous to date. A review
board, presided over by an army
judge or senior civil servant, ex-

amines each case once in six
months and makes recommen-
dations. Its proceedings are held tn

camera. The prisoner has the right to

petition the High Court, but the court
is unlikely to overrule the board un-

less it has committed a flagrant

breach of the law or compromised
the principles of natural justice.

The whole device is not palatable.

AGAIN AVAILABLE

A HISTORY OF ISRAEL
— Howard M. Szchar

THE DEFENCE Minister may not
order detention for a period ex-
ceeding sLx months. If he wants to

prolong the arrest he must go
through the same procedure with the
District Court all over again. The
President of the District Court must
review the detention order at least
once every three months, and may do
it more often if he thinks it

necessary.

The hearings are still in camera.
On the other hand the detained per-
son has the right to be present. He
also has the right of appeal against
the court's decision to a judge of the
Supreme Court.
The Defence Minister will have to

satisfy the bench not just that the

detention Is expedient for the
maintenance of military security, as
under the existing regulations, but
that it is the only means of achieving
that objective. A plea that the man's
imprisonment helps to suppress a
riot or rebellion will not suffice per
sc. The decision must have been
"necessary to prevent injury to the

security of the state or the public."

IN CONSIDERING whether to ex-
tend this new order to the West Bank
and Gaza, it should be borne in mind
that the bill does not have to be
reproduced textually. The courts ex-
ercising the stated functions could
not be the civilian district courts, for
a start. Use would have to be made of
the military courts; and there is no
appeal from their verdicts.
As it happens, the idea of settingup

a military appeals court has been un-
der discussion for some time. The op-
portunity could be taken of killing

two birds with one stone — by
creating a military appeals court,
which should serve the ad-
ministrative detainees as well.
Under the new law, Israeli

nationals may not be deported, nor
can they be denied admittance into
the country. This clause too may be
difficult to apply rigidly to the
residents of the territories: but that
is not a reason for shelving the whole
measure.
The question Weizman must con-

sider is this: • If the bulk of tbe
provisions in the above new law are
adopted by the military government,
will the security service be seriously
handicapped In their work? Will the
tightened judicial control have a
negative effect on their efforts to

defuse terrorist activities?
That is the only issue to consider.

There is no other justification for
failing to humanize a process which,
however necessary the military may
consider it. is basically uncivilized.

Sir, — In the past few weeks, Mr.
Haim Shapiro has published reports
relating to the problems of sex
counselling in Israel and particular-
ly in Jerusalem.

I beg to differ with Mr. Shapiro in
respect fo some of his statements
regarding the availability of sexual
counselling in Jerusalem. Among
others, he states in his article of
February 7 that “there is no public
clinic for sexual problems in
Jerusalem."
Hadassah. as a pioneer In most

areas of medical care in Israel, over
10 years ago started a clinic In
cooperation with the departments.of
psychiatry and gynaecology. The

.

late Professor Z. Polishuk' and
myself initiated this cooperation
between the two departments,which
then developed into a psychosomatic -

and family counselling clinic dealing
with all the aspects of sexual,
marital.and family problems. The
clinic has been well known to the
medical community of Jerusalem:
many referrals are made by family
physicians and others who are in
need of advice come directly after

having consulted their family doc-

tors.

After having excluded .the ex-

istence of different organic con-

ditions, In consultation with other

specialized clinics of our medl

centre, such as gynaecoloj
neurology and urology, a
disciplinary team composed m
psychiatrist, psychologist and aofl

worker are involved in the ew
Won and the treatment ot thepent

The. specific sexual difficulties 1

then handled in individual or o

joint marital therapy, depending

the nature of the problem.

The activities are not restricted

technical consultation only, '

attempt . to clarify the differ!

:causes, which may affect sgg

functioning in different age gnfl

Pre-marital counselling, togeV

with the cooperation of
J

gynaecological clinic, can often »

to prevent future marital

ficulties; young single person*
Jj

married couples get help for

problems they may be encounter

At the same time our prows*®

staff also pays attention to

counselling of sexual functionM*

'the "mature years."
An integrated approach to

problems is essential in order to a

people overcome difficulties an*

in different life situations-

BAN Gi HERTZ.

»

Acting Chairs

Department of t&f**
/• Hadassah University BaW'

Jerusalem.

ELECTRICITY FINES

Available at MELROSE'S tTEA
Steimatzky PEOPLE DRINK IT MORE

NANA-LEMON - EARL GREY-REGULAR FLAVOURS ETC.,

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — It is unbelievable that a
committee of economic ministers

could propose the imposition of fines

for consumption of more than M0
kwh ot electricity per month. Your
correspondent Asher Wallfish right-

ly uses the word ludicrous for the

suggestion.

What about elderly people? Air

conditioners or fans are a necessity
for them in many parts.of the couh-.

try, as arc small electric heaters for

those, who do not have

heating, and cannot .

kerosene stoves. The

have to use more P^'e"uL#
because of reduced eyesiffh- ^
;the occasional warm baui.

pensioners (Who only coo*

easily run up monthly el

bills of between 280 and kw

pcclally as health
the

stay home most df the tim*- •

Ramat Gan


